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FOREWORD

This publication is the outgrowth of a program of curricu-
lum development, evaluation and revision initiated in 1962,
as the New York City Foreign Language Revision. Program.

In the course of the Revision Program, twenty-three ex-
perimental bulletins appeared covering five levels of instruc-
tion in French and Spanish and four levels in German, He-
brew, Italian, Latin and Russian. This material was used
experimentally, evaluated and revised, and is now being
printed in seven bulletins, one for each language.

New York City Foreign Language Program for Secondary
Schools: Spanish Levels I-V is intended to serve as a guide to
teachers and supervisors in teaching the fundamental lan-
guage skills, using audio-lingual techniques, and developing
an understanding of the Spanish-speaking peoples, their cul-
ture and their civilization.

The bulletins for French, Italian, German, Russian, Latin
and Hebrew will be available within the school years 1966-
66 and 1966-67.

JOSEPH O. LORETAN
Deputy Superintendent

Instruction and Curriculum

January, 1966
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Introduction
Foreign languages in the public schools of the United States

have in the past been studied primarily for their cultural and
literary values. Givena meager allotment of time, the linguistic
objectives of foreign language study were often limited to the
development of reading skill. In many instances, an undue
amount of instruction time was devoted to translation and to
grammatical analysis in English. As has beenincreasingly evi-
dent, the outcomes of such instruction have proved to be in-
adequate to the foreign language needs of our citizens and of
our government in the present-day world.

The supersonic jet and swifter forms of world-wide communi-
cations have contracted the globe, and the need to communi-
cate with our neighbors abroad has become all the more im-
perative. Our international relations are constantly expanding
as we endeavor to build and maintain alliances for securing
the peace, to provide technicians and material assistance to
underdeveloped countries, to engage in international coopera-
tion in science, technology and business, and topromote large-
scale cultural exchanges of students, teachers, artists, mu-
sicians and leaders in many fields. The importance of acquir-
ing a working knowledge of foreign languages is constantly
increasing as our far-flung activities andour destiny grow more
and more intertwined with those of other peoples.

The fact that the study of foreign languages has become
vital to the national interest has been dramatized through the
National Defense Education Act (1958) and the creation of the
Peace Corps (1961). The resulting challenge to the schools
was taken up in the revised New York State foreign language
syllabi (1960 et seq.) by emphasizing foreign language as a
means of oral communication and by recommending longer
sequences of foreign language study. In consonance with the
State syllabi, the New York City Foreign Language Program
for Secondary Schools stresses an audio-lingual approach and
provides four to six year sequences of foreign language study.

In addition, this curriculum bulletin incorporates recent
modifications of the predominantly linguistic orientation which
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prevailed during the initial stages of the new trend in foreign
language teaching. These modifications are chiefly reflected in
motivational activities, in a reaffirmation of the importance of
meaning as opposed to mechanical repetition, and in the
greater flexibility accorded to pre-reading instruction, thus
affording the possibility of a somewhat earlier exposure to the
graphic symbol than had formerly been advocated. An attempt
has thus been made to balance the earlier subject-centered
emphasis of applied linguistics by favoring a learner-centered
approach.
PURPOSES AND USES OF THIS BULLETIN

This publication represents the culminating stage of the
Spanish curriculum project developed as part of the New
York City Foreign Language Revision Program for Secondary
Schools.

In the course of the Revision Program, a total of 23 differ-
ent experimental bulletins appeared from 1962 through 1965
in the form of separate fascicles for five levels of instruction
in French and Spanish, and four levels in German, Hebrew,
Italian, Latin and Russian. These bulletins were used experi-
mentally in all the junior and senior high schools in New York
City. They were then evaluated by teachers, chairmen, coor-
dinators and other supervisory personnel, both individually
and in committee. On the basis of this evaluation, a number
of revisions and editorial rearrangements were made. Finally,
all the fascicles dealing with a particular language were com-
bined into a single bulletin for that language.

The completion of this bulletin for Spanish, Levels I--V, ful-
fills the aims stated in 1962 in the first of the experimental
bulletins, namely, "to provide our foreign language teachers
with a syllabus which is in consonance with the New York State
Syllabus, with the new organization affecting foreign languages
in the junior high schools, and with the newer audio-lingual
techniques."

This bulletin is intended to serve as a guide to foreign
language teachers in:

a. following the scope and sequence of course content
b. teaching the fundamental language skills
c. teaching the foreign culture and civilization
d. using audio-lingual techniques
e. preparing and using dialogues and pattern drills
f. carrying on a program of motivational activities and

projects
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using audio-visual aids and the tape recorder
h. using the language laboratory
i. employing effective criteria for textbook selection
j. adapting textbooks to audio-lingual teaching
k. planning homework assignments
1. planning and scheduling supplementary reading and

reports
m. improving inter-divisional articulation
n. constructing tests and comprehensive examinations
Foreign language chairmen, supervisors and coordinators

will be guided by this bulletin in:
a. preparing departmental courses of study
b. orienting teachers to the principles and practices of

foreign language teaching
c. preparing model lesson plans and teaching materials

for department use
d. evaluating textbooks and audio-visual aids
e. planning department programs for the use. of audio-

visual aids
f. planninglor the effective use of the language laboratory
g. promoting inter-divisional articulation
h. setting up a department program of motivational and

enrichment activities
i. organizing a department-wide supplementary reading

program
j. formulating directives to teachers for pupil orientation

to Regents and other comprehensive examinations
k. planning inter-divisional and departmental testing

programs
1. evaluating the general program of foreign language

instruction
This bulletin is a fairly comprehensive source book of lan-

guage learning theory and of activities, procedures, techniques
and devices employed in foreign language teaching and learn-
ing. Considering the heterogeneity of the New York City school
population, the vast range of interests and abilities, and conse-
quent variations in rate of progress, there is an urgent need for
individualization of instruction to achieve maximum learning for
each group. It follows then that local adaptations of this bul-
letin are essential, whether divisional, departmental or inter-
class. It is not expected that teachers will attempt to adopt
all the suggestions offered, but rather that they will make
selective use of the activities described herein, depending on

3



the individual needs, interests, abilities and previous achieve-
merit of the cla6s.

By couching its principles and delineation of topics in the
form of suggestions, this bulletin gives considerable leeway to
the individual resourcefulness, creativity and initiative of
teachers. This is particularly so in such matters as devising
means to sustain pupil interest, making and collecting illus-
trative materials, exploiting the full potential of the tape re-
corder, and creating situations for pupils to use the foreign
language both in and out of class.

LEVELS AND GRADES
To clarify references to grades and sequences, the term

level is used rather than grade or year. Since this curriculum
bulletin is designed to be uniform for both junior and senior
high schools, Levels I and II, which may be taught in either
division, are treated together.

The notion of "levels" of foreign language instruction is
based on a more or less empirical system of (a) subject matter
organization and (b) relative rates of acquisition of subject
matter plus skills at different stages of education. Thus, the
fundamental linguistic subject matter of a foreign language
may be organized into three parts: Elementary (Levels I and
II), Intermediate (Levels III and IV) and Advanced (Level
V, Advanced Placement). As for the rate of acquisition, it is
usually said to be the amount of foreign language subject
matter plus skills that can be acquired by A normal pupil in
1 year of senior high school (at 5 periods per week) and 2
(or 3) years of junior high school (at a smaller number of
periods per week). This ratio is, of course, approximate and
may vary, depending on the previous knowledge, motivation,
ability and maturity of the pupils as well as on the number
of periods allotted to foreign language study.

By using the system of levels, corausion is eliminated re-
garding a pupil's year or grade in school land his stage of
advancement in foreign language study (i.e. his level ). Further-
more, in the event of changes in school organization, only
minor rearrangements of subject matter need be made.
Organization by levels also makes possible many schemes of
level-grade relationships as between junior and senior high
schools. In addition, variations can easily be made to provide
acceleration for pupils who are highly proficient in foreign
languages.
4



AIMS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

General Aims
The general aim of instruction in foreign languages is to

develop in pupils the skills needed for effective communica-
tion in the foreign language.

A concomitant aim la to develop in pupils an understand-
ing of the foreign people, of *heir country and of their culture.

Specific Aims

Linguistic Aims
1. To understand the foreign language when spoken by

a native at normal tempo and on a topic within the pupil's
experience.

2. To speak the foreign language on topics within the
pupil's experience with sufficient clarity to be understood
by a native.

3. To read with direct comprehension material within
the pupil's experience.

4. To write in the foreign language on topics within the
pupil's experience.

Cultural Aims
1. To develop an enlightened understanding of the foreign

people through a study of their contemporary life, their pat-
terns of behavior and their national customs and observances.

2. To acquire specific knowledge regarding the geogra-
phy, history, economic life and educaticaal and political in-
stitutions of the foreign people,

3. To acquire attitudes conducive to intercultural har-
mony through a study of the contributions of the foreign
people to the development of the United States and of world
civilization.

4. To develop cultural and esthetic appreciations through
a study of the foreign country's art, music, literature, science
and contemporary art-forms, such as drama, film, dance and
design.

5. To promote growth in the language arts through the
development of language consciousness.

5
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Levels I and II
AIMS FOR LEVEL I

Expected outcomes of the audio-lingual approach inte-
grated with reading and writing activities:
1. Facility in speaking Spanish in everyday situations

within the content scope of Level I.
2. The ability to understand Spanish when spoken at

normal speed on subjects within the content scope of Level I.
3. The ability to read in Spanish, with direct compre-

hension, what has been mastered audio-lingually.
4. The ability to copy in writing and to write from dicta-

tion Spanish that has been heard, spoken and read.
5. The acquisition of an introductory knowledge regarding

the life and customs of Hispanic people.

AIMS FOR LEVEL II
Expected outcomes of an audio-lingual approach inte-
grated with reading and writing activities:
1. The ability to speak Spanish with reasonable fluency

on topics within the content scope of Levels I and II. This
ability is demonstrated by immediate and appropriate re-
sponses in Spanish to questions, cues and other stimuli, by
the ability to ask appropriate questions and to make meaning-
ful statements in Spanish.

2. The ability to comprehend Spanish directly when spo-
ken by a native on topics within the scope of Levels I and II.
Such comprehension is demonstrated by immediate and ap-
propriate actions, or by appropriate verbal or written re-
sponses in Spanish.

3. The ability to read with direct comprehension both
known and new Spanish material on topics within the scope
of Levels I and II. This ability is demonstrated by correct
phrasing, stress and intonation in oral reading and in silent
reading, by appropriate verbal or written responses in Span-
ish to content questions or other comprehension checks.
8



4. The ability to write in Spanish what has been heard,
spoken and read, within the scope of Levels I and II. This
ability is demonstrated in writing memorized dialogues, dic-
tations, and cued responses, answers to questions, and di-
rected compositions.

5. The acquisition of specific knowledge regarding the
life, customs and observances of Hispanic peoples, the geo-
graphy and climate of. their countries and Spanish-language
cultural islands in the United States.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES, LEVELS I AND II

I. Spanish instruction should be conducted in accordance
with psychological principles of learning. Subject matter should
be presented in easily assimilable units. Each unit should be
suitably motivated. Overlearning and reinforcement should
be employed to promote retention of subject matter and mas-
tery of skills.

2. The audio-lingual approach emphasizes lahguage as
a means of oral communication; hence there should be maxi-
mum use of Spanish at all times by the teacher and pupils.
The use of English in the Spanish classroom should be kept
to a minimum. Classroom routine* should be conducted in
Spanish. English should be used only when necessary; i.e.
(a) to give the meaning of highly contrastive structures; (b)
to provide cues for recall drill of such structures; (c) to devel-
op and formulate generalizations or rules of grammar; and
(d) to give the meaning of words and phrases that cannot
be readily defined or explained in Spanish.

3. The sequence of learning Spanish should be: listening,
speaking, reading, writing.

4. Pupils should learn the basic sound system of the
Spanish language in functional expressions before learning
to read and write it. This should occur during a "pre-reading
phase" of audio-lingual instruction.

5. It is recommended that approximately the first 20
class sessions of Level I be devoted to the pre-reading phase
of Spanish istruction. Since the optimum duration of the pre-
reading phase cannot be uniformly established for all classes
and languages, local decisions by experienced teachers and
supervisors will be necessary. Such decisions will take into
account the following considerations: (a) the maturity of the
'See page 95 for a list of routine classroom occasions which provide oppor-
tunities for using Spanish.

9
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pupil, and (b) the particular language being studied. With
regard to pupil maturity, the pre-reading phase would tend
to be longer in the lower grades and shorter in the higher
grades. With regard to a particular language, the pre-reading
phase would tend to be longer for languages with Roman
alphabets and non-phonetic spelling (French), and shorter for
languages with Roman alphabets and phonetic spelling (Ger-
man, Italian, Spanish). It would also-tend to be shorter for
languages with non-Roman alphabets (Hebrew, Russian).

6. Grammar should be learned as structural patterns of
language, with a maximum of drill to automatize responses
and a minimum of theoretical analysis. It is more important
for the pupil to learn Spanish than to learn how to discuss
it in English. However, meaning should never be ignored in
favor of mechanical drill and rote memorization. Both analy-
sis and ianalogy should be employed in the learning process.

7. Among the goals of instruction is the development of
the ability of direct auditory and reading comprehension.
This means that translation should be avoided as a teaching
procedure.

8. The necessity for intensive ear training and for habit
formation in oral expression makes the use of the language
laboratory and of classroom electronic equipment an essential
part of audio-lingual teaching and learning.

9. Visual aids, such as slides, filmstrips, pictures, charts,
models, costumed dolls, etc., should be employed to teach and
drill vocabulary and to promote oral production in Spanish.

10. The cultural aspect of the study of Spanish should
be integrated with the linguistic aspect. Particularly in the
early phases, when class time is needed for audio-lingual
drill, emphasis should be on the language itself as a cultural
manifestation. However, in order to insure common learn-
ings of basic cultural data and insights, specific cultural
topics are prescribed.

DEVELOPING THE LANGUAGE SKILLS, LEVELS I AND II
The methods to be used by the teacher in audio-lingual

instruction are determined by the aims and guiding principles
previously set forth. Similarly, all classroom activities must
be planned and carried out in sucha way as to promote these
aims and principles. Although the teaching suggestions are
listed separately under the four skills which constitute lan-
guage competence, this is only a procedural convenience and
is by no means intended to suggest that these skills are sep-
10
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arate entities. On the contrary, language learning is an
organic process in which each skill is dependent upon and
reinforces the other. Auditory comprehension, for example,
involves listening and understanding and, usually, responding
by word or deed; hence the linked concept, "audio-lingual"
skill. Whether the components of this skill are taught and
learned simultaneously or sequentially, they are always inter-
active and interdependent.

Ear Training

In learning Spanish, the listening experience precedes un-
derstanding and speaking. When the speech sounds that
strike the pupil's ear are linked in his mind with meaning,
the pupil may be said to comprehend audially what is being
spoken. It is the teacher's function to establish this direct
linkage of sound and meaning by constant and repeated
exposure of the pupil to the sounds of Spanish in the form
of functionally used basic speech patterns.

The voice which the beginning pupil will hear is most
often that of the teacher. Listening to the teacher pronounce
phrases and speak or read aloud in Spanish, with clarity,
distinct enunciation, appropriate facial expressions, and with
gestures, should induce the pupil to concentrate on sounds,
intonation, stress and meaning. The teacher should gradually
increase the listening experiences of his pupils by the use of
discs or tapes in the classroom or in the language laboratory,
where the pupils can be isolated from listening to their class-
mates' mistakes. Spanish films and radio and television pro-
grams also provide valuable ear training when purposefully
integrated with class work.

To develop auditory comprehension the pupil must be
trained to listen attentively and with discrimination. His
ability to listen attentively depends largely on motivation;
his ability to listen with discrimination depends on knowing
what to listen for and intencive practice in guided listening.
Curiosity and the novelty of learning a foreign language may
be the initial motivation for listening, but these may soon wane
unless a stronger motivation is established. Such motivation
depends on (a) the intrinsic interest of what the pupil is
listening to; (b) its pertinence to his experience; (c) his con-
scious awareness of the purpose of the listening; (d) precise
instructions as to what to listen for; and (e) gratification
resulting from the success of the listening, i.e. comprehension.
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In preparing materials and planning activities designed to
provide ear training, the teacher should be guided by the
following principles:

1. The spoken subject matter should have intrinsic inter-
est and should be related to present or potential student
experience.

2. Listening should be followed by oral reproduction
or responses so that the student comes to realize as a matter
of direct personal experience that accurate oral reproduction
depends in the first instance on accurate listening and under-
standing.

3. To insure that students know what to listen for, the
teacher should provide suitable motivation, based on con-
tent, before the first listening. After the first listening, there
should be an analysis only of those sounds and structures
which have caused comprehension difficulties. Repeated lis-
tenings thereafter will fortify the sound-meaning linkage nec-
essary for proper ear training.

4. A comprehension check should follow the listening ex-
perience. To be valid in audio-lingual instruction, the com-
prehension check should operate exclusively in Spanish. Trans-
lation into English will defeat the nim of achieving direct
comprehension.

Speaking
As already indicated, the abiPty to speak Spanish is

developed concurrently with the ability to listen with au-
ditory discrimination and comprehension. A pupil must be
able to hear and understand before he can be trained to
imitate what has been spoken. Effective oral communication
in a given language depends on the ability to produce rapidly
the characteristic sounds and intonation of that language; in
other words, the ability to pronounce correctly and without
undue hesitation the normal structural patterns of the lan-
guage. Acquiring this ability is essentially a matter of habit
formation, which implies intensive drill.

From 'a point of view, the development of good
pronunciation by the pupil depends on the good pronunciation
of the teacher and on the teacher's constant insistence on
accurate repetition. Until basic habits of speech production
have been established through guided practice wit'a the teach-
er, it is advisable not to use recorded native speech for mimi-
cry drill. Recorded speech can never adequately replace the
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live example of the teacher because it offers no visible clues
to articulation and does not react to pupil errors. The key,
therefore, to accurate pronunciation and intonation is teacher.
guided imitation and repetition. Beginning with repetition of
whole units of oral expression, oral skill is gradually expanded
through repetitive drill designed to give the pupil habitual
control of basic forms and structures and the ability to vary
and transform them automatically, as required.

Speech can be analyzed into articulation, stress, intonation,
etc., but to the beginning pupil, after being trained to listen
and understand, speech appears as a continuum of meaning-
ful sounds, and it should be lee zned as such. Analysis should
be confined to remedial purposes and employed only when
necessary. No amount of theory as to how speech is produced
can replace guided practice in actually producing it. The fact
that one learns to speak by speaking is not merely a truism;
in audio-lingual instruction it is an inescapable imperative.

In preparing materials and planning activities to teach
pronunciation and speaking, the teacher should be guided
by the following principles:

1. After initial hearing and understanding, repeated mimi-
cry to the point of automatic recall represents the first stage
of learning to speak the foreign language; hence the imports
tance of memorizing dialogues, conversations, action series
and responses.

2. At this stage, frequent choral recitation will overcome
shyness and maximize participation. Language laboratory
techniques may be used for mimicry drill but only to fortify
what has been previously learned by guided imitation of
the teacher. Speech analysis should be used for eliminating
inaccuracies of oral production that do not yield to repeated
attempts at imitation.

3. Development of speaking facility follows as the result
of growth in articulatory control of word-structure patterns.
Such control is achieved through various types of word and
structure drills; e.g. substitution, replacement, cued responses,
variation, transformation, directed conversation and indepen-
dent responses.

Reading
After mastering the basic auditory and vocal skills in the

ways described above, the pupil will have reached a state of
"reading readiness" in regard to matter previously, heard and
spoken. Visual interference or blockage due to sound-spelling
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differences between English and the foreign language will gen-
erally be minimized as a result of pre-reading, audio-lingual
instruction. Furthermore, just as there is an interdependence
between understanding and speaking, there is a similar inter-
dependence between reading and writing, so that practice in
writing (e.g. copying, dictation, etc.) will facilitate the visual
recognition of printed words which is essential for fluent
reading.

The transition to the reading of new material can begin
in the same sequence as posited in the guiding principles for
the learning of language in general; namely: (a) listening
(oral reading or paraphrase by the teacher); (b) speaking
(oral repetition by pupils; answers to questions); (c) reading
(first chorally, then individually); and (d) writing (completions
or whole-sentence answers to content questions).

INTENSIVE READING. Fluency in reading is dependent
on quick recognition and comprehension of printed words
and structure patterns. Such recognition will facilitate the
rhythmic progression of lateral eye movements which is char-
acteristic of fluent reading with comprehension. Failure to
recognize these patterns results in pauses and regressive eye
movements which are symptomatic of decoding or translating
processes and hence the direct antithesis of fluent reading.
In view of these factors, teaching the reading of new material
should begin with advance clearance of possible blocks to
pronunciation and comprehension; that is, with the study of
the pronunciation and meanings of new words and new or
complex syntactical items. This should be done by the teacher
during his first reading or paraphrase and, ideally, should be
conducted entirely in Spanish (i.e. by means of synonyms,
antonyms, examples, definitions and simplified restatement).
These items should be written on the board, explained and
pronounced by the teacher, and then repeated chorally by the
class to insure correct pronunciation in subsequent individual
reading and responses. Not until this advance clearance of
blocks has been accomplished can pupils be expected to read
new material with fluency and comprehension.

The following steps are suggested for the intensive read-
ing lesson:

1. After initial motivation, the teacher paraphrases or
reads the passage, in whole or in part, asking questions in
the foreign language to check comprehension. To insure at-
tention, books are closed during this first step.
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2. As new words or phrases are encountered, they arelisted on the board and their meanings taught by means of
synonyms, antonyms, examples, definitions, cognates, word
analysis, contextual inference, etc. The teacher leads the class
in choral pronunciation of the listed items.

3. Books are opened and the teacher reads a part of the
passage orally, with suitable expression and dramatic effect.He points out the new items on the board as he comes tothem in the course of his reading. He then leads the class in
choral reading of the same selection.

4. If the content is simple, the teacher may then immedi-
ately call on individual pupils to read the same selection
orally. Otherwise, the class first reads the selection silentlyand the teacher asks comprehension questions before require
ing individual oral reading.

5. The entire passage or story is then read in phases,
alternating choral, silent, and individual oral reading. If tiereading passage is lengthy, selected parts of it may be cov-
ered by silent reading only, according to the procedure ex-
plained below under "Silent Reading."

6. The teacher, or selected pupils, writes questions and
/or comprehension exercises on the board, the answers to
which will form a summary of the entire passage or story. Ifthe passage or story is long, a prepared question-slip can begiven to a pupil at the end of each phase of the reading sothat all questions and answers will be on the board by the
time the entire passage has been completed.

SILENT READING. At a later stage, extensive silent
reading of new material should be practiced for rapid graspof content and greater extent of coverage. In silent reading,
pupils should be trained in techniques of inference from cog-
nates, word analysis and context (the "intelligent guess").
Also appropriate at this point is instruction in the discrimin-ative use of end vocabularies and of the bilingual dictionary.
Silent reading should be carefully controlled to avoid super-
ficial skimm;n3 of the printed text. A recommended procedure
is the following: after initial motivation, the teacher writes
on the board (a) the page and line limits of the selection tobe read; (b) the time allowed for completing the reading; (c)clues to clearance of commehension blocks; and (d) keyquestions to guide the reading and permit self-checking of
comprehension. While the pupils read silently, the teacher
circulates around the room to render individual assistance. An
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oral summary based on the key questions, or a written com-
prehension quiz concludes the silent reading lesson. Silent
reading may also be combined with intensive reading, es-
pecially in lengthy reading passages.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING. Supplementary reading
in Spanish may be started in Level II and continued at every
level thereafter. In the beginning, only selectioni keyed to
the textbook, or "plateau" readers on the second level, pref-
erably with marginal vocabulary, should be used. Readers
with high density of new vocabvlary and structures should be
avoided during the early levels. It is also advisable to avoid
the use of bilingual readers, i.e. those with alternate pages
carrying a complete translation of the foreign text. The temp-
tation to read only the English is too great for most pupils.

Outside reading in English is justifiable in foreign lan-
guage study because it enables pupils to explore foreign cul-
tural backgrounds some years before they can achieve suffi-
cient mastery in reading Spanish on a level comparable to the
interest and maturity of their English reading. It will there-
fore help to maintain interest in the study of Spanish, con-
tribute to the aim of cultural enrichment and provide correla-
tion with other subject areas (English, Social Studies, etc.).
Supplementary reading in English will also enable the teacher
to plan a regular schedule of homework assignments during
the pre-reading phase of audio-lingual instruction. However,
this type of reading is of minor importance linguistically be-
cause one obviously does not learn to read Spanish by read-
ing English.

An adequate supplementary reading program would re-
quire the following: (a) provision of a library devoted to
foreign languages; (b) a generous stock of books, newspapers
and magazines, both in English and in Spanish, with several
duplicates of each title, and including prose, fiction, poetry,
drama, travel, biography, science, history, sports, etc.; and
(c) annotated reading lists classified by levels.

A recommended procedure is the following: (a) pupils
consult the reading lists for their particular level and record
their choices on slips; (b) each pupil reads to the class the
description of his chosen book and gives a reason for his
choice; (c) the teacher sets up a schedule of dates for reports,
and supplies the class with mimeographed outlines to be
filled in the by pupils (see p. 144 for a suggested outline);
(d) interim reports may be given to check on progress and to
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maintain interest; (e) reports may be oral or written andshould follow the outline supplied by the teacher; (f) one re-ps,:t per day can be taken up in the first few minutes of thelesson. Caution: Not more than twenty minutes per weekshould be taken for such reports.
The following is a recapitulation of the principles to beobserved by the teacher in planning activities to promotereading skill and in selecting or preparing reading materials.
1. Reading readiness is reached at the end of the pre-

reading phase of audio-lingual instruction; i.e. after the pupils
have mastered the basic sound-structure patterns of Spanish.
In the beginning, pupils should read only what they have
learned to understand and to pronounce.

2. The transition to the reading of new material shouldbe through intensive reading instruction and should followthe learning sequence of listening and repeating before read-ing. Blocks to comprehension and fluency should be cleared upbefore the reading proper begins.
3. Silent reading for quick grasp of content should besystematically practiced in addition to intensive reading.Definite timing, comprehension clues and content questionsprovide the necessary controls.
4. Supplementary reading, preferably in Spanish, re-quires graded reading matter on about the same level thatpupils have attained through audio-lingual practice and in-tensive reading.
5. Reading matter should have intrinsic interest, culturalvalue, and should correspond to pupil experience, real orpotential.

Writing
The skills of direct comprehension in listening to and inreacting Spanish are reinforced by writing what has beenheard and seen. Similarly, the correct writing of what the

pupil can pronounce may act as a reinforcement of speaking
skill, especially for visual-minded pupils. However, the frequent
disparity between sounds and the different ways in which
they can be spelled, not only within the Spanish language, butas contrasted with English, make it advisable to postponesystematic practice in writing until the pre-reading phaseof audio-lingual instruction has been completed; i.e. soonafter the pupils have been introduced to reading. However, alimited amount of writing in Spanish during the pre-reading
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phase of instruction may be introduced. Such writing activities
are to be treated as a part of word study and may include
labeling or the printing of titles or captions. This may be done
on outline maps, pictures of objects in a room, color charts,
pictures of members of the family, animals, flowers and trees,
floor plans, furniture, etc. Compiling a picture dictionary
is also a valuable means of vocabz Lary learning. Activities
of this type are designed to promote "writing readiness"
and are suitable in Level I as a prelude to imitative writing,
especially for younger children.

IMITATIVE WRITING. When first introduced systemati-
cally, writing should be practiced with subject matter which
the pupil has already mastered audio-lingually and experienced
visually through reading. Such writing is termed "imitative
writing" and consists of copying memorized or familiar ma-
terial. Imitative writing should be practiced frequently, using
a few key sentences taken from a dialogue, or other material,
a lesson or two previous to the one currently being learned.
Writing memorized or familiar material from dictation is a
more complex form of practice which, at this stage, should
be done only with material that has first been practiced by
copying. New material should be avoided, since the aim is not
to have the pupils synthesize the spelling haphazardly, but
rather to achieve automatic accuracy in reproducing the
sound-spelling patterns of Spanish. Using complete phrase
or sentence units in coherent context will prevent imitative
writing from becoming mechanical and devoid of meaning.

DICTATION. A further variation of imitative writing
would extend to the copying and, later, writing from dictation,
of already memorized dialogues, dialogue adaptations, drills
and rhymes or songs. A transition from imitative writing to
dictation is "spot, dictation," in which the teacher reads an
entire sentence which the pupil sees on his practice sheet,
but with one word missing, which he supplies in writing. Af-
ter reading has been introduced, short selections from a
reading passage may be used for copying practice and for
subsequent writing from dictation. For dictation purposes,
the passage should consist of a few lines in context, carefully
screened to eliminate unfamiliar vocabulary and structures.
Where such screening would disrupt the context, the teacher
should write the unfamiliar items on the board for the pupils
to copy.
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When planning a schedule of dictations, the teacher should
keep the following in mind: (a) dictation should be given at
regular and frequent intervals as a reinforcement of auditory
comprehension, as an aid to retention, as a review, and as
a diagnosis of errors; (b) the passage selected should be
closely related to the particular structural point, idiom, or
pronunciation topic being taught or reviewed; (c) the time
element should be carefully controlled so that dictation is
only part of a larger language learning unit and not an end
in itself; (d) the same dictation may be given later for re-
teaching or testing; (e) the pupil should keep dictations in a
notebook so that he will have a record of his errors and
corrections to be reviewed before the next dictation; (f) gifted
pupils or native speakers should be trained to give dictations
and conduct correction work; (g) recorded dictations may also
be used for dictation practice.

A suggested procedure for administering dictations is: (a)
the teacher selects a reliable pupil to write his dictation on
the rear board; (b) before the first reading, the teacher in-
troduces the passage with a brief motivating comment; (c)
he reads the entire passage at normal tempo while the pupils
listen; (d) at the second reading, the teacher reads the pas-
sage in breath groups, giving punctuation in the foreign lan-
guage, while the pupils write; choral repetition may ensue at
this point before the pupils write; (e) a third reading follows
at normal tempo while pupils proofread their work, correcting

serves as a model for the corrections being made by the

errors and filling in omissions; (f) pupils may then exchange
papers for correction; (g) the class volunteers suggestions
for correcting the work at the rear board; (h) corrections are
made by the class secretary and the entire corrected passage

class; (i) a final critique summarizes the most common errors
and the techniques for avoiding them in future written work..

pat-
terns of the foreign language have been mastered through
imitative writing and dictation, practice in writing short

diate phase in the development ofwriting skill consists of short,
written responses guided by the teacher, such writingpractice

completions of pattern drills; (c) answers to dialogue ques-

is termed "guided writing." Included in this type of writing

completions or answers may be started. Since this interme-
diate

(a) completions of statements based on dialogues; (b)

tions; and (d) answers to reading-comprehension questions.

GUIDED WRITING. After the basic sound-spelling pat-
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Careful grading of all these forms of writing stimuli is neces-
sary to keep the written responses on the same level which
the pupils have attained audio-lingually and visually. Pro-
gression in difficulty should be gradual so as to minimize
errors.

CONTROLLED WRITING A subsequent stage of writing
practice begins with the writing of directed dialogue; i.e. the
teacher instructs the pupils, either in English or in Spanish,
to write what they would say or ask or do in a given dia-
logue situation. 'Accurately written responses of this type
depend on previously acquired facility gained through trans-
formation and substitution drills. Since the written resperaws
are controlled by the teacher's instructions relative to dia-
logue variation, this type of writing practice is called "con-
trolled writing." Similar transformation of dialogue material,
controlled by the teacher, includes the writing of dictated
dialogue with tense or person changes. After basic reading
skills have been established, further controlled writing can
be done by rewriting a narrative passage in dialogue form,
or vice versa. Rewriting a dialogue or reading passage in
the form of a letter represents a more advanced type of
controlled writing. The culmination stage of controlled writing
is reached with the writing of a summary, entirely in the
foreign language, either of a dialogue or of a raading pas-
sage. The summary may first be done orally, with oral or
written cues supplied by the teacher. Written cues or a phrase
outline on the board will then control the final summary.

The following is a summary of the principles to be ob-
served by the teacher in planning anu carrying out a system-
atic program to develop writing skills:

1. The aim of writing practice is to achieve automatic
accuracy in reproducing in written form the sound-spelling
patterns of the '?anish language.

2. Systematic practice in writing Spanish begins after the
pre-reading phase of language learning. During the pre-read-
ing phase, a program of writing or printing which leads to
"writing readiness" may accompany word study. Activities
leading to "writing readiness" consist chiefly of labeling
pictures, charts and maps, and of compiling picture diction-
aries.

3. Development of writing skill progresses from simple to
increasingly complex forms of writing practice on the principle
of "minimal increment"; i.e. the addition of one new feature
at a time to reduce possibilities of error.
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4. After "writing readiness" activities, the simplest forms
of Spanish writing practice are copying and writing from dic-
tation of already memorized or familiar material; i.e. "imita-
tive writing."

5. Dictation of familiar material should be a part of every
language learning unit. Passages for dictation should be
keyed to the level of audio-lingual and reading mastery al-
ready attained by pupils.

6. Next in order of complexity after imitative writing is
practice in "guided writing" of short completions or answers.
Written responses expected of pupils should not exceed levels
already attained.

7. "Controlled writing" begins with the writing of directed
dialogue and progresses to the writing of dialogue adaptations
and pattern drills. More advanced forms of controlled writing
include changes of form from narrative to dialogue and vice
versa. The writing of cued summaries is the final phase that
leads to directed composition.

PATTERNS FOR DRILL

Constructing and Using Pattern Drills
Pattern practice is essentially "the learning of language

structure through the repetition of utterances in which the
patterns (of sound, order, form and choice) are either iden-tical or have only small and consistent differences." (Politzer
and Staubach: see Bibliography). With may repetitions andmanipulations of acceptable, meaningful utterances drawnfrom the basic dialogues, pupils perceive the pattern andbegin to automatize it. Learning is carried on through the
language; grammatical analysis gives way to learning by
analogy; class time is devoted almost entirely to the buildingof language habits instead of the development of languagerules.

Politzer identifies a pattern or structure as "the common
element of different sentences or phrases which have the same
structural meaning." A single sentence, clause or phrase inthe foreign language is not a pattern in itself but an example
of a pattern. The pattern gives the grammatical relationships;the structural meaning remains the same even when lexicalitems in the utterance are replaced. In the utterance Estechico se llama Roberto, we may substitute este muchacho,
este jouen, este hombre, este estudiante, este alumno, etc., foreste chico, and/or we may substitute Pepe, Jose, Juan, Luis,
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etc. for Roberto without altering the basic structural meaning
or the grammatical relationships. The many new responses
created from the original pattern example will help to develop
an automatic response to the overall pattern which has re-
mained constant.

Pattern example: Este chico se llama Roberto.
Substitution 1. Este muchacho
Substitution 2. Pepe
Substitution 3. Este joven
Sub&dtution 4. Jose
Substitution 5. Este hombre
Substitution 6. Juan
Substitution 7. Este estudiante

The pattern example Este chico se llama Roberto
may be called a frame with three slots.

Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3
Este chico se llama Roberto
In the substitution drill outlined above (a progressive sub-

stitution), slots one and three are replaced alternately. Earlier
drills with the pattern example would have comprised a series
of substitutions with slot one, followed by a series of sub-
stitutions with slot three and culminating with the progressive
substitution.

Pedagogical Values of Pattern Drills
1. Many repetitions and manipulations of authentic pat-

terns of speech enable students to automatize responses more
rapidly.

2. Emphasis upon analogy through foreign language pat-
terns presented and practiced audio-lingually eliminates ob-
structive features of grammatical dissection and formal ter-
minology.

3. Students are made to produce correct utterances from
authentic models; they do not construct or create utterances
of their own.

4. Correction is immediate.

Developing Pattern Drills
Many recent foreign language textbooks include in the

pupil edition and/or in the teacher's manual a variety of
pattern drills. Until such texts are adopted uniformly, it will
be necessary for the teacher to adapt a traditional text,
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developing patterns as examples from text material. The fol-
lowing suggestions may be useful in the selection of pattern
examples and in the development of pattern drills.

1. The model sentence should come wholly or in large
part from the dialogue or text material.

2. Select for extensive drill those frames which differ
most widely from the native language in sound, order or form.

3. Drill one structure at a time.
4. Employ sufficient practice for mastery of the structurebeing drilled.

Conducting Pattern Drills
1. The drills are to be introduced and conducted orally

without reference to the written symbol.
2. Several choral repetitions of pattern models and vari-ants (pattern examples with appropriate changes) are made.
3. Specific instructionin English if necessarymust begiven to pupils on the change to be made and the way tomake it.
4. After a sufficient number of complete repetitions, theteacher's cue is followed by choral, group and individual

responses.
5. The tempo should be rapid, encouraging immediate

responses and discouraging analysis or translation.
6. A grammatical generalization may be given after thedrill is completed.

Dialogues and Related Drills
An analysis of a suggested unit for Level I which includesa dialogue and a series of related drills will provide concrete

suggestions for the development of suitable classroom activ-ities.
The basic dialogue is the "core" of the unit. "It is im-

portant for drills to be related to actual situations that maybe encountered in the country or countries where the lan-
guage is spoken. The relationship between the structural
patterns and real situations is best determined through themedium of the dialogue." (Belasco and Cardenas: see Bibli-ography.)

1. The dialogue should be relatively short, consisting of
no more than eight lines.

2. No more than two or three roles should be included in
a context of situational interest to adolescents.
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3. The learning procedure should include:
a. Exposition or English equivalencies

Students should be given the English equivalencies
of the foreign language utterances to insure com-
prehension.

b. Stage One: Dialogue for Listening
The teacher reads complete dialogue at normal
speed several times from various parts of the room
as pupils listen. The teacher reads each utterance
several times as pupils listen.

c. Stage Two: Dialogue for Learning
Utterances are built up cumulatively, often going
from the end of the sentence to the beginning.
Pupils repeat in chorus, in groups, by rows and
individually. The backward build-up for Hoy estu-
diamos en mi casa. iVerdad? is

iVerdad ?
en mi casa. iVerdad ?

estudiamos en mi casa. iVerdad ?
Hoy estudiamos en mi casa. iVerdad ?

d. Stage Three: Dialogue for Fluency
Each utterance is spoken twice by the teacher
with enough time allowed between them so the
student can repeat.

e. Stage Four: Dialogue for Comprehension
Repetition of dialogue as presented in Stage One
with different voices (perhaps recorded on tape ).
Pairs of individual pupils may recite roles of the
dialogue.

Suggested Dialogue and Drills, Level I
Suggested
Carlota
Rosita
Carlota
Rosita
Carlota
Rosita
Carlota

Dialogue
1. Hoy estudiamos en mi casa. gVerdad?
2. St klAnde vives?
3. En la Calle del Rey, netmero ciento.
4. a Es una casa particular ?
5. Si. Aqui estamos. 4Te gusta?
6. 10h! iQug bonita!
7. Mira, alit esta mama. Pasa adelante, por favor.

Dialogue Adaptation
The dialogue adaptation helps to personalize the dialogue

utterances and assists in the memorization of the various dia-
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logue lines. The structural items and vocabulary of the dia-
logue are now included in questions to individual pupils, in
which they assume their own identities rather than those of
Carlota and Rosita. In the directed dialogue and relay drills,
pupils ask questions of the teacher at the teacher's cue (the
simple Pregantame iVive Vd. en una casa particular? be-
fore the more complex Pregtintarne st yo vivo en una casa
particular). Pupils are also directed to ask questions of their
classmates (Pregiintale a Roberto si vive en una casa
particular.)
1. Personalized Conversation

Question-answer practice between. teacher and pupil based
on the dialogue.

T. Vivo en una casa particular. eVives en una
casa particular?

P . St, vivo en una casa particular.
2. Relay Drill

Question-answer practice begun by the teachek and con-
tinued from pupil to pupil.

T . Vivo en una casa particular. 1Vives en una
casa particular?

P . St, vivo en una casa particular.
T. Pregtintale a Roberto, eVives en una casa

particular ?
P . Roberto, eVives en una casa particular ?
P . sr, vivo en una casa particular.
T . Vivo en una casa particular. jVives en 44na

casa particular?
P . Sr, vivo en mut casa particular.
T . Preg6ntale a Roberto si .67 vive en una casa

particular.
P . Roberto, iVives en una casa particular ?
P. sr, vivo en una casa particular.

3. Directed Dialogue
Question-answer practice between two individuals directed
by the teacher.

1.
T . Pregtintarne iViue Vd. en una casa particular?
P. i Vive Vd. en una casa particular, senorita ?
T. Vivo en una casa particular.
T. Pregantale a Juan j Vi:'es en una casa parti-

cular ?
P . Juan, i Vices en una casa particular?
P. St, vivo en una casa particular.
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2.
T . Pregtintame si yo vivo en una casa particular.
P . Vive Vd. en una casa particular, sefforita?
T . Vivo en una casa particular.
T . Pregantale a Juan si el vive en una casa par-

ticular.
P . Juan, eVives en una casa particular ?
P . St, vivo en una casa particular.

Do the same for the following sentences:
T . Vivo en la Calle del Rey, ndmero ciento. eD6n-

de vives?
P . Vivo en la Calle del Rey, numero ciento.
T . Estudio en la sala. efAnde estudias?
P . Estudio en la sala.

Structure Drills

1. Repetition Drill

The repetition drill is the basic drill for the presentation
of inflectional endings of regular and irregular verbs, new
vocabulary and new structural items. Note that complete
meaningful utterances are used and that the first and second
persons are thoroughly drilled before the third person is
presented.

Presentation of Pattern
Followed by Repetition Drill

Vivir
(Present Tense)

First and Second Persons: Singular and Plural
(This exercise should be practiced until the pattern is learned.)

Teacher Pupil
Yo vivo aqut
Nosotros vivimos aqut
Felipe y yo uiuimos aqui.

vives aqui: Repeats each line after the
Vosotros vivts aqut teacher.
Vd. vive
Vds. viven aqur.

2. Substitution Drills
In this type of drill the pupils are asked to replace the

subject in the model sentence with a different person, num-
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ber and/ or gender. They must then make the proper corre-
lation with the inflectional ending of the verb vivir.
Example: (Person-Number)

Teacher
7'd vives en una casa grande
Vosotros

Pupil
7'4 v:ves en una casa grande.
Vosotros vas en una casa
grande.

Yo Yo vivo en una casa grande.
Nosotros Nosotros vivimos err una casa

grande.
Felipe y yo Felipe y yo vivimos en una

casa grande.
Vd. Vd. vive en una casa grande.
Vds. Vds. viven en una casa grande.

Other types of substitution drill involve replacements in
one or another slot in a frame.
Example: (Phrase)

Hoy estudiamos en mi casa.
Teacher cue: (en la escuela)
Pupil response: by estudiamos en la escuela.
Teacher cue: (en la biblioteca)
Pupil response: Hoy estudiamos en la biblioteca.

The above drills should be used to present the 3rd person,
singular and plural, of the verb.

3. Transformation Drills
Transformation drills involve changing models from singu-

lar to plural, from plural to singular, from affirmative to nega-
tive, from declarative to interrogative, substituting a pronoun
for a noun and changing from one tense to another. The stu-
dent should be told in English if necessarywith models and
variantsexactly which changes he will be asked to make.

Examples:
a. Changing from Singular to Plural and Vice Versa:

Teacher
Yo vivo en la Calle del Rey.

Vds. viven en Nueva York.

Pupil
Nosotros vivimos en la Calle

del Rey.
Vd. vive en Nueva York.
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b. Changing of Noun to Pronoun:
Ana vive en Espana. Ella vive en Espana.
Rosita y Pablo viven en Ellos viven en Mexico.

Mexico.

c. Changing from Affirmative to Negative:
Vices t4 en Puerto Rico ? No wives ta en Puerto Rico?

Los alumnos viven aqut. Los alumnos no viven aqui:
d. Changing from Declarative to Interrogative:
La senora vive en Nueva jVive la senora en Nueva

York. York?
Ellos viven en Cuba. iViven ellos en Cuba?

4. Response Drills
These are drills in which the answers are patterned after

the questions and in which the structures and vocabulary of
the dialogue can be drilled in a natural situation. The order
of questions is from the simple to the complex: a yes or no
response, a choice of items, a cued response and finally a
complete answer.
Examples:

Teacher Pupil
Yes-No Questions
eVives en una casa St, yo vivo en una casa particu-

particular, Ana? lar.
IVive Pedro en Los Angeles Pedro vim en Los Angeles.

o en San Diego ?

Cued Response
(en una casa de Adela vive en una casa de

apartamientos) apartamientos.
Doinde vive Adela ?

Complete Answers
iD6nde vivimos? Vivimos en Nueva York.
e Queen vive en una casa Pablo vive en una casa particu-

particular ? lar.

5. Replacement Drill
This drill has been described above as a progressive sub-

stitution drill. Two or more slots are replaced in regular order
but only one substitution is made at one time. It is a some-
what difficult drill since pupils must listen carefully to the
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cues for different slots and must make immediate and accu-rate replacements in the utterance. Several repetitions of thisdrill are recommended.
Example:

Teacher
gl vive en ?Ana casa

particular.
Nosotros

en una casa de
apartamientos.
Yo

en una casa particular.
gl

Pupil
l vive en una casa particular.

Nosotros vivimos en una casa
particular.

Nosotros vivimos en una casa
de apartamientos.

Yo vivo en una casa de
apartamientos.

Yo vivo en una casa particular.
gl vive en una casa particular.

6. Translation Drill
This drill is used only when the foreign language utteranceis vastly different from the native language pattern andwhen the pupil has mastered the vocabulary.

Example:
Teacher

ire gusta la sala?
Do you like the apartment

house?
Do you like Spanish?
Do you like the weather?
Do you like New York ?

iTe gusta hablar en
espallol?

Do you like to sing in
Spanish?

Do you like to read in
Spanish?

Do you like to write in
Spanish?

If formal form is used, substitute le for te.

Pupil
iTe gusta la sala?
iTe gusta la casa de

apartamientos?
Te gusta el espaffol?

iTe gusta el tiempo?
4Te gusta Nueva York?

Te gusta hablar en espaffol?

ire gusta cantar en espaffol?

iTe gusta leer en espaffol?

ire gusta escribir en espaffol?

7. Expansion Drill
In this drill, the original sentence is expanded at eachstep by the addition of a word or phrasc.



Example:
Hoy estudiamos.
Hoy estudiamos en casa fie Ade la.
Hoy estudiamos en casa de Ade la para un examen.
Hoy estudiamos a las tres en casa de Ade la para un

examen.

TEXTBOOK ADAPTATION
At the present time the number of pedagogically suitable

"kits" of integrated audio-lingual materials is limited. Al-
though new materials of this type are being published to an
increasing extent, and earlier materials are being re-issued
in revised editions, they are all in a state of transition and
must still be considered experimental. It would be foolhardy
to attempt to replace all present textbooks with materials
that are still in the experimental stage, even if this were
financially possible; but a beginning can be made to a limited
extent and on a trial basis. For the most part, however, it
will be necessary for the teacher to adapt already available
textbooks to the audio-lingual approach.

Fortunately, most of our available textbooks begin with
an aural-oral approach and contain dialogues and passages
that can easily be adapted to the new program of instruction.
Adaptation of the textbook, whether of the old or of the new
type, will in any case be necessary, for there is no one-to-one
correspondence between the scope and sequence of topics in
this bulletin and any presently available textbook or new-
type kit.

The adaptation of the beginning lessons of the textbook
in the form of daily lesson units is of great importance in
order to articulate the content of pre-textbook instruction
with subsequent use of the textbook after reading and writing
have been introduced. The adaptation may be done by a
planning committee of all the teachers of beginning classes
in a particular language. Patricia O'Connor (see Bibliography)
recommends the following procedure for this committee:

1. Determine the number of class periods to be devoted
to pre-textbook instruction.

2. Using the present bulletin, make a selective inventory
of those Level I structures, vocabulary and idioms which can
be taught for audio-lingual mastery within the time deter-
mined above.
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3. Compare this inventory with the beginning lessons of
the textbook and record the lesson and page numbers where
the inventory items occur.

4. Select from the textbook those dialogues or basic
sentences which illustrate the inventory items, and construct
additional basic sentences if necessary.

5. Divide the list of inventory items and basic sentences
into one-period presentation units, using the section of this
syllabus entitled Patterns for Drill as a model.

6. Provide for recurrence of inventory items in the presen-
tation units, and draw up review units after every few presen-
tation units.

7. Determine appropriate audio-lingual methods for each
presentation unit, using as a model the section of this sylla-
bus entitled Developing the Language Skills, Levels I and II.

8. Prepare a final teaching script for each daily unit to be
presented during the entire period of pre-textbook instruction.

USE OF THE TAPE RECORDER

Audio-lingual procedures call for specific use of audio
aids. Teachers will, of course, adapt these aids to the par-
ticular needs of their classes. The most important classroom
audio aid is the tape recorder. Some suggestions for using
the recorder are:

1. Basic dialogue, vocabulary, and structures may be
recorded for presentation and for drill. The script should be
spaced to allow enough time for pupil repetition or response.
Such a drill device can be used again and again.

2. Music may be recorded in advance to accompany
songs.

3. Pupils' speech should be taped at various stages for
recording progress and for diagnosing needs for further drill
and correction.

4. Stories based on previous learrungs may be recorded
for purposes of testing comprehension.

5. Material relevant to the course of study may be taped
in advance and used in the classroom (e.g. WNYE programs).

6. For further suggestions regarding taped materials,
see the section entitled The Language Laboratory, pp. 207-
221.

7. The use of taped material should be limited gener-
ally to short periods (10 to 15 minutes).



Preparation of Tapes by Teachers
Operation of the tape recorder requires practice by the

teacher. Help is available hi every school to aid teachers
not familiar with the operation of the tape recorder.

1. Making the First Tape
a. Learn the mechanics of operating the recorder.
b. Have a prepared script, such as the basic dia-

logue or review story of the unit.
c. The recorded speech must be at normal speed.
d. Read the scTipt and then play back the tape and

listen to your voice. Your voice will sound strange
to you, particularly if you have never heard it on
a recording.

e. You may need to experiment with tone and volume
control. Since the recordings on tapes are easily
erased, the same tape may be used many times
for practice until you master the techniques and
get the results you need.

2. Other Suggestions for Preparing Tapes
a. In taping a song for the first time, arrange for the

assistance of the music department.
b. In taping pattern drills, provide space (pauses)

on the tape sufficient for pupil practice of each
model expression.

c. Taping a variety of voices, male and female, is
recommended in ear training so that the pupil does
not become accustomed to hearing only one voice
and to comprehending only when he hears that
voice.

HOMEWORK
A planned schedule of definite homework assignments

from the very beginning of the Spanish course is essential to
inculcate proper study habits and to reinforce habits of pro-
nunciation acquired during the first weeks of instruction. Con-
sequently, during the pre-textbook phase, homework assign-
ments should be oral and should be based only on material
whose pronunciation, rhythm and intonation have been firmly
established under teacher guidance in the classroom. Only
what has been mastered orally in class should be assigned
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for home practice. Ideally, this would entail the provision of
individual "take-home" recordings which are supplied by
many publishers of basic textbooks and of so-called "inte-
grated language programs" which include sets of tapes and/
or recordings to accompany the audio-lingual textbook.

If individual take-home records are not available, it is
advisable, during the first few weeks of the pre-textbook
phase, to plan area and background assignments in English.
Brief reports of these assignments can be given, one per day,
at the beginning of the class period. Suitable topics are:

1. Orientation discussions by pupils with their parents.
(What are our present-day individual and national
needs in foreign languages?. Why are reading and
writing postponed in favor of audio-lingual practice?
etc., etc.)

2. Values of the study of Spanish (cultural, vocational)
3. Cultural geography of Spanish and Latin-American

countries
4. Spanish ethnic and language islands in the community

and in the United States
5. Exports and imports between Spain and Latin-Ameri-

can countries and the United States
6. United States relations with Hispanic countries (politi-

cal, cultural)
7. Contributions of Hispanic nations to the civilization

of the United States and of the world
8. Spanish and Latin-American literary masterpieces in

English translation
9. Musical masterpieces by Hispanic composers

10. Spanish-speaking celebrities in art, science, industry
and politics

11. Spanish and Latin-American influences in the com-
munity (dress, customs, films, shops, newspapers, ra-
dio programs, cultural organizations)

12. Famous Spanish-speaking actors and actresses
When the "writing readiness" program is instituted, home-

work possibilities are increased. Suitable assignments of this
stage are:

1. Filling in of mimeographed outline maps
2. Labeling of news and magazine clippings to illustrate

vocabulary learned in class
3. Compiling a picture dictionary
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4. Drawing sketches to illustrate the topic of a dialogue
which pupils have learned and which they can then
describe in class in Spanish

5. Making a color chart labeled in Spanish
6. Drawing a floor plan of the classroom or of the home,

labeling rooms, furniture, etc.
7. Drawing and labeling a costume chart

.8. Making a calendar with the names of the days and
months in Spanish

9. Listing and illustrating a menu in Spanish
10. Pasting coins or stamps on a chart and labeling their

names and denominations
11. Drawing up an itinerary of a projected trip to Spain

or Latin America
12. Drawing or clipping a picture of a common school or

household appliance, or of a vehicle, giving its Spanish
name and labeling its parts in Spanish

13. Making a dummy passport, with the pupil's picture
and requisite data

14. Making a drawing of the human figure and labeling
the parts of the body in Spanish

When reading is introduced, homework assignments may
be given for the reading of dialogues, of selected reading
passages, and of controlled or original dialogues or skits. In
the beginning stages of writing instruction, assignments will
include copying of selected material that has been nriascered
audio-lingually and visually. This will be followed by written
homework involving pattern drills, variations, substitutions,
transformations and complete answers to dialogue and to
reading comprehension questions. Assignment of selected
textbook exercises will become a regular feature of home-
work after reading and writing have been introduced.

The general principles to be observed in planning and
assigning homework are:

1. Homework should be based only on what has been
learned in class.

2. Oral practice of the assignment in class should always
precede work that the pupils are to do at home.

3. Homework should be properly motivated and precise
directions given as to the extent of the work and the opera-
tions to be performed.

4. The assignment should not be too complex or too
lengthy.
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5. Provision should be made for individual differences;
i.e. an extra amount, or a more difficult exercise, should be
made optiona! for extra credit.

6. Correction of homework under teacher supervision
should follow regularly after each assignment.

THE TEACHING OF CULTURE
INTRODUCTION. Culture is a many-faceted study that

embraces the social sciences, anthropology, and the arts.
Aspects of culture treated by the social sciences are chiefly
history, geography, economics and polipcs. Anthropology,
or the science of human behavior, studies a much broader
field which includes the whole cultural environment of a lin-
guistic area; e.g. social organization, ethnic characteristics,
modes of behavior, education, customs, folkways, value sys-
tems, etc. Pertinent to the arts are the study of literature,
music, dance, sculpture, architecture, etc. Considerin its
many ramifications, the field of cultural study is so vast that
it presents a problem of selection and time scheduling to the
foreign language teacher, whose main concern must be the
teaching of the foreign language itself.

Attempting to superimpose a complete course in Hispanic
culture upon the time-consuming business of teaching Spanish
is obviously impossible within the time allotted. Selecting a
few random topics of culture such as writers, musicians,
scientists, statesmen, etc., is also unsatisfactory, for this
generally leads, to fragmentary knowledge. However, if we
follow the suggestion of Politzer (see Bibliography), and define
culture as the totality of the ways of life of a language com-
munity, and if we view language as the essential medium
for its expression, then we affirm the identity between lan-
guage and culture which makes teaching the one tantamount
to teaching the other. In other words, we can teach the
foreign culture in and through the foreign language itself. By
integrating language with culture, Spanish teachers may rest
assured that in teaching the Spanish language, they will
ipso facto be teaching Hispanic culture; moreover, they will
be teaching an aspect of culture which lies within their special
province and which, usually, is not taught by teachers of re-
lated subjects, e.g. social studies.

LANGUAGE AS CULTURE. From the point of view of
language as culture, the cultural subject matter to be taught
is contained in the basic textbook or in the materials of in-
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struction. The dialogues learned during the pre-textbook
phase contain cultural data which are integral with language.
For example, an inevitable concomitant of teaching the forms
of address Is teaching the social customs and situations which
determine the use of one form rather than another. The
very rules for using the forms of address afford cultural in-
sights as to the psychology of the foreign people, their atti-
tudes of respect for elders and strangers, their sensitivity to
nuances of speech reflecting family relationships, degrees of
intimacy, and differences of age and of social status. All of
these insights represent cultural data which are taught in-
tegrally with lingustic skills.

CULTURE IN THE PRE-READING PHASE. In order to
teach culture in terms of insights into the ways of life of the
foreign people as reflected in their everyday speech, the
teacher should make an inventory of culture-laden structures,
vocabulary, idioms, proverbs, sayings, etc. which occur in
the lessons to be covered audio-lingually during the pre-
reading phase. After each such item, the teacher should note
its cultural implications, as was done above with the forms
of address. The list of linguistic-cultural topics so derived,
furnishes the cultural subject matter to be taught and tested
during the pre-reading phase. Most of the following topics
suggested to the teacher have been abstracted from a cul-
tural inventory by Nelson Brooks. (See Bibliography.)
Linguistic-Cultural Topics
1. forms of address
2. greetings and farewells
3. polite phrases
4. intonation and meaning
5. use of expletives
6. levels of speech
7. the number system

8. cognates and loan-words
9. word formation

10. proverbs and sayings
11. rhymes, jingles and songs
12. classroom expressions
13. formulas for introductions
14. phrases used in telephoning

No attempt has been made to apply these topics to any
particular textbook. Each teacher will adapt these suggested
topics to the textbook or materials being used. Only those
topics which actually occur in the teacher's own inventory
should be taken up during the pre-reading phase. Topics
should be treated in their natural dialogue context. Cultural
contrasts and comparisons should be brought out by reference
to pupils' experiences. To avoid excessive explanation in
English, appropriate responses in Spanish and appropriate
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actions and behavior should be the criteria for judging whetherpupils have learned, in a functional sense, the linguistic-cultural implications of a dialogue situation. Whenever possi-ble, the teacher should make use of audio-visual aids keyedto the textbook or teaching materials; e.g. disc- or tape-recorded dialogues accompanied by slides or filmstrips, andsound-films providing an authentic cultural background toSpanish speech.

CULTURE IN READING AND WRITING READINESSACTIVITIES. As was indicated in previous sections of thisbulletin, a certain amount of reading in English, and ofwriting in either English or in Spanish, would be done duringthe pre-reading phase of instruction. Reading and writing, atthis early stage, were referred to as "reading readiness"and "writing readiness" activities. It was recommended thatthese activities should not be overemphasized at the expenseof language learning practice.
One of the principal values'of these activities is that theypermit the exploration of cultural backgrounds beyond thestrictly linguistic-cultural topics suggested above. Outsidereading in English, for example, could conceivably range overthe entire gamut of Hispanic culture, limited only by thetime available and the maturity of the pupils. Map-makingcould tie in with geography and travel; making a calendar,with holidays and festivals; drawing and labeling an ana-tomical chart, with physical exercise and health; drawir g acostume picture, with native garb and contrasts in dress andgrooming, etc.

In planning and assigning such activities and projects,economy of time should be a guiding principle. It is neithernecessary nor advisable, at this stage, to treat these topicsexhaustively. The systematic study of culture need not beginuntil later, when it can be done entirely in Spanish via acultural reader.
For detailed suggestions as to projects and activitiesduring the pre-reading phase, see the preceding sectionsentitled Supplementary Reading, p. 16, Writing, p. 17, andHomework, p. 32.

CULTURE INTEGRI TED WITH READING AND WRIT-ING. In the second half of Level I, after reading and writinghave been introduced, the range of cultural topics will bewidened to include some which are not strictly of the lin-
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guistic-cultural type given above. These cultural topics will
still inevitably retain linguistic overtones, but increasing em-
phasis will be placed on the situations and content of dia-
logues and reading material. In many up-to-date foreign
language textbooks for secondary schools, this content deals
with features of everyday life in the foreign country in situa-
tions comparable to those which confront American youngsters
of high school age. Again the teacher is cautioned not to
engage in an exhaustive treatment of culture topics. Only
those which occur in the textbook being used should be taken
up.

In addition to the broad cultural insights and apprecia-
tions afforded by the foregoing cultural topics, both linguistic
and situational, specific cultural data for Levels I and II are
listed under the Content and Scope for these levels (pp.
55-60; 75-78). This is done to provide a body of common
learnings dealing with Hispanic culture for all pupils in Levels
I and II, no matter in which division or grade they happen
to be. Similarly, cultural data for subsequent levels are given
under Content and Scope in each level.

THE TEACHING OF CULTURE IN LEVEL II. The same
general principles already established for the teaching of
culture in the various stages of Level I should govern the
theory and practice of teaching culture in Level II. Topics
already begun may now be resumed, but previously acquired
knowledge and insights should be rounded out and enriched.
Culture topics or cultural lessons in the textbooks should be
taken up or elaborated when they become pertinent as a
result of pupils' interests, observations and experiences.

In addition, some of the previously treated topics which
may have been omitted can now be taken up if they occur in
the lessons of Level II. As stated above, specific cultural data
are listed under Content and Scope, Levels I and II, pp.
55-60; 75-78. These should serve as a checklist for the
teacher to determine which topics have been omitted. How-
ever, whether the topic is old or new, its treatment should be
integrated with the teaching of the Spanish language, should
emphasize features of everyda. -,e in Spain and Latin Amer..
ica and, above all, should aim at the acquisition of insights
and appreciations rather than an agglomeration of miscella-
neous facts. It may be reasonably assumed that by the end
of Levels I and II, pupils will have acquired in the ways
suggested above, an experience-based, functional body of
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knowledge, insightsinsights and appreciations that fulfill the cultural
aims posited for these levels.

Below is a summary of the principles and practices to be
observed by the teacher in planning and teaching the pro-
gram of cultural study:

I. Language is the essential medium by which the mem-
bers of a speech community express the whole complex of
their ways of life, which constitutes their culture.

.2. The study of culture, therefore, is to be viewed from
the perspective of everyday life in the foreign speech com-
munity in situations comparable to those which confront
American pupils of high school age.

3. The aim of cultural study is to acquire understanding,
insights, attitudes and appreciations rather than encyclopedid
information.

4. Since language is fraught with cultural meanings, the
approach to the study of culture should be through the foreign
language, i.e. the cultural implications of linguistic elements.

5. As far as possible, culture should be taught in the
Spanish language as a concomitant of teaching linguistic
skills. Appropriate responses in Spanish and appropriate
actions and behavior may be taken as evidence of functional .

understanding of the implications of a cultural situation.
6. The further study of culture is rounded out and en-

riched by activities, projects and reports based on pupils'
interests, observations and experiences, and made pertinent
by cultural references in the textbook and by current allu-
sions in mass media of information. In addition, to insure
the acquisition of common learnings, specific cultural data
are listed for all pupils under Content and Scope for each
level.

7. Audio-visual aids should be geared to the textbook or
teaching materials. The classroom should evoke the atmo-
sphere of Hispanic culture through pictures, charts, posters
and displays, preferably made or contributed by pupils.

CONTENT AND SCOPE, LEVEL I

Grammatical Structures
The structures listed here are to be taught for mastery

within the limits indicated. The model sentences and phrases
are illustrations of the applications intended. This does not
preclude the occurrence in a particular level, of structures

to
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other than those listed here; but such other structures are
not to be drilled for mastery7 they are to be treated as vocab-
ulary items. Following this principle, the teacher may make
use of whatever vocabulary and patterns are natural in a
particular dialogue, limiting intensive drill only to those items
which appear in this list.

LEVEL is FIRST HALF

1. ARTICLES
a. Definite
b. Indefinite
c . Contractions with a and de
d. Use with titles and classifying nouns (limited to con-

structions such as: el senor, la selfora, la sertorita, la
avenida, la calle, etc.)

e. Use with languages (El espailol es una lengua bella.)
f . Omission with languages after hablar, de, en (Hablo

ingles. Es una clase de espartol. Contesten en espahol.)

2. NUMBERS
a. Cardinals, 1-100; ordinals, as needed
b. Common arithmetical expressions

3. NOUNS
a. Number
b . Gender
c . Use of de for possession
d. Use of personal a

4. PRONOUNS
a. Subject: For "you" in the plural, use Vds. Delay

reference to vosotros until it is needed in reading.
b. Interrogative: quien(es), que, a quien(es), de quien(es),

cual(es) with ser, cuanto

5. ADJECTIVES
a. Number and gender
b. Simple agreement

Position
d. Common limiting adjectives such ari: otro, mucho,

poco, misnzo, todo, bastante, demasiado
e. Common descriptive adjectives (see vocabulary list)
f. Exclamatory and interrogative que (iQue bonito! iQue

dca hermoso! i Que Kura es?)
g. Interrogative: iCuttnto?
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6. ADVERBS
a. Common adverbs as vocabulary
b . Interrogatives such as: anno, cutndo, d6nde, por

qua, para (lug

7. NEGATIVES
Placement of no

8. VERB STRUCTURES
a. Present tense of regular verbs of the threeconjugations

(see vocabulary list), and of the following irregular
verbs: decir, estar, ir, ser, tener, ver

b. Formation of questions (including negative-interroga-
tive)

c. Tag questions: everdad? eno es verdad? eno?
d. Polite commands; familiar command singularas needed
e. Idioms with tener and hacer, such as: tencr . . afros

(hambre, sed, frto, calor, suello); hace Ho (calor, vien-
to, sol, buen tiempo, mal tiempo) (See Idiomatic
Expressions, Level I: First Half)

f. Hay
9. TIME EXPRESSIONS

Telling time; days, months, seasons; age; dates

LEVEL I: SECOND HALF

1. NUMBERS
Cardinals, 101-1000; ordinals, 1st-10th

2. PRONOUNS
a. Single direct object (the use of lo as direct object for

him, instead of le, is recommended for beginning
students)

b. Single indirect object
c. Position of object pronoun with verb forms studied
d. Prepositional (with con, para, de)

3. ADJECTIVES
a. Possessives
b. Demonstratives
c . Short forms of bueno, malo, primero, tercero, ciento,

uno

4. NEGATIVES
Nada, nadie, nunca
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5. VERB STRUCTURES
a. Present tense of the following irregular verbs: caer,

conocer, dar, hacer, dr, poder, poner, querer, saber,
salir, traer, venir

b. Preterite of regular verbs, and of the following irregular
verbs: dar, decir, estar, hacer, ir, poner, ser, tener,
traer, venir; caer, creer, leer, otr

c. Principal uses of ser and estar: ser with predicate
noun, and possession; estar with location and health;
both with predicate adjective

d. Complementary infinitive (with poder, desear, querer,
necesitar, deber, saber, gustar)

e. Ir a to express near future (Voy a corner a las dos.)
f . Tener que plus infinitive
g. Para plus infinitive (Trabaja para ganar dinero.)
h. Gus tar
i . Habta (past of hay)
j Radical-changing verbs (-ar, -er) can be treated when

encountered, and as needed.

Topical Vocabulary Lists, Level I
These topical vocabulary lists represent the minimum

vocabulary to be learned in Spanish Level I. They are grouped
around specific topics to facilitate conversation and com-
position.

Idiomatic expressions appear in separate lists in this
curriculum bulletin.

Infinitives appearing in the vocabulary lists are to be
learned for their meaning. Consult the list of structures for
the treatment of verb forms.

For nouns such as alumno, maestro, etc., the feminine and
plural forms are not listed separately if they offer no lexical
difficulty.

The days, months, and numbers which appear in the topi-
cal lists which follow are not included in the alphabetical
checklists on pages 50-54.

1. AMUSEMENTS
la cancion
el tine
el concierto
el cuento
el disco
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la milsica el teatro mirar
el paseo

2. ANIMALS
el animal
el burro
el caballo
el elefante
la gallina

el gallo
el gato
el le6n
el pt faro
el perro

el puerco
la serpiente
el tigre
el toro
la vaca

3. ARITHMETIC
el cuarto menos porentre la mitad son
medio el n( nero

4. BODY
la boca el diente la nariz
el brazo el est6mago el ojo
la cabeza izquierdo la orejala cara los labios el pelo
el cuerpo la lengua el pie
el dedo la mano la pierna
derecho

5. BUILDINGS
la casa
el edificio

-lei estacion
el hospital

6. CITY
la avenida
la calle
la ciudad

el hotel
la iglesia
el museo

la gente
el parque
la plaza

el palacio
el puente
el templo

el pueblo
el ruido
el subterremeo

7. CLASSROOM
el asiento I z puerta la tiza
el borrador el pupitre la ventana
el cuadro la regla
el mapa el reloj abrir
la mesa la silla aprender .
la pared la tinta estudiarla pizrra
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8. CLOTHING
el abrigo la chaqueta la ropa
la blusa la falda la ropa interior
el bolsillo la gorra el sombrero
los calcetines los guantes el traje
la camisa las medias el vestido
la cartera los pantalones los zapatos
la corbata el pa/Melo llevar

9. COLORS
amarillo el color Pardo
azul gris rojo
blanco negro verde

10. DAYS OF THE WEEK
dorzingo martes sfibado
jueves miercoles viernes
Tunes

11. DIMENSIONS
alto corto largo
ancho estrecho pequeno
bajo grande

12. DISHES AND TABLE SETTINGS
la copa el mantel la taza
la cuchara el platillo el tenedor
la cucharita el plato el vaso
el cuchillo la servilleta

13. FAMILY AND FRIENDS
la abuekt el hombre el primo
el abuelo la madre el senor
los abuelos la muchacha la senora
el amigo el muchacho la senorita
is esposa la mujer la sobrina
el esposo la nieta el sobrino
la familia el nieto los sobrinos
la hermana los nietos la tta
el hermano el padre el do
los hermanos los padres los dos
la hija la parienta el vecino
el Info el pariente ayudar
los hijos los parientes visitar
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14. FOODS
el agua
el azacar
el cafe
la came
el chocolate
la ensalada
la gaseosa
el huevo

la leche el queso
las legumbres la sal
la mantequilla el tg
el pan el vino
las patatas beber
el pescado cortar
la pimienta desear
el postre tomar

15. FRUIT AND FLOWERS
la cereza
el clavel
la flor
la fruta

16. FURNITURE

la alfombra
el armario
la cama
la amoda

17. HEALTH
bien
el dolor
el dolor de cabeza

18. HOUSE

el apartamiento
el ascensor
la casa particular
la cocina
el comedor
el cuarto

19. LANGUAGE
el aleman
el castellano
el chino
el espartol
el trances

el jardl'n
el lim6n
la manzana
la naranja

la cortina
el escritorio
la lampara
los muebles

la enfermedad
enfermo

el cuarto de bail°
el dormitorio
la habitaciOn
la llave
el patio
el piso

el hebreo
el inglgs
el italiano
el Latin
la lengua

la pera
la rosy
el tulip6n
la viols ta

el sill6n
el sof6
el tegfono

el resfriado
la salud

la sala
el s6tano
el suelo
el techo

vivir

el portugues
el ruso
comprender
decir
hablar
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20. LESSON
el cuaderno
el dictado
difjcil
el ejercicio
el examen
f6cil
la falta
la frase
el grabado

21. MATEMALS
el algod6n
el hierro
la lana

22. MEALS
el almuerzo
el camarero
la cena
la comida

el l6piz
la lecci6n
el libro
la p6gina
la palabra
el papel
el p6rrafo
la pluma
la pregunta

la madera
el nil6n
el oro

el desayuno
el rnozo
el restaurante

23. MONTHS OF THE YEAR
abril febrero
agosto Julio
diciembre junio
enero marzo

24. NATIONS
Alemania
la bandera
e! Canada'
la detnocracia
la dictadura
Esparta
los Estados Unido

Francia
Inglaterra
Italia
Mexico
.las Naciones

Unidas (ONU)
s

25. NATURE
el aire
el 6rbol
el campo
el cielo
la estrella
la hierb
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la luna
el mar
la montan
el monte
el mundo

la respuesta
la tarea
el trabajo

contestar
escribir
explicar
preguntar
responder

la plata
la seda

comer
preparar

mayo
noviembre
octubre
septiembre

la Organizaci6n de
Estados Ameri-
canos (OEA)

el pals
la patria
la rep6blica
la Uni'n Sovigtica

la nube
la playa
el do
el sol
la tierra



26. PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONSeI abogado el doctor el profesor
el campeuno la enfermera la profesora
el carnicero el medico el sastre
el cientifico el panadero el soldado
el comerciante el piloto
el ch6fer et presidente trabajar

27. QUALITIES
alegre
bonito
bueno
cansado
debil
feliz
feo
fuerte

28. QUANTITY
bastante
cutinto
demasiado
me*

29. SCHOOL
el alurnno
ausente
la clase
el director
la directora
la escuela
el maestro

hermoso
importante
inteligente
joven
malo
mayor
menor
moreno

menos
mucho
muy

la sala de clase
presente
abrir
aprender
asistir (a)
empieza
ensenar

30. SEASONS OF THE YEAR
El Carnaval la fiesta
el cumpleanos el invierno
la estaci6n la Navidad

el otorio

31. SHOPS AND STORES
la bodega la panaderla
la carniceria el precio
el dinero el supermercado
la farmacia la tienda
el mercado la tienda de ropa

nuevo
perezoso
pobre
rico
rubio,
simpatico
triste
viejo

poco
solamente
varios

entrar (en)
escuchar
es tudiar
leer
llegar
salir (de)
terminar

la Pascua Florida
la primavera
el verano
El Dia de la Raza

la zapater(a

comprar
valer
vender
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32. TIME

anoche
el ano
.ayer
el dia
la fecha
la hors

33. TRAVEL

el autom6vil
el avi6ro
la bicicleta
el camino
el es to
el ferrocarril
el forte

34. WEATHER

el calor
fresco
el frto
la lluvia

35. WHEN?

ahora
antes (de)
despu& (de)

36. WHERE?

abajo
alit
aqu(
arriba
cerca (de)

hoy
manana
la mariana
la medianoche
el mediodia
el mes

el oeste
el omnibus
el sur
el tren
las vacaciones
el vapor
el viaje

la neblina
la nieve
el paraguas
el tiempo

luego
nunca
pronto

debajo (de)
delante (de)
detrtis .(de) .

donde

37. MISCELLANEOUS

0
porque
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que
sin

el minuto
la noche
la semana
tarde
la tarde
temprano

bajar
caminar
pasar
regresar
subir
viajar

el viento
llueve

(ester lloviendo)
nieva

(es tit nevando)

siempre
tarde
temprano

en
entre
lejos (de)
sobre

tambien

-



Idiomatic Expressions
LEVEL h FIRST HALF

1. Adi6s.
2. a menudo

que h o r a . . . ?
a la una, a las dos, etc.

4.gtQue hora es?
Es la una. Son las dos.
(de la mallana, tarde,
noche).

5. Buenos dtas (tarries,
noches).

6.iComo estit usted?
Ast, as(, gracias.
Bien, gracias.
No muy bien, gracias.

7.iComo se dice . . . ?
8.X6m9 se llama usted?
9.iCu6l es la fecha de hoy?

Hoy es . . .

10.gDe qui& e s . . . ?
11. Dispense usted.
12. en casa
13. en seguida
14. estar bien (mal)
15. Es verdad.
16. Gracias.

De nada.
No hay de que.

17. hacer buen (mal) tiempo
18. hacer frto (calor, sol,

viento, fresco)
19.. Hasta mauiana (la vista,

luego).
20. i Hola!
21. it a casa

a la escuela
de paseo

22. rats tarde
23. muchas veces
24. otra vez
25. por favor
264,Que quiere decir . . ?

27.aue tal?
28. Sin novedad.
29. tener afios (calor, frto,

hambre, sed, suefio)
30. todos los dtas (los

domingos)
31. todas las sen anas
32. todo el mundo
LEVEL Is SECOND HALF

cuantos estamos?
2. a tiempo
3. iBienvenidol
4. i C6mo no!
5. i Concedido!
6. Con permiso.
7. creer que si (no)
8. dar la mano

las gracias
9. dar unpaseo (a caballo,

a pie, en autom6vil)
10. de nuevo
11. en punto
12. estar de pie
13. hacer el favor de + in!
14. hay que + inf.
15. la lecci6n de esparzol

(de ingles)
16. la semana pr6xima

(que viene, pasada)
17. pocas veces
18. poco a poco
19. poner la mesa
20. por eso
21. por la maliana

(tarde, noche)
22. por todas partes
23. prestar atenci6n
24. querer a
25. saber + inf.
26. salir bien (mal)
27. ser hora de + inf.
28. tener miedo
29. tocar el piano (el violin)
30. un poco de . . .
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Alphabetic Checklist, Level I Vocabulary

This list represents the minimum vocabulary to be learned
in Spanish, Level I. It provides a checklist for the teacher in
selecting words for mastery from the textbooks used by the
class, and in selecting words for uniform or city-wide examin-
ations.
a
abajo
abogado
abrigo
abrir
abuela
abuelo
abuelos
agua
ahora
aire
al
alegre

. alem6n
Alemania
alfonzbra
algod6n
almuerzo
alto
alumno
alit
amarillo
amigo
ancho
animal
anoche
antes (de)
ano
apartamiento
aprender
aquel (aquellos)
aquella (aquellas)
aqui
arbol
armario
arriba
ascensor
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asiento
asistir (a)
ausente
autom6vil
avenida
aui6n
ayer
ayudar
az6car
azul

bailar
bajar
bajo
bandera
bastante
beber
bicicleta
bien
blanco
blusa
boca
bodega
bolsillo
bonito
borrador
brazo
bueno
burro

caballo
cobeza
caer
cafe
calcetines

calor
calle
cama
camarero
caminar
camino
camisa
campesino
campo
Canad6
cancithz
cansado
cantar
cara
Carnaval
came
cam iceria
camicero
cartera
casa
casa particular
castellano
cena
cerca (de)
cereza
cielo
cientifico
tine
ciudad
clase
clavel
cocina
color
comedor
comer
cornerciante
comida



comprender
c6mo?

c6moda
comprar
con
concierto
conmigo
conocer
contestar
contigo
copa
corbata
cortar.
cortina
corto
creer
cuaderno
cuadro
icuttl?
cuando
cat' ndo?
cuento?
cuirtntos?

cuarto
de bah°

cuchara
cucharita
cuchillo
cuento
cuerpo
cumplealtos

chaqueta
chino
chocolate
choler

dar
de.
debajo (de)
deber
debit
decir

iiteitofillfierarwrimakiew''airaiiressitg

dedo
delante (de)
demasiado
democracia
derecho
desear
desayuno
despues (de)
detras (de)
dta
Dia de la Raza
dictado
dictadura
diente
dificil
diner°
director
directora
disco
doctor
dolor

de cabeza
donde
id6nde?
dormitorio

dificio
ejercicio
el (los)
el (ellos)
elefante
ella ( ellos)
empieza
en
enfermedad
enfermera
enfermo
ensalada
ensenar
entrar (en)
entre
esa (esas)
escribir

escritorio
escuchar
.escuela
ese (esos)
Espana
esparto l
esposa
esposo
es ta ( estas)
estac i6n
EstaiJos Unidos
estar
este (estos)
este (east)
es trecho
estrella
estudiar,
examen
eXplicar

gal
falda
falta
familia
farmacia
fecha
feliz
feo
ferrocarril
fiesta
.flor
Frances
Francia
frase
fresco
frio
fruta
fuerte

gallina
gallo
gaseosa
gato
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gente , joven medianoche
gimnasio medial
gorra la (las) medico
grabado labios medio
grande lampara mediodta
gris lana menor
guantes letpiz menos
gustar largo mercado

latin mes
hall& le (les) mesa
habitaci6n leccion Mexico
hablar leche mi (mis)
hater leer ml
hay legumbres minuto
hebreo lejos (de) mirar
hermana lengua mismo
hermano le6n mitad
hermanos libro raontatia
hermoso lim6n monte
hierba lo (los) moreno
hierro luego mozo
hija tuna muchacha
hijo muchacho
hijos llave mucho
hambre llegar rnuebles
hors llevar mujer
hospital llueve mundo
hotel lluvia museo
hoy masica
huevo madera muy

madre
iglesia maestro Naciones Unidas
importante malo nada ((GNU)
Ing laterra !nano nadie
ingles mantel naranja
inteligente mantequilla nariz
invierno manzana Navidadit rnariana (adv., noun) neblina
Italia mapa necesitar
italiano mar negro
izquierdo mils nieta

mayor nietojardin me nietos
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nieva
nieve
nilOn
no
ino?
noche
norte
nos
nosotros
nube
nuestro
nuevo
namero
nunca

para portugugs
paraguas postre
para que precio
pardo pregunta. pared preguntar
parienta preparar
pariente presente
parientes presidente
parque primavgra
parrafo primo
pasar profesor
Pascua Florida profesora
paseo programa
patatas pronto
patio puebloo patria puente

oeste peltcula puerco
oh- pelo puerta
ojo pequeilo pupitre
omnibus pera
oreja perezoso que
OrganizaciOn de peri6dico jque?

Estados perro querer
Americanos pescado queso
(OEA) pie quien les)

oro pierna is quien?
Norio piloto o de quiet??
otro pimienta

piso radio

plants regresar
re lapadre regresarppadres platillo reloj

pagina plato reptiblicapats playa resfriado
phjaro plaza responder
palabra pluma respuesta
palacio pobre restaurante
pan poco revista
panaderta oder rico

gonerdoponer
pantalones por rojo
parr uelo ropaporquepapel gpor que? interior
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rosa supermercado triste
rubio , sur to (tus)mid°

I-6ruso .

tarnbign tulipan
saber tarde (adv., noun)
sal tarea un, una
sala taxi UniOn Sovigtica

de clase taza usted (us tedes)

salir (de) to
salud to vaca .
sastre teatro v "caciones
seda techo valer
sem'na telgfono vapor
senor televisi6n varios
sentira temprano vaso
senorita templo vecino
ser tenedor vender
serpiente tener venir
sertylleta terminar ventana
siempre ti ver
silla tta verano
sill6n tiempo verdad
simpatico tienda no es?
sin de ropa verde
sobre tierra vestido
sobrina tigre viajar
sobrino tinta viaje
solirinos t(o viejo
sofa dos viento
sol tiza vino
solamente tocadiscos violeta
soldado todo visitor
sombrero tomar vivir
son (equals) toro
stitano trabajar y
su (sus) trabajo yo
subir traer
subterra neo traje zapaterta
suelo tren zapatos
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Culture Topics, Level I
As explained in the previous chapter on The Teaching of

Culture, pp. 35-39, the pupil will receive an introduction to
Hispanic culture through the Spanish language. In addition,
the following reference list is provided for the teacher. Thefacts outlined below deal with the topics to be treated hiLevel I. It is not intended that pupils be given all this in-
formation. Teachers will decide which items to present and
hold pupils responsible for. These topics are best taken up
as they become pertinent through current affairs, the observ-
ance of holidays and anniversaries, allusions in textbooks,the daily press and magazines, films, radio and television.

I. Vr.IY ARE WE INTERESTED IN THE STUDY OF
SPANISH?

A. HISPANIC INFLUENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
1. Place namesespecially in the West kind South-

west, and Florida: Arizona, California,- Colorado,
Florida, Los Angeles, Montana, Nevada, Rio Gran-
de, San Diego, San Francisco, Santa Fg, St. Au-
gustine (oldest town in the United States, founded
in 1565).

2. Spain contributed so greatly to the exploration ofthe New World, that Spanish culture extends from
the southern boundary of the United States to the
Straits of Magellan.
Among the many explorers who made discoveries
in the territory of the United States are: Ponce
de Le6n (Florida, 1513); Cabeza de Vaca; De
Soto (discovered the Mississippi, 1541); Coronado
(New Mexico and Texas, 1540-42).

3. There are many families of Spanish-speaking back-
ground in the West and Southwest (Mexican), and
in urban centers such as New Ydrk (Puerto Rican),
Los Angeles (Mexican), Miami (Cuban), etc. The
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico enjoys a special
political relationship with the United States.

4. Spanish words and phrases in English: adobe, bur-
ro, canyon (caii6n), cordillera, corral, lariat (la re-
ata), lasso (lazo), mesa, rodeo, sierra, tomato
(to hate), vista, etc.
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5. Other influences--architecture: patio, tiled roof,
iron grill work (reja)

6. Contemporary contributions
Music: Victoria de los Angeles (opera), Iturbi
(pianist), Chavez (composer), Casals (violoncelo),
Segovia (guitar)
Painting: Diego Riyera,'Dalf, Picasso
Films: Luis Buliuel (director), Ricardo Montalban
(actor), Cantinflas (actor)

B. PERSONAL INTERESTS

1. VOCATIONAL
In a world where travel by jet plane is already a
reality, the demand for men and women with train-
ing in Spanish is ever increasing. There is a grow-
ing need for government employees, diplomatic
and consular representatives and industrial per ,
sonnel who are bilingual or who have a working
knowledge of two or more languages.
American-trained skilled workers with a good
Spanish background are always sought by com-
panies involved in business and industrial enter-
prises' in Spain and in Latin America. There is a
need for engineers, scientists, teachers, bankers,
military men and business men who can travel
and live abroad. To make them more effective in
their work, a knowledge of Spanish is essential.
There is every indication, therefore, that oppor-
tunities for employment are greater and more
varied for the individual who has mastered a lan-
guage other than his own.
Some fields in which a knowledge of Spanish is
advantageous are:
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Diplomatic service
Careers on operatic and concert stage
Import and export trade
Foreign banking
Newspaper and magazine editing
Museum work
Teaching of foreign languages



Scientific research
Publishing
Library science
Travel and tourist agencies
Intelligence and security agencies
Translating and interpreting
Bilingual stenography
Radio broadcasting
Employment at the United Nations Headquar-

ters or specialized agencies
2. AVOCATIONAL

Even when the study of Spanish is not a require-
ment for a specific career or job, the ability to
understand and speak it may be an asset to any
individual. Many personal interests and leisure
time pursuits are associated with an appreciation
of the language, life and customs- of people in
Spain and in Latin America.
Some avocational activities involving a knowledge
of Spanish are:

Travel: knowing the language of the people
makes the trip much more worthwhile

Reading Spanish literature in the origina)
Enjoyment of Spanish films, plays, operas, etc.
Understanding Spanish broadcasts
Communicating with visitors from countries

where Spanish is spoken
Engaging in "pen pal" correspondence

II. GEOGRAPHY OF SPAIN

A. Spain, which has an area of 196;607 square miles, oc-
cupies the greater part of the Iberian peninsula; Portu-
gal occupies the remainder, on the west. It is not as
large as our state of Texas. The population is about
30,000,000.

B. Mountains

Next to Switzerland, Spain is the most mountainous
country in Europe.

1. los Candibricosnorthwest
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2. los Pirineosnortheast; border with France
3. la Sierra de Guadarramacenter; north of Madrid
4. la Sierra Nevadafar south; Granada

C. Rivers
1. el Ebroflows east into the Mediterranean Sea
2. el Dueroflows into the Atlantic Ocean
3. el Tajolongest; Toledo; flows into the Atlantic

Ocean
4. el Guadalquivirmost navigable; Sevilla; flows

into the Atlantic Ocean
D. La Meseta Centralcold in winter, hot in summer. The

south of Spain has a sub-tropical climate, like that of
Florida.

E. Chief Regions
1. las Provincias VascongadasBasque country;

straddles the Pyrenees; chief city, Bilbao; language
(unrelated to Spanish), el vascuence

2. Galicianorthwest; chief city, Santiago; language,
el gallego

3. Castillaarid central region; Madrid (capital of
Spain); Toledo; language, el castellano (official
language of Spain)

4. Catalunanortheast; most progressive and indus-
trialized region: Barcelona, chief seaport of Spain;
language, el catalgn

5. Andaluciathe south; Moorish civilization reached
its height here; chief cities, Sevilla, Cordoba, Gran-
ada

6. Valenciaon the Mediterranean coast; very fertile
(oranges)

III. A TRIP TO SPAIN

A. PREPARATION FOR THE TRIP
One can reach Spain by steamer or by airplane. Daily
flights, on the southern route, link New York and Ma-
drid.
There is no particular difficulty in securing a passport
since our relations with Spain are cordial.
The peseta (approximately 60 to the dollar at time of
publication) is the monetary unit and is subject to
fluctuations.
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B . IMPRESSIONS ON ARRIVAL
The first impressions of an American landing in Spain
will depend upon the port at which he arrives. Cadiz,for example, is a dazzling white city set against theblue of the sky and the sea.
The buildings, all of stone or brick, are generally not
more than three stories, except in Madrid and Barce-
lona. These two cities boast skyscrapers and subways.
The landscape of Spain offers many contrasts. In the
south, the vegetation is luxuriant; in the north, thereare thick forests and rugged mountains. The vast
central plateau (Meseta Central) is arid and treeless.
In the villages, old, 'low buildings face thenarrow, wind-ing streets. In Sevilla, COrdoba and Granada, thewhite buildings are embellished with balconies and
patios, fountains and flowers.

IV. LIFE AND CUSTOMS
In Spain, more than in other European countries, theman is the head of the family. Women do not play
an important role in public life. When a woman mar-.ries, she adds her husband's name to her own. IfAna Ruiz marries Arturo Morales, her name becomes
Ana Ruiz de Morales. The children would have the
name Morales y Ruiz.
Spaniards celebrate the feast day of the saint afterwhom they have been named, (dia del Santo) ratherthan their day of birth.
Spanish houses often have distinctive features: patio,reja, azulejos
In large cities, the same style of "clothing is worn asin the United States. However, many Spanish womenstill wear the lace scarf called mantilla and the large
tortoise-shell comb called peineta.
Spaniards eat a simple breakfast of coffee or chocolate.After lunch, a nap, the siesta, is taken. Dinner is notserved until 9:00 P.M. Typical dishes: cocido, arrozcon pollo, paella, bacalao.
Spaniards celebrate many religious holidays besides
Christmas (Navidad) and Easter (Pascua Florida).The two big national holidays are el Dra de la Raza,
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October 12th, (Columbus Day) and el Dos de Mayo.
The latter commemorates the revolt of Madrid against
Napoleon on May 2, 1808.
An important social institution is the cafe and the
casino, where the men gather to chat, read papers
and consume light refreshments. Other customs: ter-
tulia, loterra, pelando la pava.
Typical musical instruments are: castaHuelas, guitarra,
gaita, pandereta.
The bull fight (corrida de toros) is the national sport.
Every Sunday afternoon at four o'clock thousands
gather in the bull ring (plaza de toros) to watch the
matador kill a number of bulls.
Soccer and tennis are popular. A native handball game
is jai-alai.
The school day is longer than ours. Boys and girls
usually attend separate institutions. The escuela ele-
mental is attended until the age of ten; then follows
the secondary school (instituto).
Many children attend church schools (escuelas pas).
Spain is predominantly a Catholic country.

CONTENT AND SCOPE, LEVEL II

Grammatical Structures
The following outline of grammar topics for Level II is

predicated on the assumption that all the topics and skills
included in Grammatical Structures, Level I, have been cov-
ered and tested for mastery. A thoroughgoing and well-
planned review of Level I is essential as a foundation for
further learning.

LEVEL Its FIRST HALF

1. ARTICLES
a. Plural of indefinites (unos, 'Inas)
b. Masculine article with nouns ending in -ma, -pa, -ta

(el programa, el mapa, el artista)
c. Use with days and seasons and meals. (El lunes es

un dia de trabajo. La primavera es una estacron her-
mosa. glue toma Vd. para el desayuno?)
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d. Omission after ser with days (Es tunes.)
e. Use with time expressions (el arm pasado, la semana

pr6xima)
f. Use with days and dates to express "on" (Voy a

llegar el s6bado. Lleg6 el cuatro de julio.)
g. Use with common geographical terms as needed (el

Perti, la Habana)
h. Use with reflexive verbs to replace the possessive

adjective with parts of the body and articles of cloth-
ing

i. Use with nouns of weight and measure (dos pesos la
libra, or la docena)

j. Omission with unmodified nouns of nationality and
occupation (El es zapatero. But, Es un zapatero bueno.)

2. NUMBERS
a. Cardinals, through millions
b. Ordinals, use of cardinals for cardinals above actin°

3. PRONOUNS
a. Possessive: el Info, el nuestro, el tuyo, el suyo, etc.;

el de Vd., etc.; el de mi hermano, etc.; omit el suyo
de Vd., etc.

b. Prepositional: after common prepositions; with object
pronouns for clarification and emphasis (le escriben
a el, me habil; a mi)

c. Indefinite: algo, alguien, todo, alguno

4. ADJECTIVES
a. Possessives (nto, tuyo, suyo, etc.) after ser and in

expressions like un amigo mio
b. Short forms of grande, alguno, ninguno, santo
c. Past participle as adjective (Las puertas estan ab iertas.

Es una ventana cerrada.)

5. COMPARISONS
a. Comparisons of inequality and equality: mas rico que;

tn6s libros que Vd.; m6s que Vd.; rats de tres; also
with menos; mejor, peor, mayor, merlon m&s grande,
milts pequerto; tan bueno como; tanto dinero como;
tanto como

b. Superlative: Marta es la muchacha rats bonita de la
clase. Maria es la Inds bonita de la clase. Maria es
la rruis bonita. Maria es la m6s bonita de las dos.

c. Absolute superlative: bonitisimo
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6. ADVERBS
Formation with mente; comparison (tan flicilmente como),
but, (mds despacio que)

7. NEGATIVES
no . . . tampoco; ni (yo) tampoco; ninguno

8. VERB STRUCTURES
a. Present progressive of verbs studied
b. Imperfect, including irregulars (ser, ir, ver)
c. Preterite of andar poder, querer, saber
d. Imperfect vs. preterite
e. Direct commands (Vd., Vds., hi), and indirect com-

mand (first plural)
f. Reflexive verbs in tenses studied (levantarse, desayu-

narse, llamarse, quedarse, etc. ); also: quitarse (el
abrigo), lavarse (las manos), ponerse (el sombrero);
and deseo levantarme, podemos levantarnos, debes
lavarte las manos, pars centarme necesito una silla

g. Reflexive used for passive: se habla (espaffol), se yen-
den (zapatos); and se dice, se sabe, se cree; also:
Se cree que es rico. No se dice esto.

h. Idiomatic use of hace + present tense (Race una hora
que estoy aqui.f ); and hace + preterite = ago (Vino
hace una semana.)

i. Radical-changing verbs in tenses studied: cerrar, pen-
sar, almorzar, recordar, jugar, perder, valuer, enten-
der, sentir, dormir, pedir, servir, vestirse

j. Idioms with tener and hater, additional (see Idiomatic
Expressions, Level II: First Half)

LEVEL Its SECOND HALF

1. PRONOUNS
a. Demonstratives, including neuter forms (esto, eso,

aquello)
b. Double objects; position with verbs learned
c. Redundant use of indirect object (Pregtintele a Juan.)
d. Relatives: que = that, which, who, whom; quien (es)

after a preposition
2. VERB STRUCTURES

a. Present perfect tense and future tense
b. Present with future meaning (Te to cloy matiana. to

hago la semana que viene.)
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c. Orthographical-changing verbs in -car, -gar, -zar in
tenses studied: busca', sacar, toca; pagan. llegar,
jugar; comenzar, emp izar, almozar

d. al + infinitive
e. hay que + infinitive
E Infinitive after prepositions (despues de comer, sin

hablar, etc.)
g. Common verbs requiring a and de before infinitive

(empezar, tratar, etc.)
h. Common uses of saber and conocer: Saben la lecciSn.

Saben que el trabaja. Yo se bailar. Conozco a este
salon iConoce Vd. a Madrid?

Topical Vocabulary Lists, Level II
These topical vocabulary lists represent the minimum

vocabulary to be learned in Spanish Level II. They are
grouped around specific topics to facilitate conversation and
composition.

Idiomatic expressions appear in separate lists in this
curriculum bulletin.

Infinitives appearing in the vocabulary lists are to be
learned for their meaning. Consult the list of structures for
the treatment of verb forms.

For nouns such as Outwit), maestro, etc., the feminine
and plural forms are not listed separately if they offer no
lexical difficulty.

The days, months, and numbers (ordinal and cardinal)
which appear in the topical lists or grammatical structure
lists are not included in the alphabetical checklists which
follow on pp. 70-74.

1. AI3STRACTIONS

la amistad
el aspect()
la belleza
el carficter
el caso
la confianza

la costumbre
la esperanza
el favor
la fealdad
la for'ma
la hermosura

.el inter&
la manera
la mentira
la suerte
el tfiulo

2. AGE
el anciano el jotten la niiiez
la edad la jut'entud la vejez
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3. AMUSEMENTS

el ajedrez
el baffle
el balompie
la banderilla
el banderillero
el bgisbol
las cartas
la caza
la comedia
la corrida
la cuadrilla
las damas

4. ANIMALS
el (walla
la cabra
el camello
la cola
el lobo

5. BODY
la barba
la ceja
el coda
el coraz6n
la frente

6. BUILDINGS
la azotea
la biblioteca
la catedral

7. CITY
la acera
el ayuntamiento
el banco
el centro
el centro de

recreo
el correo
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el deporte
el drama
el fdtbol
el jai alai
el juego
el matador
la natacin
la orquesta
el partido
la pesca
el picador
la representaci6n

la llama
el nido
el oso
la oveja
la pata

la garganta
el hueso
el m6sculo
el prIrpado
las pestafias

la clinica
el convento
el rtionasterio

la esquina
la estatua
el monumento
la muchedurnbre
el parque de recreo
el policia

el tenis
el torero
la tragedia

correr
ganar
gri ta r
jugar
nadar
patinar

el pavo
la icuria
el zorro

la piel
los pulmones
la rodilla
la sangre
la Oa

el nausea
la sinagoga
la universidad

la policia
el puesto
el rascacielos
el tranvia
la velocidad



8. CLASSROOM

la asignatura
la atenci6n
la correcci6n
correcto
el cuento
el diccionario
el ejemplo
el estudiante

9. CLOTHING
la billetera
el botcn
la cinta
el kinturan
el cuello

10. EMOTIONS

la alegrla
el amor
la calera
la felicidad
el humor

AND LESSON

la explicaciSn
el horario
incorrecto
la lectura
la nota
la novela
el repaso
el resumen

el chaleco
el gaban
el impermeable
la joya
la nzoda

el olio
la pena
el placer
el terro
la tristeza

11. FAMILY AND FRIENDS

el ama de casa
la boda
la cocinera
el conocido
la criada
el criado
la curiada
el cuRado

12. FOODS

la alb6ndiga
el arroz con polio
el biftec (bistg)
el bizcocho

la mama
el marido
et matrimcmzio
la nena
el nene
la niga
el nigito
el 'tiff°

los frijoles
filo
el gusto
el helado

la reunion
el silencio
el timbre
el vocabulario

olvidar

la piel
el so 5retodo
el sueter

romper

la vergiienza

esperar
llorar
rear

la nuera
el papa
el siiente
la suegra
el suegro
el yerno

saludar

la meriendu
el panecillo
el pastel
el polio
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caliente
la carne

de cerdo
de cordero
de res
de ternera

el cereal
la col
el cubierto
la chuleta
dulce
el emparedado

el htgado
a la parrilla
asado

el huevo
duro
frito
pasado por aqua
revuelto

el jugo
la lechuga
la lista
el matz

13. FRUITS AND FLOWERS

la fresa
el geranio
la hoja

14. GOVERNMENT

la Amgrica
Central

la Amgrica
del Norte

la America
del Sur

el comunismo
el consejo
la torte

15. HEALTH

el accidente
los anteojos
el cuidado
el dolor de old°
la fiebre
el Fuego

16. HOUSE

la alcoba
el balc6n
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la margarita
el melocotgn
la razz

la costa
el estado
el gabinete
el gobiemo
la justicia
la ley

, la libertad
la monarquta

la indigestion
los lentes
el paciente
el sue°
la tos

la escalera

el refresco
el rosbif
sabroso
la sopa
el tocino
el (ornate
la tortilla
la tostada

cocinar
cubrir

la sandia
las uvas

la paz
el pilblico
la regi6n
la ?villa
el representante
la revoluci6n
el rey
el senador
la sociedad

acostarse
descansar
despertarse
morir
nacer

el hogar
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17. MATERIALS

el acero
el aluminio
el cobre

18. MILITARY

la batalla
el canon
el capi tan
el coronel
el ejercito

19. NATURE

el amanecer
el anochecer
el atardecer
el bosque

el cuerb
el hilo
la piedra

el fusil
el general
la guerra
el heroe
el rev6lver

la madrugada
la naturaleza
el paisaje
la puesta del sol

d pltzstico
el ray6n
el vidrio

la victoria

luchar
matar

la rarna
la rota
la salida del so.'

20. PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS

el actor
el artista
el asunto
el bailadn
la bailarina
el carpintero
la ciencia
la compafita
la costurera
el dependiente

21. QUALITIES

agradable
amable
antiguo

ello
dlebre
tortes
delgado
descortes
encantador
enorme
famoso

el escritor
el 6cito
la ftzbrica
el fracaso
el gerente
el jefe
el juez
la maquina
la mecanOgrafa
la modista

gordo
guapo
habil
honrado
Libre
ligero
limpio
lindo
listo
loco
magnifico

el negocio
la obra
la oficina
el oficio
el pintor
el poeta
la secretaria
la taqutgrafa
el vendedor
el zapatero

muerto
palido
peligroso
pesado
satisfecho
seguro
sencillo
solo
sucio
ictil
vivo
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22. QUANTITY

la vantidad
el centenar
la docena

23. RELIGION

el culto
el cura
el diablo
Dios
el ministro

24. SCHOOL

In ;;aluierta
el cambio de

eases
la entrada

el hit
la libra
el metro

la misa
la monja
el monje
el obispo
el Papa

el laboratorio
la llegada

el pasillo

25. SHOPS AND STORES

barato
la barber&
taro
la dulceria

26. TIME

el fin
el futuro
el pasado

la lavanderla
el paquete
el salon de belleza
la tintoreria

pasado
el presente
el principio

27. TRAVEL AND MONEY

la aduana
el aduanero
el aeropuerto
el bail
el billete
la carta
la cuenta
la a t ecci6n
la distaticia
el dblar
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el extranjero
la fotografta
el impuesto
el kil6metro
la maleta
la moneda
la multa
el pasajero
el pasaporte
la peseta

el millar
el peso
la suma

el rabino
la religitm
el santo

la salidu

gastar
mostrar

proximo

el peso
la propina
el sello
el servicio
el viajero

contar
encontrar
hallar
mandar



28. WEATHER

el hielo
el huracan
la inundation

29. MISCELLANEOUS

adenzas (de)
algo
alguien
cada

Idiomatic Expressions

LEVEL II: FIRST HALF

1. acabar de + inf.
2. a eso
3. a la derecha (izquierda)
4. ahora mismo
5. al aire Fibre
6. al fin
7. algunas veces
8.1 Adelante!
9. a pesar de

10. aprender de memoria
11. a veces
12. de buena (mala) gang
13. de cuando en cuando
14. de vez en cuando
15. de ester manera
16. dejar de + inf.
17. de noche (fita)
18. de pronto
19. de repente
20.2 De veras?
21. en casa de
22. en lugar de
23. en vez de
24. en voz alta (baja)
25. es decir
26. estar de vuelta
27. faltarle algo a alguien

el reltunpago
el terremoto

casi
entonces
len tamente
pues

la tormenta
el trueno

reipidamente
sin
solo
tat

28. guardar cama
29. pace poco
30. hacer compras
31. hacer el bild
32. hacer un viaje
33. hacer una pregurita
34. hacer una visita
35. hay lodo (luna, neblina,

polvo, sol)
36. it de compras
37. jugar a
38. los (las) dos
39. manana por la manana; etc.
40. no vale la pena de + inf.
41. por fin
42. 2 Que. hay de nuevo?
43.2 Clue pasa?
44. se hate tarde
45. tener exit°
46. tener las manor frtas

(los ojos verdes)
47. tener prisa
48. tomar el desayuno
49. tratar de + inf.
50. todavta no
51. ya no
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LEVEL II: SECOND HALF

1. al contiario
2. a media voz
3. el billete de ida y vuelta

(sencillo)
4. i Buen provecho!
5. casarse con

Claro que si (no)!
7. con tar con
8. cuanto antes
9. cuanto 'nits . . . tanto rats

10. cumplir con su deber (palabra)
11. dar a
12. despedirse de
13. de hoy en ocho (quince) Was
14. divertirse (iQud se divierta

mucho!)
15. echar de menos a
16. echarse a + inf.
17. echar una carta al correo
18. enamorarse de
19. encontrarse con
20. en cuanto a
21. frente a
22. gozar de
23. hacerle falta a alguien
24. hacerle en tender
25. Hacta un mes que estaba aqui.
26. hoy dia
27. it a pie

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
'39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

50.
51.
52.

53.
54.

la mayor parte de
llegar a ser
llevar a cabo
oi'r decir que
pedirle algo a alguien
pensar + inf.
pensar en (de)
ponerse + adj.
ponerse a +
por lo menos
por supuesto
Que lo pase bien!

iQue le vaya bien!
ser aficionado a
sin embargo
sobre todo
tal vez
tardar en + inf.
tener cuidado
tener que ver con
tener razon
tenga Vd. la bondad de

+ inf.
unos cuantos
iVamos!
vamos a + inf.

(command)
venir a + inf.
volver a + inf.

Alphabetical Checklist, Level II Vocabulary
As stated at the beginning of the alphabetical vocabulary

list for Level I, this list represents the minimum vocabulary
to be learned in Spanish, Level II. It provides a checklist
for the teacher in selecting words for mastery from the text-
books used by the class, and in selecting words for uniform
or city-wide examinations.
accidente
acera
acero
acostarse
actor
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adem6s (de)
aduana
aduanero
aeropuerto
agradable

figuila
ajedrez
albtindiga
akoba
alegri'a



algo
alguien
alguno
almorzar
aluminio
amable
ama de casa
amanecer
America Central
America del Norte
America del Sur
amis tad
amor
anciano
andar
anochecer
anteojos
antiguo
aquello
arroz con polio
artista
asado
asignatura
aspecto
asunto
atardecer
atenci6n
ayuntamiento
azotea

bailarin
bailarina
baile
balc6n
balompie
banco
banderilla
banderillero
barato
barbs
barberia
batalla
bacil

beisbol
belleza
bello .

biblioteca
biftec (biste)
billete
billetera
bizcocho
boda
bosque
bot6n
buscar

cabra
cada
cafeteria
caliente
cambio de clases
camello
cantidad
canon
capita
caracter
came
de cerdo
de cordero
de res
de ternera
taro
carpintero
carta
cartas
casi
caso
catedral
caza
ceja
celebre
centenar
centro
centro de recreo
cereal
cerrar

ciencia
cinta
cintur6n
clinica
cobre
cocinar
cocinera
codo
cola
c6lera
comedia
comenzar
como
compania
comunismo
confianza
conocido
consejo
contar
convento
coraz6n
coronet
code
codes
correction
correcto
correo
wirer
corrida
costa
cos tumbre
costurera
criada
criado
cuadrilla
cubierto
rub,*
cuello
cuenta
cuento
cuero
cuidado
culto
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curzada
curzado
cura
chaleco
chuleta

damas
delgado
dependiente
deporte
desayunarse
descansar
descortes
despacio
despertarse
diablo
Dios
diccionario
direcci6n
distancia
docena
d6lar
dolor de oldo
dormir
drama
dulce
dulcerta
duro

edad
ejemplo
ejercito
emparedado
empezar
empleado
encantador
encontrar
enorme
entender
entonces
en trada
escalera
escritor
eso
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esperanza gritar
esperar guapo
esquina guerra
estado gusto
estatua
esto habil
es tudiante hate (time)
eXito hallar
explicaciOn hay que
extranjero helado

hermosura
fabrica heroe
facilmente hielo
famoso higado
favor hilo
fealdvd hogar
ftlicidad hoja
fiebre honrado
fin horario
flaco hueso
forma hueso
fotografla pasado por agua
fracaso revuelto
frente humor
fresa huracan
frijoles
frto (adj.) impermeable
frito impuesto
Fuego incorrecto
fusil indigesti6n
fdtbol inters
futuro inundation

gablin jai alai
gabinete jefe
ganar joven (noun)
garganta joya
gastar juego
general juez
geranio jugar
geren to jugo
gobierno justicia
gordo juventud



kilo melocot6n obra
kil6metro mentira odio

merienda oficina
laboratorio metro oficio
lavanderta millar olvidar
lavarse ministro orquesta
lectura mid oso
lechuga misa oveja
Ilentamente mods pacientelentes modista paganlevantarse monarquta paisajeley monasterio p6lidolibertad moneda panecillolibra monja PapaLibre monje papaligero monument° paquetelimpio morir petrpadoUndo mostrar parque de recreolista muchedumbre partidolisto muerto parrilla: a lalobo multa pasadoloco m6sculo pasajeroluchar mused pasaportemask° pasillollama
llamarse nacer pastel
llegada nadar pata
llorar natation patinar

naturaleza patio
madrugada negocio paz
magntfico nena pedir
mai'z nene peligroso
maleta ni pena
mama nido pensar
mandar ninguno peon
manera n iPi a perder. .maquzna ninez pesado
margarita nirzito pesca
marido nifto peseta
matador nota peso
matar novela pestaii as
matrimonio nuera picador
mecanografa piedra
mejor obispo piel
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pintor
placer
pl6stico
poeta
policia (m., 1.)
polio
presente
principio
propina
proximo
publico
pues
puesta del sol
puesto
pulnzones

quedarse
quien
quitarse

rabino
raiz
rama
rhpidamente
rascacielos
ray6n
recordar
refresco
region
reina
reir
rel6mpago
religiOn
repaso
representaci6n
representante
resumen
reunion
revoluci6n
rev6luer
rey
rota
rodilla
romper
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rosbif

sabroso
sacar
salida
salida del sol
sal6n de belleza
saludar
sandia
sangre
santo
satisfecho
Se
secretaria
seguro
sello
senador
sencillo
sentarse
sentir
seruicio
servir
silencio
sin
sinagoga
sirviente
sobretodo
sociedad
solo
solo
sopa
suclo
suegra
suegro
suet°
suerte
su6ter
suma
suyo

tal
tampoco
tan
tanto

taqu(grafa
terror
tenis
terremoto
timbre
tintoreria
titulo
tocar
tocino
tomate
torero
tormenta
tortilla
tos
tostada
tragedia
tranvia
tristeza
trueno
tuyo

universidad
unos (unas)
una
util
twas

vcjez
velocidad
vendedor
Jergilenza
uestirse
viajero
victoria
vicuna
vidrio
vivo
vocabulario
volver

yerno

zapatero
zorro



Colton) Topics, Level 11
As explained in the previous chapter on The Teaching of

Culture. pp. 35-39, the pupil will receive an introduction to
Hispanic culture through the Spanish language. Further cul-
tural information is outlined for Level I on pages 55.60. In
addit Ion, the following reference list for Level II is provided
for the teacher

It is not intended that pupils be given all this informa-
tion. Teachers will decide which items to present and hold
pupils responsible for. These topics are best taken up as
they become pertinent through current affairs, the observ-
ance of holidays and anniversaries, allusions in textbooks,
the daily press and magazines, films, radio and television
programs.

I. GEOGRAPHY OF LATIN AMERICA
A. Spanish-speaking Latin America comprises Mexico,

Central America, the Caribbean islands, and most of
South America.
Mexico (Mexico City )more than twice the size of Texas
Central America

Guatemala (Guatemala)
Honduras (Tegucigalpa)
El Salvador (San Salvador)the smallest republic of

Central America
Nicaragua (Managua)the largest republic of Central

America
Costa Rica (San Jose)
Panama (Panama)

Caribbean Islands

Cuba (Havana )about the size of Pennsylvania
Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo)
Puerto Rico (San Juan)a commonwealth associated

with the United States

South America

Venezuela (Caracas)
Colombia (Bogota)
Ecuador (Quito)
Perti (Lima)land of the Incas
Bolivia (La Paz) has no seaports
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Chile (Santiago)
Paraguay (Asunci6n)
Argentina (Buenos Aires)
Uruguay (Montevideo)

B. Mountains
1. Sierra Madre Occidental, in Mexico
2. Sierra Madre Oriental, also in Mexico
3. Los Andes, which extend down the western side of

South America
4. Aconcuagua, a peak in the Andes Mountain, 23,081

feet in height, the third highest peak in the world
5. Chimborazo and Cotopaxi, two high peaks in Ecua-

dor

C. Rivers
1. The Amazon rises in the Andes, flows through

Brazil and empties into the Atlantic Ocean.
2. The Orinco also rises in the Andes, and flows

through Venezuela until it reaches the Atlantic
Ocean.

3. The Rio de la Plata is the wide estuary of the
Parana River; and empties into the Atlantic Ocean
between Uruguay and Argentina.

4. The Magdalena Riverflows north through Colombia.

II. A TRIP TO LATIN AMERICA
A. Arrangements for the Trip

1. Preparation: Certificates required (birth, health,
smallpox ), proof of citizenship.

2. Visas and passports: American citizens may ob-
tain the "Tourist Card" to travel through Mexico;
other Latin American countries require passports.

3. Transportation: By train (to Mexico); by steam-
ship to main ports; by air.

4. Clothing depends on area visited , ranging from
light clothing in tropical regions to heavy cloth-
ing in the southern part of South America arid
in mountainous sections.

5. Currency: the most common monetary unit is the
peso, although many countries have other units,
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such as quetzal (Guatemala), bolivar (Venezuela),so/ (Peril).

B. General Impressions During the Trip
1. Climate: In the coastal regions of Mexico, one finds

luxuriant vegetation and a warm climate (tierracaliente); in the interior one finds the climate
somewhat cooler (tierra templada); the mountain-
ous regions are much cooler (tierra Ha). Traveling
through Central America, one finds the climate to
be similar to that of Mexico. Despite the fact that
three quarters of South America lies in the Torrid
Zone, a large part of it does not have a very hot
climate, because of mountains and other physicalfactors. For example, Quito is almost on the equa-
tor and still enjoys agreeable temperatures becauseof its altitude.

2. Surface features: South America lies to the east of
North America. It has vast areas of flatland
llanos in the Orinoco basin, seluas (jungle areas of
Colombia), pampas in Argentina.

3. Streets: Most of the small villages and towns aswell as many suburbs of the large cities have
narrow, cobbled, irregular streets. The cities have
public squares (plazas) and market places (rner-
cados), which are also found in towns and villages.

4. Buildings: Many of the large cities have Spanishcolonial- type buildings as well as ultramodern
apartment houses and elegant hotels. Throughout
the cities and villages there are numerous churchesand cathedrals.

5. People: Indian cultures are prominent in Mexico
and the Andean countries. The mestizo is a sig-
nificant ethnic element in many countries. Negro
cultural influences are notable in the Antilles.
European culture predominates in Argentina, Chile,and Uruguay.

6. Transportation: Airplanes, railroads, boats, auto-
mobiles, trucks, buses, and streetcars are signs
of modern living. Together with these, one finds thehorse and wagon, the burro, the llama, pushcarts,and horse-drawn carts.
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III. LIFE AND CUSTOMS
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A. Clothing: Costume and styles of attire vary accordingto the regionMexican: sarape, huarache;, rebozo,
charro and china poblana costumes; gaucho dress; the
poncho. City people dress like people in the United
States. People in rural areas dress according to tra-
dition; many retain the attire of their Indian ancestors
(Mexico, Peru).

B. Food: Rice and chocolate have widespread use;pltitanos
also, in the tropical regions; matz, in Mexico; beef,
in Argentina. Foods vary according to region, with
.many distinctive dishes and beverages: Mexicotor-
tillas, tamales, enchiladas, tacos, chile con came,
pulque; Puerto Ricopasteles; yerba mate, in Argen-
tina, Uruguay, and Paraguay.

C. Holidays: Religious holidays, in general, are the ones
celebrated in Spain. Each country has its national
independence day (September 16 in Mexico). October
12 (Dta de la Raza) is observed in all Latin American
countries.

D. Amusements: La corrida de toms, in several countries;
jai alai, bgisbol, fatbol (balompig); la loterta.



Level III
ARTICULATION

The Need for Articulation
With the expansion of Level I and II interaction in thelower schools, the number of pupils entering high school withtwo years of foreign language study will rapidly increase. Asa result, Level III will become more and more the crucialstage of transition in the stud; of foreign languages. Thistransition should be effected as smoothly as possible if theaims of the foreign language program are to be realized. Thereshould be an uninterrupted continuity in subject matter, inmaterials, methods and evaluation of instruction as well as instandards and rating of achievement. Maintaining continuityin these phases of the program is essential so that the un-avoidable process of adjustment which pupils experience ingoing from one division to another will not be unnecessarilycomplicated or unduly prolonged.

t" In this process of adjustment, it is the pupil who must bethe focus of our concern. For if pupils are to continue the studyof the same language previously begun, and persist in thisstudy throughout a four or five level sequence, then theymust retain their initial momentum and their sense of mean-ingful and pleasurable accomplishment. Failure in this onerespect would nullify one of the major purposes of the pro-gram, namely, to extend the time devoted to the study of aforeign language.
Problems of articulation have heretofore existed in regardto pupils who began their foreign language in the ninth yearof junior high school (Level I) and who continued the tenthyear (Le. II) in senior high school. Teachers in both divi-sions had long been aware of and had long been coping withthese problems. To be sure, there had been some notableinstances of successful articulation between "feeder" and"receiver" schools, but in general the situation left a gooddeal to be desired.
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A mitigating factor in the previous situation was that
these problems of articulation were not considered insuper-
able because a manageable interval of two years still re-
mained before the Level III Regents Examination. However,
the problems of articulation have acquired a new urgency now
that the two-year. foreign language sequence in the lower
school is rapidly becoming the rule rather than the exception.
New problems have arisen as a normal result of this chang3,
and these problems can only be solved by providing a high
degree of uniformity in methods, materials c.nd evaluative
procedures for Levels I and II in both lower and higher divi-
sions.
Inter-Level Responsibility

Good articulation can be effectuated as teachers An both
divisions accept their mutual responsibilities in implementing
the foreign language program. One of the aims of the program
is to provide opportunity for a longer sequence in foreign
language. This means that articulation is not merely desir-
able but absolutely necessary. Feeder school teachers cannot
feel that their responsibilities to their pupils cease at gradu-
ation time. High school teachers should not feel that they
can act independently of the established curriculum, or of
the foreign language program being implementer) in their feed-
er schools. Teachers in both divisions must realize that the
foreign language program is inter-divisional. A constructive
unity of purpose and a spirit of mutual good will can greatly
help to solve the problems of articulation.

Of primary importance is the accomplishment of the aims
and objectives of the curriculum for the various levels of in-
struction. Pupils in Level I should be equipped with the corn-
petencies required for the four skills as well as with the
knowledge of structure, idiom and vocabulary outlined for
Level I, before being promoted to Level II. Similarly, pupils
in Level II should be provided with the skills and knowledge
required for Levels I and II before being promoted to Level
III. These pupils will be required to do advanced auditory
comprehension, reading, structure and composition work,
which, after a year, will enable them to cope with the Level
III Regents Examination.

It would be well for teachers of Levels I and II to study
the Level III Regents Examination, for this will reveal to
them the wide vocabulary range and the maturity of con-
cept demanded of pupils at this level. Teachers of Level II
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classes will quickly realize that pupils who have not accom-plished the work of Level H cannot possibly absorb in theone remaining year of instruction the unfinished part of thework of Level II and, in addition, all the work of Level III.Teachers in both divisions should familiarize themselveswith the current approaches to language learning and shouldimplement them in their classes, as required in the curriculum
bulletin. In so doing, they will ( 1 ) better understand the man-ner in which lower level pupils have achieved their skills andknowledge, and (2) be enabled to provide continuity in meth-ods through the use of those audio-lingual techniques whichare practicable on the more advanced levels of learning. Bothunderstanding and implementation of the new methodologyare required before articulation can be attained.

The paragraphs that follow indicate and discuss somepractical suggestions to both teachers and chairmen for pro-moting articulation between divisions and levels. It is urgedthat these suggestions be made a continuing part of theagenda of department conferences and inter-divisional meet-ings.

Practical Suggestions kr Promoting Articulation
Providing for Continuity of Instruction

From the above remarks, it can be seen that articulation
between divisions and levels is predicated upon continuity ofinstruction in methods, materials and evaluative procedures.A good foreign language program represents a solid progres-sion in learning, from presentation through evaluation. Con-stant reinforcement and reintroduction of material providethe accumulation necessary for the absorption of foreignlanguage content and for its use in the various skills. Inorder to provide this solid progression through three, fouror five levels of learning, agreement between the high schooland its feeder schools is of prime importance.

The materials and methods outlined in this curriculumbulletin provide the minimum essentials upon which continu-ity of instruction can be based. High schools receiving lowerschool pupils on the second level of learning should ascertainthat their courses of study not only provide for new learning
on the second level, but for reinforcement and reintroductionof first level materials of the lower school as well as of thoseof the high school. Similarly, the Level III program Of the
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high school should provide for reinforcement and reintroduc-
tion of the material of the second level of the lower school
program as well as that of the high school program.

To ensure a solid program of instruction, continuity of
materials and methods should also be provided from level
to level within the high school. A firm foundation in the
early years is the only basis on which an advanced program
of language learning can be constructed.

Continuity of instruction between lower schools and high
schools can best be effectuated on the local level between
the high school and its feeder schools. Personnel of both divi-
sions should become acquainted with the foreign language
program in force in each other's schools, and should work to-
gether as a team to effectuate a program which is pupil-
oriented and systematic, and which at the same time meets
the standards of achievement suggested by the State curricu-
lum and required in the City curriculum. Local cooperation
to achieve line-by-line understanding of the curriculum by
personnel in both divisions is recommended,

Matrials
High school personnel should have a thorough knowledge

of the texts, courses of st,...,,dy and supplementary materials
used in their feeder schools. Feeder school personnel should
also have a thorough knowledge of the materials used in
Levels I and II in the high school to which their pupils will
go upon graduation. In addition, they should be familiar with
the type of materials which their pupils will encounter in
Level III.

A cross-check of the vocabulary, idioms and structures
used in both divisions in Levels I and II should be made and
a common base of learning established. In this common base
should be included the structures and vocabulary required
by the curriculum.

Gaps existing between the materials used in the feeder
schools and those used in the high schools should be ascer-
tained and provision should be made for filling these gaps. If,
for example, pupils in the high school are held responsible
for structural items which have not been taught in the lower
schools, teachers should be aware of the discrepancy and
provision should be made for the introduction of the structural
topics in either school before pupils can be expected to per-
form successfully with these topics.
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Utilization of similar materials in Levels I and II in both
divisions would go far toward promoting good articulation. Itis suggested that the same basic texts and readers be usedwherever practicable. The use of similar supplementary ma-terials, such as auditory comprehension passages, patterndrills, dictations, etc., not only helps provide continuity ininstruction but reduces the work load of teachers. The sharingof such materials is strongly recommended.
Audit- lingual Skills

As previously stated, continuity in methods as prescribedby the curriculum for each of the skills on the different levelsof learning is essential in effectuating an articulated program.Teachers receiving pupils in Level II should provide for acontinuation of audio-lingual techniques in the presentationof structures and forms and in the development of conversa-tional skills. These techniques not only develop the speakingskill but help lay a foundation for reading and writing skills.High schools receiving pupils in Level HI should continuesuch zudio-lingual techniques as are acceptable at this level.
Teacher Training

All foreign language teachers should be equipped with the
techniques for the audio-lingual presentation of structures and
forms and should be cognizant of the differences to be madein such presentation as pupils progress through the levels.The Board of Education's television channel, WNYE-TV Chan-nel 25, will offer programs to implement this course of studyand train teachers in current methods. Also recommendedare the films, Audio-Lingual Techniques, produced by the
Modern Language Association in conjunction with the Centerfor Applied Linguistics, and the kinescopes of the Regents
Educational Television Series, New Approaches to the Teach-ing of Foreign Languages in the Secondary Schools. The filmsand kinescopes may be borrowed from the BAVI collection.(See p. 206.) Attendance at Language Institutes will alsogive teachers opportunities for acquiring and practicing thelatest audio-lingual techniques.

Teachers should avail themselves of opportunities to wit-
ness lessons implementing the audio-lingual program. Foreign
language chairmen in both divisions should make available totheir teachers, guides for the preparation of pattern drills.The chapter entitled Patterns for Drill in Part One of this
bulletin provides the necessary information. Suggestions for
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constructing drills may also be found in the various works on
applied linguistics listed in the bibliography at the end of this
bulletin. Pattern drills, as needed, should also be constructed
for basic texts which lack them.

Reading
Since the foreign language program includes the develop-

ment of reading skills, teachers should utilize the directions
given in the sections of this bulletin dealing with intensive
reading and with silent reading, pp. 13-16, when preparing
reading lessons. Intensive reading should be begun during
the latter half of Level I and continued through succeeding
levels of instruction as prescribed in the curriculum. In both
divisions, teachers should ascertain that their reading pro-
grams are parallel in type and in quantity. Intervisitation,
within a school and between schools, is highly recommended
to achieve these purposes.

Writing
In providing for continuity of instruction in writing, teachers

of Levels I and II should insist upon the accuracy and pre-
cision necessary as a foundation for later guided composition
work. Teachers of Levels II and III classes, on the other hand,
should be cognizant of the earlier writing program as pre-
scribed by the curriculum. They should guard against requiring
pupils to translate structures and forms, or to perform writing
skills in a way in which they have not been instructed. A
study of the Level III section in this bulletin entitled Develop-
ing the Language SkillsWriting, pp. 109-115, will indicate
to teachers of Level III which of the writing skills pupils
have practiced in previous levels, and which new skills are to
be taught in Level III.

Homework

Observance of uniform standards by all teachers in regard
to homework assignments will assist pupils considerably in
easing the transition from lower to higher levels. As was
stated in the section on Homework in Levels I and II, a
planned schedule of definite homework assignments from the
very beginning of each level is essential to inculcate proper
study habits. Homework should be suitably motivated and
precise instructions given as to what is to be done, how much
is to be done-, and how it is to be done. Practice of the assign-
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ment in class should, as a rule, precede what is to be done
at home. Provision should be made for individual differences,
and extra work rewarded. Correction of homework under
teacher supervision should follow regularly after each assign-
ment.

Evaluation

High schools and their feeder schools should maintain a
periodic exchange of test papers. An exchange of uniform
exams, midterms, finals and class sets of examinations, either
unit tests or tests of special skills, will promote articulation
by increased understanding of what is being taught in each
division and how it is being tested. Still more important, an
exchange of tests will reveal to the high school what is re-
quired of pupils in the feeder school; conversely, it wily reveal
to the feeder school what is required of pupils on the succeed-
ing level in the high school. Such understanding can bring
about gradual changes which will result in an articulated
foreign language program.

AIMS FOR LEVEL III

Linguistic
1. To attain increasing competence in understanding

Spanish when spoken by a native at normal tempo and on
topics within the scope of Levels I through III.

2. To develop to an increasing degree the ability to
speak Spanish correctly and with sufficient clarity to be under-
stood by a native, on topics within the scope of Levels I
through III.

3. To increase the ability to read new material in Spanish
within the scope of Levels I through III, with direct compre-
hension and with appreciation.

4. To develop further the ability to write Spanish correct-
ly within the scope of Levels I through III, without resorting
to translation.

Cultural
The cultural aims for Level III are the same as those

posited for Levels I and H, with growth and enrichment con-
tinuing throughout Level HI. These cultural aims are:

1. To develop an enlightened understanding of the His-
panic people through a study of their contemporary life, their
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patterns of behavior and their national customs and obser-
vances.

2. To acquire specific knowledge regarding the geogra-
phy, history, economic life and educational and political in-
stitutions of the Hispanic countries.

3. To acquire attitudes conducive to intercultural har-
mony through a study of the contributions of the Hispanic
people to the development of the United States and to world
civilization.

4. To develop a cultural and esthetic appreciation through
a study of the art, music, literature, science, and contempo-
rary art forms, such as drama, film, dance and design, in
Spain and Latin America.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES, LEVEL III
1. Since the aims of the foreign language program cannot

be fully realized unless pupils continue through the entire five-
level sequence, teachers should exert every effort to make
their instruction purposeful and attractive. Every step of
learning should be aptly motivated in terms which pupils can
understand and react to favorably. Frequent appeal should
be made to the individual interests and talents of pupils.
Above all, the teacher should emphasize at every suitable
occasion the educational, vocational, avocational and social
advantages of knowing Spanish.

2. Emphasis on auditory comprehension and on spoken
Spanish is to be maintained throughout Level HI. There
should be a systematic review and cumulative development of
the audio-lingual skills acquired in Levels I and II.

3. English should be used only when necessary; i.e. (a)
to state essential rules of grammar; (b) to explain structures
and idioms in radical contrast with English; and (c) to give
the meaning of words and phrases which cannot be expedi-
tiously explained in Spanish.

4. The use of pattern drills should be continued for those
items of structure, vocabulary and idiom required for active
mastery. However, pattern drills, like finger exercises for the
piano, are not an end in themselves; it is the final communi-
cative performance that counts. With increased maturity and
linguistic experience, pupils should be able to respond directly
in normal situations without going through all the. intermedi-
ate stages of minimal-increment drill.

5. In view of the fact that the development of .reading
skills will occupy a large part of the time in Level III, the
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audio-lingual and writing skiiis should be practiced in con-
junction with reading. Oral reading, oral drills to activate
structure and vocabulary, oral questions and answers and
discussion, auditory comprehension exercises or tests, and
oral summaries or composition can be selected at suitable
times to accompany the reading process and to serve as a
prelude to writing.

6. Translation should not be used as a consistent teach-
ing or testing device in Level HI. Among its adverse effects
on foreign language learning, translation gives undue promin-
ence to English, whereas to achieve the aims of direct audi-
tory and reading comprehension and of.prompt oral response,
English interference must be ,neutralized.

7. The teaching of culture in Level III will emphasize the
acquisition of specific subject matter,.not as isolated facts but
as the basis for developing understanding, insights, attitudes,
and appreciation with reference to the Hispanic people, their
language, land and culture.

8. Testing and evaluative procedures should operate, as
far as possible, within the Spanish language. Emphasis should
be on testing linguistic performance in context or in natural
situations. Where the operations to be performed are novel,
complex or, for any other reason, likely to be _misunderstood
or misinterpreted, the directions should be given in English.

9. Although the language laboratory and classroom elec-
tronic equipment cannot replace live instruction, they can be
used profitably to extend and supplement it. In using such
aids, correlation with textbooks and teaching materials is
essential for attaining the maximum of sequential learning
with the greatest economy of time. The laboratory and class-
room electronic aids can be usedlo advantage for pronuncia-
tion practice, structure and vocabulary drill, auditory compre-
hension practice and testing, oral production practice, and
cultural enrichment programs. The language laboratory and
classroom discs and tapes are invaluable in providing pupils
with listening-comprehension experiences involving a variety
of native Spanish speech at natural tempo.

10. Objective (visual) aids should be used purposefully to
promote both cultural and linguistic learning. The chief uses
of objective aids are: (a) psychological, i.e. to arouse and
maintain pupil interest and to create a favorable learning at-
mosphere by simulating distinctive features of the foreign
environment; and (b) linguistic, i.e. to objectify selected lin-
guistic data as a basis for drill and conversation.
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DEVELOPING THE LANGUAGE SKILLS, LEVEL III

Auditory Comprehension
The goal to be attained in developing this skill is the

ability to understand Spanish when spoken at normal tempo
on topics within the scope cf Levels I through III. These
topics will be discussed later in this section, and they are
also listed in some detail in the section entitled, Vocabulary
Range, pp. 118-122. But first it is necessary to clarify what is
meant by "Spanish spoken at normal tempo," for only thus
can we be sure that we are on solid ground in determining
the techniques by which auditory comprehension can be
most effectively developed.

The normal utterances of speech form a continuum of vocal
sound which may convey meaning through such linguistic fea-
tures as structure, vocabulary, enunciation, stress, intonation,
juncture, and pause. Characteristic of speech is the rapid
utterance of entire sequences of sound, not, as a rule, of
individual words. If the learner concentrates on any of the
above separate features of speech, or consciously tries to
analyze or translate any particular feature, he will lose the
thread of meaning, for speech flows on and does not pause
for his deliberations. Thus, if a pupil is to learn how to com-
prehend Spanish when spoken at normal tempo, he must
acquire the ability to comprehend whole sequences of Spanish
speech without pausing to analyze or translate its separate
features. The only way to develop this ability is massive and
frequent exposure to normal speech, followed by analysis and
repeated exposure.

It is assumed that by Level III the pupil will have ac-
quired some basic skill in auditory comprehension, expecially if
audio-lingual techniques have been consistently used to auto-
matize recognition and comprehension of structures and vocab-
ulary, without recourse to translation, He will have heard his
teacher ;resent Spanish structures and vocabulary in repeti-
tion drills, give model renditions of dialogue roles and memory
selections, give oral commands (followed by action responses),
read aloud, relate anecdotes, ask questions, read dictations
and auditory comprehension passages, etc. He will also have
listened to a certain amount of recorded Spanish speech on
discs, tapes and sound films: Such auditory comprehension
experiences should, of course, be continued, but on a higher
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level, beyond the conventionalized, drill variety of speech and
the slower delivery that had been required for beginners.

In Level I especially, and to a somewhat lesser degree in
Level II, auditory comprehension had been tied to oral pro-
duction on the principle that hearing and speaking are a con-
current process. This had been useful for the initial stages of
learning, but reality compels us to recognize that auditory
comprehension is also a special skill, and furthermore, one
which can be developed at a faster rate than that of oral
production. To the language ti acher it is a matter of every-
day observation that pupils can be taught to understand much
more than they can actually reproduce orally. This has im-
portant implications for the teaching of auditorycomprehension
in Level HI, for once we rid ourselves of the inhibitive prac-
tice of requiring pupils to reproduce orally the precise con-
tent of what they can comprehend audially, the way is opened
for auditory comprehension of a much greater variety of topics
more nearly approaching the maturity of comprehension which
pupils have attained in English.

What this means in sustaining pupil interest should be self-
evident, especially if we consider that after two or three
years of studying a second language, with concentration on
its basic structures and vocabulary, our pupils will have at-
tained only a modest speaking ability in that language. But
this need not be so with auditory comprehension if we de-
velop it to the point where (a) the pupil can comprehend the
gist of a recorded conversation between foreign pupils of
his own age, (b) understand the general situation of a re-
corded anecdote or playlet, (c) grasp the plot essentials of
a short narrative, (d) listen intelligently to a foreign radio
or television interview, or to a news broadcast, or (e) follow
the foreign language commentary of a film travelogue. These
are among the recommended auditory comprehension activ-
ities of Level III.

It should be kept in mind that the listening activities de-
scribed above represent a final stage of learning rather than a
starting point. It is only after a series of carefully prepared
and guided steps that the pupil eventually attains the goal of
accurate auditory comprehension. The procedure may be
likened to that of teaching intensive reading, only in this in-
staice, the major effort will be directed to the ear rather
than to the eye.
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SUGGESTED PROCEDURE
FOR AN AUDITORY-COMPREHENSION LESSON

(Without Accompanying Text)

The following steps in teaching the auditory comprehension
lesson are predicated on a suitably graded recorded passage
or dialogue with playing time approximately two minutes. Al-
though an accompanying text may be used by the pupils in a
variation of this type of lesson, the procedure outlined below
does not provide for such a text. An attempt is made to simu-
late a functional listening experience where the listener would
normally not have the text before him. The recommendec:
procedure is as follows:

1. MOTIVATION. Base this on content and direct it
toward pupil experience.

2. PSYCHO-LINGUISTIC SET. Indicate briefly and sim-
ply in Spanish the situation, context or frame within
which the spoken material unfolds.

3. REMOVAL OF DIFFICULTIES: PHASE ONE. Teach
and explain only those structures, vocabulary and
cultural features beyond the hitherto attained audial
range of the class.

4. FIRST LISTENING. Complete run-through, without
interruption.

5. REMOVAL OF DIFFICULTIES: PHASE TWO. Using
structures and vocabulary taught in step 3, ask ques-
tions to determine which further difficulties, if any,
are to be cleared up. Spot-playing of difficult parts
precedes and follows analysis and clarification.

6. SECOND LISTENING. Complete run-through, with-
out interruption.

7. ACTIVATION OF RESPONSES. Activate only those
structures and vocabulary which pupils will need for
responses. Use spot-playing for cues to responses that
pupils may find difficult.

8. THIRD LISTENING. Complete run-through, without
interruption.

9. COMPREHENSION CHECK. Using structures and
vocabulary activated in step 7, ask questions designed
to elicit a summary. Terminate by a guided, and then
a free, summary.
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10. APPLICATION. Ask personalized andsrelay questions
to elicit reactions, appreciation, analogies to pupil
experience, etc.

The above are the fundamental steps of the auditory com-
prehension lesson, although the procedures may be varied,
recombined or curtailed, depending on the teacher's skill, the
ability of the class, the difficulty of the spoken material and
the time available. This type of lesson aims at the develop-
ment of audio-lingual skill, with accent on the "audio."*
Lessons of this type should be given at regular intervals
throughout Level III, using spoken Spanish material of in-
creasing difficulty, spoken by native Spanish-speaking people
at their normal rate of delivery, and dealing with the topics
outlined below.

Classroom and laboratory exercises designed to develop
listening comprehension may be divided into five types:

1. Au(litory Comprehension
2. Audio-Lingual
3. Audio-Reading
4. Audio-Writing
5. Combination of the above

The first type has already been fully described in the
lesson steps outlined above. This type is, of course, the one
recommended for the development of auditory comprehension
as a special skill. As indicated above, it is conducted entirely
in Spanish and corresponds to the functional uses of auditory
skill in a Spanish environment. Such functional uses would
include the following types of spoken material:

Dialogues News Broadcasts Radio Skits
Anecdotes Weather Reports Song Recitals
Short Stories Travelogues Poetry Recitals
Playlets Interviews
The other types are described later in this chapter in the

discussion of Reading, p. 98, and Writing, .pp. 109-115, and in
the chapter on The Language Laboratory, pp. 207-221.

The content and scope of Level III auditory materials are
almost identical with those of the materials used in Levels I
through III for the development of the other lanuage skills.

For auditory comprehension lessons in connection with the reading lesson
and with writing, see the chapter on TheLanguage Laboratory, pp. 207-221.
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However, as a "passive" skill, auditory comprehension will
cover a wider range of topics than is required for the develop-
ment of speaking ability, which is an "active" skill, and hence,
one in which more limited accomplishment is to be expected.
The content and scope of materials used to develop auditory
comprehension as a special skill would coincide more closely
with those of its related skill, namely, silent reading, which
may also be described as a "passive" skill. Consequently, the
list of topics given in the section on Vocabulary Range, under
the headings of intensive and extensive reading. pp. 121-122,
will serve as the suggested content and scope for Level III
auditory comprehension work. A selection of these topics is
given here for the teacher's convenience.

Current Events
Holidays and Observances
Contemporary Life
Homemaking, Fashions
Theater, Film, Opera
Government, Politics
Biographical Sketches
It is by no means intended that all of these topics be

taken up in detail. The selection of particular topics and their
depth of treatment will be determined by the reading and
cultural materials used in Level III and by the progress of
the class. Teachers should also be guided by the grade or
difficulty levels indicated in approved lists of disc and tape
recordings.

Education, Schools
Sports, Recreation
Science and Industry
Travel and Communication
Art, Architecture,

Monuments

Oral Production

General Considerations

By "oral production" is meant all the component oral
skills that lead up to and include normal conversation. In
Levels I and II, for the most part, it was the component oral
skills that were practiced; i.e. mimicry pronunciation, oral
recitation of dialogues and action series, and oral drill of
patterned exercises, such as substitution, variation, cued and
directed responses, and various types of question-answer
drills. This was necessary to give pupils oral control over
basic sound-structure patterns as they were progressively in-
troduced. Some of these oral drills will, of course, be con-
tinued for the new structures and vocabulary that are taken
up in Level III. However, these oral drills do not constitute
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conversation as the word's generally understood. They are
only a prelude to our ultimate goal. Hence, in Level III, as
a more advanced stage of language learning, there will be
greater emphasis on. what we shall call "conventional conver-
sation," for reasons explained below.

It would be well for teachers of Spanish to be highly cir-
cumspect in using the word "conversation" without further
qualification when referring to oral drill activities in the class-
room. As one of the earlier proponents of audio-lingual meth-
ods pointed out, we must distinguish between the "conven-
tional conversation" of the classroom and the "normal con-
versation" of everyday life.* Confusion of these two concepts
leads to circular thinking, conflicting methods and unfounded
claims. To dispel some of this confusion, we must realize from
the very outset that the teaching situation necessarily limits
us to "conventional conversation." To be sure, there will be
some occasions for more or less normal conversation even in
the classroom, but these will be relatively few since oppor-
tunities for normal conversation occur largely outside of school,
e.g. conversation with a native speaker of Spanish.

As has already been indicated, conversation is likely to
mean one thing to the foreign language teacher and quite
another to the non-specialist. To the former it has the conno-
tation of a systematic and carefully graded oral exchange be-
tween teacher and pupil; to the latter it usually means more
or less purposive everyday talk. But we must remember that
in the classroom the topics of conversation are initially limited
in range and complexity, and as the course proceeds, they
become increasingly numerous and complex. In everyday con-
versation there is no such controlled, progressive gradation;
the range of topics is well-nigh infinite and unpredictable, the
only pertinent factors being the situational stimulus which
impels the speakers to speak, the sensitivity of their reactions
to this stimulus, and their individual powers of expression.

It would therefore be illusory to beliey,e that in Level III
we are going to develop conversation as though it were a
general skill which, once acquired, could be employed in all
the situations and vicissitudes of everyday life. To develop
conversational skill in this sense would require much more
than three years of school instruction. This is confirmed by

*See H. E. Palmer. The Oral Method of Teaching Languages. (Cambridge,
England: Heffer & Sons, 1955).

w.a. two A..*
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the six year sequence posited in the foreign language program.
Adequate mastery of this difficult and complex skill must re-
main a theoretical ideal in Level III, to be striven for but,
in actual practice, rarely attained under the usual conditions
of classroom instructioa.

Having defined our terms and set up some feasible limits
to the meaning of conversational skill, we can now proceed
to indicate how and to what extent this skill can be developed
in Level III.

Normal Conversation in Classroom Routine

If Spanish is to become the language of the classroom, the
teacher must make it so from the very beginning. Starting
the class period with English will not only delay the transfer
to Spanish but will also make it more difficult, because there
must always be some vocal "limbering up" in Spanish before
speaking readiness is established. In common parlance among
language teachers, this initial psycho-motor preparation is
known as the "oral warm-up." It should come at the begin-
ning of every lesson. This means that it should start with
ordinary classroom routine.

Most basic Spanish textbooks contain lists of classroom
expressions (Expresiones Para la clase). In addition, many
teachers and chairmen prepare such lists for their individual
and departmental needs. These lists of classroom expressions
should, of course, be graded, for it is not expected that pupils
can use them all from the very beginning. However, by Level
III it is expected that pupils will already have acquired
active mastery of a basic number of classroom expressions,
and the teacher of Level HI should reactivate these and
round them out in order to be able to conduct the classwork
almost exclusively in Spanish.

The teacher must first of all set the example and then
constantly insist that pupils use Spanish for everyday class
functions. Experience tells us that once the novelty of using
the foreign language has worn off, the class will tend to
lapse into English; and the same may often be true of the
harassed teacher, eager to get the day's work under way.
Teachers must be ever on the alert to counteract this tenden-
cy. Such effort is well spent, because the routine use of Span-
ish represents one of the few instances in which conversation
is naturally motivated by what goes on in the classroom and
does not have to be artificially stimulated by some pretended
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situation. It offers an approach to normal conversation and
sets the tone for using Spanish in the work of the day.

Below is a list of the routine occasions which occur almost
daily in the classroom and which afford opportunities for nor-
mal conversation in Spanish.

Exchange of greetings (pupil-teacher; pupil-pupil)
Giving the date, day, class period or time
Remarking about the weather (seasonal, unseasonal)
Announcing coming events (school calendar, holidays)
Answering the roll-call (pupil announces the roll-call)
Stating reason(s) for absence or lateness
Expressing commiseration and wishes for speedy re-

covery
Extending birthday greetings and congratulations

(songs)
Extending congratulations for notable achievement
Giving the assignment (page, chapter, exercise, line

number)
Asking questions about the assignment
Assigning housekeeping tasks (boards, floors, windows)
Assigning boardwork
Calling on pupils to recite (relay or chain techniques)
Stating reason(s) for not having the homework
Requesting permission to leave the room
Giving directions for correction of boardwork
Asking and answering questions about boardwork,

reading, etc.
Indicating lack of comprehension
Requesting teacher or pupil to explain something
Requesting teacher or pupil to repeat something
Asking a pupil to repeat more loudly or clearly
Pointing out and correcting mistakes
Suggesting improvement of pronunciation or diction
Agreeing or disagreeing with something said (reasons)
Expressing commendation or disapproval

The Systematic Oral WarmIllp
The vocabulary lists of Levels I and II are quite extensive

and, as a result, it is not likely that pupils will have mastered
them entirely by the end of the second level. However, it is
expected that a great deal will have been accomplished in
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this respect by the time pupils are ready to enter Level III.
In teaching active mastery of vocabulary for speaking pur-
poses, the most difficult of all language skills, it is standard
practice to concentrate on vocabulary levels prior to the one
which pupils are currently engaged in learning. This Is similar
to the practice followed in extensive reading, where low-
density materia! is used on a lower "plateau" than the one
already attained by pupils.

Hence, for purposes of oral practice in Level III, it is
recommended that teachers use the topics, or areas of interest,
under which Level I and II vocabularies are grouped. These
groupings represent some of the common speaking situations
in the everyday life of pupils. Whereas normal conversation
about classroom routine takes place at various points through-
out the lesson, the systematic oral warm-up comes toward
the beginning of the class period, usually while designated
pupils are engaged in writing the homework or other exer-
cises on the board. The oral warm-up is essentially "conven-
tional conversation," i.e. a teacher-directed question-answer
series revolving about one or two topics.

In order to budget the time devoted to oral warm-up (2 to
4 minutes), the teacher should check the Level I and II
vocabulary topics against those occurring in the lesson of
the day, e.g. reading, or auditory comprehension. Topics which
occur in the lesson of the day need not be treated in detail
during the oral warm-up because they will be sufficiently prac-
ticed during the lesson proper. However, they should not be
ignored altogether as warm-up material because they pro-
vide an apt motivation which leads directly into the lesson
of the day. Topics not covered in the lesson of the day should
be reserved for more detailed practice at the beginning of
other recitation periods. They may then have little or no
relation to the day's topic, but they do perform a vital func-
tion in generating oral readiness, and in any event, are es-
sential if speaking ability over a wide range of topics is to
be systematically developed.

In addition to the oral warm-up, such topical question-
series may also be extended to include written work; i.e., the
oral answers may be corrected orally and then written by
pupils on the board or in their notebooks, followed by further
correction of the written work. This type of extended practice
corresponds to the Level III Regents question calling for writ-
ten responses to oral questions. Examples are given in a fol-
lowing section of this bulletin dealing with Writing, pp. 109-115.
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However, as a rule, written responses will not be practiced
as frequently as the purely oral warm-up, which has economy
of time in its favor.

Many teachers and chairmen use prepared series of topical
questions for the daily oral warm-up, usually 10 to 20 ques-
tions under each topic. Such systematic procedure is essential
if pupils are to master for active uee the vocabulary and
structures implied by the extensive range of topics for Levels
I and II. For the convenience of teachers, these Level I and
II topics are here combined into a single list.

Greetings
Expressions of courtesy
School, Classroom, the

Lesson, Homework,
Language

Family and Friends
Age, Personal Description
The House, Rooms,

Furniture
Professions and Occupations
Meals, Foods, Beverages,

Dishes and Table
Settings

Parts of the Body, Health
Clothing, Materials
Amusements

Nature, Weather
Country, Vacations
Animals, Birds
Fruit, Flowers
Seasons, Holidays
Travel, Transportation
Nations, Government
Military Terms
Religions
Time, Numbers, Arith-

metic, Dimensions
Post Office, Currency
Colors, Qualities, Quantity
Emotions, Abstract Notions
The City, Buildings (materi-

als), Shops, Shopping

Conversation Baud on Reading

Since reading will occupy about half the time of Level III
instruction, frequent opportunities for oral work will occur
in the course of reading lessons. Oral work based on reading
will include pronunciation of new vocabulary, oral drill of
new structures, use of new vocabulary in structural context
(original sentences), oral reading and various types of pat-
terned responses leading to complete and independent an-
swers. Of the patterned responses, "alternative" or "choice"
questions are especially recommended since they simulate
normal conversation. The questions are given sequentially to
facilitate a controlled oral summary. The culminating stage
is the free oral summary. Subsequent discussion by pupils
and their corrections and additions to the oral summary,
as well as their comments and reactions, supply an approach
to normal conversation.
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Another approach to conversation based on reading can
be made by having pupils formulate simple questions of their
own which they then ask of other pupils. Conversation about
the correctness of the answers ensues. Similarly, pupils may
be directed to prepare true-false statements and to call on
other pupils to react orally; i.e. to agree that the statement is
true, giving reasons, or to say that the statement is false,
supplying a correct statement. This comes close to the "state-
ment-rejoinder" aspect of normal conversation.

A more complete account of oral activities in connection
with reading will be found in the following section on Reading,
pp. 98-109. Of the many examples offered, preference should
be given to those which promote conversation, as described
above.

Conversation Related to Writing
Writing from dictation offers an opportunity for elementary

oral practice if choral repetition is required of pupils before
they write. Choral reading of the completed dictation may
then serve as additional oral practice while at the same time
enabling pupils to check what they have written. If the dic-
tated selection is a dialogue, it may be recited antiphonally by
designated chorus-sections of the class. Dictations which have
intrinsic interest, as distinguished from those exemplifying
sound-spelling features, may serve as the point of departure
for "yes-no," "choice," or "relay" questions that form a kind
of conversation.

At a more advanced stage of Level III, written summaries
of outside reading assignments, or of a play, film, or broad-
cast program may be developed into oral summaries by a
controlled question-series. Sufficient practice in developing
written into oral summaries should eventually enable brighter
pupils to prepare and deliver oral book reports of supplemen-
tary reading and oral summaries of various experiences in-
volving the Spanish language or Spanish culture. It will also
facilitate for the entire class the development of skill in oral
composition, the natural prelude to written composition.

Reading

General Considerations

The aim set for the development of reading skill is "to
increase the ability to read new material in Spanish within
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the scope of Level III, with direct comprehension and with
appreciation." Concerning the scope of Level III reading, little
need be said here, since it will be topically outlined with
respect to both language and content in the sections on
grammatical structures, vocabulary, idiomatic expressions and
culture. Attention is directed particularly to the section en-
titled Vocabulary Range, pp. 118-122, which discusses the
varying rates at which active and passive vocabulary are
learned, and which lists the topics for both intensive and
extensive reading given in the New York State syllabus.

We may well begin with a definition of reading which will
show us why it is the activity par excellence for achieving a
fusion of language skills. Reading has been defined as a
process of "sight-sound-sense," in which "sight and sound"
stand for the visual perception of graphic symbols representing
speech sounds, and "sense" stands for comprehension of the
meaning conveyed by the symbols. Even in silent reading,
as has been demonstrated by laboratory tests, there is an
involuntary activity of the vocal organs known to psychol-
ogists as "silent speech," which occasionally becomes overt
in the form of lip movements. This activity usually becomes
attenuated as fluency in reading is developed; but the fact
that "silent speech" persists even in fluent readers, demon-
strates the inter-dependency of speaking and reading. Thus
it follows that oral activities in connection with reading rest
on a sound psychological basis and should be a part of every
reading lesson.

Types of Reading

The process of reading may also be considered from a
functional point of view, that is, with reference to the actual
use of reading. From this point of view, a distinction emerges
between oral and silent reading. Oral reading has the special
function of conveying meaning to one or more auditors, whereas
silent reading is the function by which individuals derive for
themselves the meaning of a printed text. As far as frequency
of use is concerned, silent reading is of greater importance
because general learning is, to a great extent, dependent
upon it. Silent reading, furthermore, is superior to oral read-
ing for purposes of grasping content because it is free of the
distracting factors which operate in oral reading, where at-
tention must be paid to the mechanics of oral production.
How often do pupils read aloud, and then, when questioned
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as to the content of what they have read, find themselves
tongue-tied? Thus we can see that the distinction between
oral and silent reading has important implications for the
teacher. Although some oral reading should form a part of
every reading lesson, silent reading should predominate be-
cause it is the most common and most efficient way by which
most individuals comprehend printed matter both for infor-
mation and for enjoyment.

If we view reading as a developmental process, we may
make a further distinction between intensive and extensive
reading. From this point of view, intensive reading may be
considered the process by which pupils are taught to read,
while extensive reading would be the process by which pupils
practice what they have learned and thereby extend their
reading power. Intensive reading may be likened to a "pre-
digestive" activity wherein the obstacles to comprehension
and fluency are broken down and removed, thus enabling the
pupil to read fluently and to assimilate the content of what
he is reading. If, during the pre-digestive phase, the pupil
has learned the techniques by which the obstacles have been
overcome, and can then apply these techniques of his own
accord in subsequent reading, he may be said to have ac-
quired the power to read new material.

The general considerations discussed above are exem-
plified in the outlines for reading lessons that follow. It should
be borne in mind that these outlitles are quite detailed and
that not all of the suggestions offered would necessarily apply
to any given lesson. Teachers may therefore select those
suggestions which are pertinent to the particular lesson they
are teaching, as long as they observe the general sequence
indicated by the main captions in the outline.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE
FOR AN INTENSIVE READING LESSON

I. MOTIVATION
A. Based on pupil experience and interest
B . Based on content of a preceding lesson

II. AIMS
A. Substantive: to understand the meaning of the read-

ing selection
B. Linguistic: to learn specified vocabulary, structures

and idioms
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1. for either passive or active mastery, as planned
by the teacher

C . Functional: to acquire fluency in silent reading and
expression in oral reading

D. Stylistic: to recognize and appreciate devices and
nuances of style

E . Cultural: to acquire cultural data, insights and appre-ciation.

III. REMOVAL OF DIFFICULTIES
A. Explanation of new vocabulary (conducted as much as

possible in the foreign language)
1. synonyms, antonyms, cognates
2. word formation (derivation of words from other

parts of speech)
3. word analysis (stems, prefixes, suffixes)
4. definition
5. inference from context
6. English equivalent

B . Explanation of new structures and idioms
1. simple paraphrase
2. analogy to structure or idiom previously learned
3. inference from context
4. analogy to English structure
5. "spot translation"

IV. READING
A. Oral (by teacher, of part of the text)
B . Silent (by pupils, of the same passage or other pas-sages)
C . Oral (by pupils, after silent reading, or after oral

reading by the teacher)
Note: In general, pupils should not read aloud any materials
which they have not seen or heard.

V. DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING (Oral or Written)
A. Questions and answers in Spanish

1. In English, only if necessary
2. Vary straight questions by "yes-no" or "choice"

questions
3. With difficult material, use "cued" responses

B. Brief medial summaries in Spanish
1. In English, if necessary

C . True-False exercises
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D. Multiple-choice exercises
E . Completion exercises
F Further word study
G. Explanation of cultural allusions
H. Literary appreciation

VI. FINAL SUMMARY IN SPANISH
A. Collective summary

1. Given by several pupils and cued by the teacher
when necessary

B. Summary guided by key words written on the board
C . Answers to questions appearing on board slips

1. Round of questions and answers, one pupil calling
on the next ("chain reaction")

2. Choral reading of answers by class
If suitable, a summary by dramatization
Dictation of a summary based on the passage

D.
E.

VII.ASSIGNMENT
(Differentiate to provide for individual differences.)
A. Rereading the passage
B. Writing answers to selected questions in Spanish
C. Writing a summary in Spanish
D. Learning new vocabulary (using words in original

sentences)
E. Constructing additional questions based on the pas-

sage
Note: Since the aim of this lesson is reading, the major por-
tion of class time should be devoted to items III, IV, and V.
Not all the devices listed should be included in every lesson.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE
FOR AN EXTENSIVE READING LESSON

Extensive reading has two principal purposes: (a) the
rapid comprehension of material for the increase of reading
skill, and (b) the acquisition of an increased passive vocabu-
lary. Extensive reading is used to cover rapidly such portions
of the class text as are not taught intensively. It also permits
the introduction of more varied reading matter than is found
in the class text. As a rule, most outside reading in Spanish
is done extensively;e.g., supplementary reading, book reports,
reports on articles in Spanish newspapers and magazines, etc.



I. MOTIVATION

II. AIMS

III. REMOVAL OF MAJOR DIFFICULTIES
1. Pre-reading questions or guides

IV. SILENT READING
1. In class or outside

V. EXERCISES
1. Testing of comprehension

a. Questions and answers in Spanish
b. Summaries in Spanish

2. Composition work based on outside reading
3. Summary or composition based on such portions of

the class text which, for lack of time, are not taught
intensively

Word Study
The learning of vocabulary is an intrinsic part of learning

to read. In acquiring the facility of recall necessary for fluent
reading and for conversation based on reading, memorization
undoubtedly plays an important role. Consequently, teachers
usually employ associative devices as learning and memory
aids in teaching new vocabulary. These devices are chiefly
synonyms, antonyms and cognates. Aside from their associa-
tive aspects, their chief virtue resides in the fact that they
permit the teaching of vocabulary entirely in the foreign lan-
guage. However, although the teaching of vocabulary by
means of synonyms, antonyms and cognates is recommended,
each of these devices has pitfalls of which the teacher should
be aware.

The approximate nature of synonyms (they are rarely
exact equivalents) limits their use for precise determination
of meaning. The pupil who acquires the notion that synonym
pairs or triplets are at all times interchangeable, will run into
difficulties later on when semantic range, usage and style
become important factors in the comprehension and appreci-
ation of a Spanish text. The same applies to antonyms, which
present further possibilities of confusion in that they frequently
include not only true opposites but also negatives and con-
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trasts. Even more unreliable are cognates, which, despite
their name, are not always easily recognizable, and which
generally require a knowledge of derivations and patterns of
phonetic and orthographic change Vat might be expected of a
linguistic scholar, but -:ertainly not of the average high school
pupil. The tendency of some teachers and textbook writers
to use many cognates in the beginning phases of instruction
gives a misleading impression to pupils of the apparent ease
of learning vocabulary, and in many cases, they acquire the
vicious habit of imputing meanings to words solely on the
basis of superficial resemblances bearing no cognate relation-
ship who tsoever.

It is not to be inferred from the above remarks that
synonyms, antonyms and cognates are to be eschewed alto-
gether as devices for teaching vocabulary. The important thing
for the teacher is to realize their limitations and to use them
judiciously. They should certainly not be used to convey false
linguistic notions, nor should they be used as an end in
themselves; that is, they should not, as a rule, be studied out
of context. It is also important for the teacher to realize that
thera are more precise techniques for teaching vocabulary
entirely in the foreign language, namely, by means of word
formation, word analysis, inference from context, and simple
definition or paraphrase.

at Note of Translation
In the reading aim set forth above, teachers should note

the implications of developing the ability to read "with direct
comprehension." What this means is that the teacher is ex-
pected to guide pupils by progressive stages until they reach
the point where they can grasp the thought of a Spanish text
without recourse to translation. Direct comprehension in read-
ing Spanish, like "thinking in Spanish," cannot be produced
by fiat, nor by some magical method. It builds up gradually
and comes as the end product of a prolonged series of exer-
cises in both intensive and extensive reading of a variety of
progressively graded reading matter.

Until this end product is acquired, it is to be normally
expected that translation, whether oral or silent, whether ac-
knowledged or not, cannot be entirely suppressed. And, indeed,
in the general principles for Level III, a limited use of Eng-
lish is anticipated. However, this does not mean that trans-
lation is to be encouraged; on the contrary, it can be stated
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positively that fluency in reading and direct comprehension of
a Spanish text would be immeasurablymore difficult to achieve
if translation into English were the sole technique employed in
the teaching of reading. And conversely, fluency and direct
comprehension will be actively promoted by conducting the
reading lesson almost exclusively in Spanish. At the most,
English would be used for "spot translation" of difficult struc-
tures and for explaining vocabulary or cultural allusions that
could not be explained in Spanish within the range of vocab-
ulary hitherto attained by pupils.

SUGGESTED LESSON PLAN
INTENSIVE READING (Level III)

(From Fortuna, Char II*)

Don Salvador Bueno era el vecino rrids respetable,
mgs sabio, Ina caritativo y mtis rico del pueblo.

Sus sesenta anos, su cabeza blanca como la nieve,
su rostro bondadoso, su afable sonrisa y su mirada serena

5 hacian exclamar a todo el mundo: ahr va un hombre de
bien, un justo.

Don Salvador habta viajado mucho y lerdo mucho
con provecho. Sus conocimientos eran tan generales que
su conversacirm resultaba siempre instructiva y amena.

10 Vera las 6pocas antiguas con la misma claridad que la
presente, y al hab lar de los grandes hombres de Grecia
y de Roma, parecra que hablaba de amigos intimos que
acababan de morir pocos acts antes.

Aquel venerable anciano era una enciclopedia siempre
15 a disposicign de los que querran consultarla en el pueblo.

Tampoco habran faltado penas al senor Bueno: habra
visto morir a un hijo al ano de terminar de un modo
brillante la carrera de ingeniero de caminos y canales
y a una hija a los seis meses de dar a luz un hermoso

20 nifio.

*Escrich Perez. Fortuna, pp. 8-9 (Boston: D.C. Heath and Company, 1920).
Reprinted by permission.
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Don Salvador se habra quedado solo en el mundo
con su nieto, que se llamaba Juanito y en la gpoca que
nos ocupa era un precioso ntiio de ocho azos de edad.

El abuelo se hablit propuesto hac2r de su nieto un
25 hombre perfecto.

Yo le enseizarese decratodo lo que puede ensenarse
en un colegio, en el buen sentido de la palabra, porque
en los colegios tamban se aprende algo malo. Procurara,
al mismo tiempo .que educo su inteligencia en los sanos

30 principios de la moral, de la caridad y del amor al pr5-
jimo, desarrollar sus fuerzas /Micas, educar sit cuerpo.

Juanito era un ntlio tan hermoso de cuerpo como de
alma, con una inteligencia clart'sima y un corazon bonda-
doso y caritativo.

I. AIMTo introduce two important characters of the story
of Fortuna.

IL MOTIVATIONDevelop in Spanish: Why do children love
their grandfathers? Lead into benevolent
attitude of grandfathers toward grand-
sons, then physical appearance of grand-
parents. End with statement that now
class is going to read about a kindly
grandfather.

III. PROCEDURE
A. Removal of Difficulties (Phase 1: lines 1-13)

Words may be explained by gestures, pictures, point-
ing to objects, explanation or definition in Spanish,
illustrative sentences in Spanish; synonyms, antonyms,
English cognates, Spanish derivatives and word fami-
lies. The teacher will use whichever seems most ap-
propriate for each item. The items may be treated in-
dependently or as part of a continuous narrative which
the teacher makes up for the presentation.
List the following words on the board and then elicit
meanings. Suggestions for the teacher appear in paren-
thesis.
caritativo (Un hombre que da d/inero a los pobres es

caritativo.)
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rostro (El rostro significa la cara.)
un hombre de bien (an honest man)
un justo (Elicit the English cognate.)
ameno (Uri sin6nimo de ameno es agradable.)
acababan de morir (Mug stgnifica acaban de morir?

Acababan de morir es el pasado; iQug significa?)
Teacher: "Ahura yo voy a leer unos parrafos acerca

de un abuelo. Uds. van a seguirme en silen-
cio."

B. Reading and Testing Comprehension (Phase 1)
Teacher reads aloud lines 1-13 while pupils followsilently in their books. Then teacher asks questionsto test comprehension. Pupils answer with booksclosed.
1. Describa Ud. a Don Salvador.
2. iEra un hombre joven? gam° lo sabe Ud.?
3. iC6mo habra pasado la vida?
4. IDe que manera hablaba de los grandes hombresde la historia?

C . Removal of Difficulties (Phase 2: lines 14-23)
Teacher: "iCreen Uds. que este hombre ha tenido

ono vida completamente feliz? Varnos aver.
Primero hay unas palabras que voy a ex-
plicar."

un anciano (un viejo)
penas (dolores)
tampoco habian faltado penas (tambign habit tenido

penas)
un ingeniero (Construye caminos, puentes, canules.

iCu6l es la palabra inglesa semejante?)
dar a luz (to give birth)
6poca (Es un periodo de tiempo.)

D. Reading and Testing Comprehension (Phase 2)
Teacher: "Ahora, lean Uds. en silenck hasta la Linea

23. Tendretn unos dos minutos." Finally,
teacher calls time and directs attention to
True and False sentences which he has put
on the board.

1. El anciano nunca tuvo penas en su vida.
2. Su Info hubra construido muchos caminos al ter-

minar sus estudios.
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3. Su hija da a luz un hermoso nig° que se llamaba
Juanito.

4. Don Salvador se quedi) solo en et mundo con su
hija y su nieto de ocho aROs.

E. Removal of Difficulties (Phase 3: lines 24-34)
Teacher: "Ahora vamos a ver lo que el abuelo quiere

hacer con su nieto. Primero, unas palabras
m&s."

se habta propuesto hacer (querta hacer)
un colegio (No es una universidad, sino una escuela

superior.)
desarrollar (develop)
procurare' desarrollar (tratad de desarrollar)
la caridad (Est& relacionada con caritativo.)
el pr6jimo (sino'nimo de vecino)
cladsima (muy Clara)

F. Reading and Testing Comprehension i(Phase 3)
Teacher: "Ahora lean Uds. esta filtima parte y cuan-

do terminen, preparense para dar las res-
puestas." (multiple choice exercise on board
or mimeographed)

1. El abuelo pensaba hacer de su nieto
a. un ingeniero c. un hombre muy bueno
b. un medico d. un joven precioso

2. Iba a educarle
a. en casa
b. en una escuela

3. Quer& desarrollar su
que
a. sus principios
b. su caridad

4. El nieto era un nig°
a. perezoso
b. muy inteligente

G. Word Study

C. en America
d. en la capital

inteligencia al mismo tiempo

c. su sonrisa
d0 su cuerpo

c. de mal humor
d. hablador

The teacher has the following list on the board and
elicits answers from pupils.

Synonyms Antonyms
1.
2.
3.

Word Families
la cara 1. est&pido 1. caridad
el vecino 2. vivir 2. bondad
viejo 3. muchos 3. conocer
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4. un dolor 4. alegrias 4. brillar
5. el colegio 5. oscuro 5. inteligencia
6. bello 6. nunca 6. claridad

IV. SUMMARY
A. Teacher: "Ahora, como resumen, vamos a completar

estas (rases en la pizarra."
1. Don Salvador Bueno era un hombre muy
2. Habra letdo tanto que era una y por eso

todos le consultaban.
3. Habra perdido_ y
4. Se quedaba solo con su
5. Querta educar al nirto_.
6. Juanito era un nino tan inteligente como

B. Significant parts of the passage should be read aloud
by individual pupils or chorally by the class under
the teacher's guidance.

V. ASSIGNMENT
Lean otra vez el texto y estudien las palabras. Escriban
cinco (rases en espariol dando un resumen, e incluyendo:
a. las caracterrsticas fisicas de don Salvador
b. su caracter
e. su educaci6n
d. su familia
e. sus planes para el nieto

Writing

General Considerations

To give direction to the following discussion of the types
of writing to be done in Level III, it is best to review what
has been said about writing in the Aims and in the Guiding
Principles of Level III. The Aims stressed the further de-
velopment of writing ability "without resorting to transla-
tion" (item 4). The Guiding Principles pointed out that in
Level III the writing skills would be practiced mainly in
conjunction with reading, and that audio-lingual activities
based on reading would serve as the "prelude to writing"
(item 4). The Guiding Principles also touched on the adverse
effects of translation (item 5).

In addition to the Aims and Guiding Principles, a review
of the writing activities recommended for Levels I and II will

-Waroaselow__morana. .
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give us the point of departure for the discussion of writing
activities in Level III. The chief types of writing practiced in
Levels I and II were: (a) imitative (copying, dictation); (b)
guided (completions and short responses); and (c) controlled
(writing of cued responses, directed dialogue, etc.). In some
cases, no doubt, a beginning had been made in the writing of
directed and of free composition, but this cannot be assumed
for all classes of Level H.

As a general principle, it may be stated that some writing,
in one form or another, can be introduced in connection with
the development of each of the three skills previously dis-
cussed. After auditory comprehension exercises, short or
complete answers can be given orally and then written. In
connection with oral production, rejoinders to statements and
responses to questions or commands can be written after they
are spoken. In connection with reading, there can be dicta-
tions, written exercises and written summaries. Furthermore,
by extension of any of these forms of writing into a connected
series of sentences, we can develop the rudiments of com-
position.

In developing the writing skills, a distinction should be
made between the skills per se, as they are practiced in the
classroom, and the manner in which they are "tested in the
Level III Regents Examination. The objective form of the
examination and the attempt to operate almost entirely in
Spanish necessarily limit the possibilities of cursive answers
and give undue emphasis to passive recognition. While per-
haps indispensable in mass testing, short answers and multi-
ple choices need not be used when dealing with smaller
groups. It is therefore expected that teachers, as often as
time permits, will require complete written responses in their
classroom practice, in testing and in homework.

Typos of Writing
It will be seen from the following outline of Types of Writ-

ing for Level III that most of the general types practiced in
Levels I and II will be continued in Level III. It is not so
much in type as in variety, extensiveness and depth of treat-
ment that Level III writing will differ from that of the pre-
vious levels. The chief innovations in Level III will be more
extended forms of writing, ranging from directed to free com-
position. Letter writing, as a form of directed composition, will
also receive fuller treatment in Level III.
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Directed composition, with instructions either in English
or in Spanish, will be the chief type of writing favored in
Level III. This by no means precludes the writing of free
composition on assigned topics. However, the amount of
time which can be devoted to free composition in Level III
is necessarily limited; and in any case, whether or not free
composition becomes a feature of Level HI instruction will
depend on the teacher's initiative and the calibre of the
class. For this reason, the full development of free composi-
tion is not anticipated until Level IV.

I. Dictation
A. Types of material

1. Familiar
2. Unfamiliar

B. Sources of material
1. A 100-word connected passage or anecdote
2. Passages from reading texts
3. Passages especially constructed or selected to

drill or test specific sounds or structures
C . Administration

1. Brief selections given frequently are preferable
to long passages

2. With familiar material the passage should be read
once or twice by the teacher With unfamiliar ma-
terial the passage should be read at least twice.
The first reading, with pupils listening, should be
given at about the speed of the usual public; speak-
er; the second, slowly, in breath groups, while
the pupils write. The punctuation should be given
in Spanish during the second reading. A third
reading is given at the speed of the first one.

II. Completion of a Series of Connected Sentences
Complgtense en espagol con palabras apropriadas:
A. Entrando en un restaurante, me sentg a
B. Pronto let
C. Pea una comida al
D. La comida concluy6 con
E . Al levantarme, deg- en la mesa
F . Antes de salir, paguee

t
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III. Directed Composition (with directions in Spanish)
Escriba un pdrrafo sobre una persona interesante que Vd.
conoce, incluyendo:
A. su edad E. am° Vd. to conoct6
B . su aspecto F . por (lug le interesa a Vd.
C . su cardcter G. donde se encuentran

Vds.
D. su profesan H. de qug hablan

IV. Directed Composition (with directions in English).
Write a letter to a friend in Mexico. The letter must con-
sist of eight grammatically complete sentences in Spanish,
containing the information given in the instructions below.
Together, these sentences are to form a unified letter. Be
sure to include in your letter the date, the salutation, and
the complimentary close.
Tell your friend that:
A. you have not received any letter from him in a month
B . you hope he is in good health
C . you are sending him some English magazines
D. you would like to obtain some pictures of his country
E. you would take a trip to Mexico if you had enough

money
F . meanwhile, you are enjoying yourself studying about

Mexican customs
G. you are saying good-bye now because you have to

study for your examinations
H. you send regards to his family and want him to answer

soon

V. Guided Summaries by Questions in Spanish or by Outline

VI. Written Answers in Spanish to Oral or Written Questions
Write a suitable and grammatically complete answer in
Spanish to each of the following questions:
A. Qugpiensa Vd. hater despite's de graduare.e?
B . gAd6nde va uno Para comprar cafe'?
C . i C6mo pasara Vd. las vacaciones de verano?
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D. A que hora se acost6 Vd. anoche?
E. De quien se despide Vd. al salir de casa?

VII.Use of Selected Words or Idioms in Original Sentences

VIII. Written Description of a Picture

IX. Free Composition on an Assigned Topic
Escriba Vd. en espagol unas cien palabras sobre uno de
los temas siguientes:
A. Un buen amigo Info
B. Una excursion al campo
C . Papa acaba de comprar una casa
D. C6mo pase el dra de Ago Nuevo
E. Una conversaci6n telef6nica

X. Mechanics of Letter Writing
A. Fecha: Nueva York, 15 de marzo de 1963
B. Saludos: Querido amigo: (familiar)

Querida Maria: (familiar)
Muy senor mio: (Dear Sir)
Esi.imado senor Gonzttlez: (less formal)

C . Despedidas:
Familiar: Un abrazo de Cu amigo

con efecto
Afectuosamente (Cordially yours)

Business: Respetuosamente (Respectfully or truly
yours)

Atentamente
Suyo atentamente (Very truly yours)

*Su afmo. atto. y S. S. (Yours truly)
D. Sobre: Sr. Don Jose Gonztilez

Calle Mayor, 653
Mexico, D. F.

The return address on the envelope can be preceded
by Remitente.

*Abbreviation of: afecttsimo atento y seguro seruidor
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Free Composition

The procedures for the writing of directed composition are
fully illustrated by specific examples in the outline of Types of
Writing that follows. However, for free composition, only a few
topics are suggested, with no indication as to procedure. Al-
though, as previously indicated, the full development of free
composition will not come until Level IV, it is appropriate at
this point to offer some suggestions for the teaching of free
composition for those teachers who wish to introduce this
type of writing in Level III.

Free composition involves the original, independent and
easy manipulation of language. It requires imagination, re-
sourcefulness and skill. The ability to express or "compose"
one's thoughts in any language is 'always an exacting task
which requires a knowledge of words, structures, idioms and
correct usage, as well as a background of experience and a
fund of ideas. Preoccupation with the mechanics of language
must not be so great as to interfere with the generation and
flow of ideas.

It must be assumed, therefore, that pupils will already
have acquired some facility of expression in Spanish before
embarking on the creative activity of free composition. This
facility need not extend to complete mastery of the language
in all its phases. For the purposes of writing on an assigned
topic, a mastery of the linguistic details relative to that topic
would, for the most part be sufficient. Consequently, setting
a single topic for the entire class would be the simplest and
hence the beginning stage of teaching free composition.

Once pupils have gained sufficient mastery in making
independent assertions and rejoinders, in giving independent
responses and in constructing original sentences, the teacher
can develop a selected topic orally by means of a prepared
series of sequential questions in Spanish. The teacher uses
these questions to elicit a variety of responses from the class.
Several pupils are sent to the board, each of whom, in turn,
writes one of the acceptable responses to the same question.
The result is a series of varied responses to the same ques-
tion. This procedure is repeated in phases until the body of
the composition, say five or six sentences, is complete and
available to pupils for note taking of their individual choices
and variations. The same procedure is followed to develop in-
troductory or topic sentences, transitional phrases and con-
cluding sentences.
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In a similar way, other possibilities for encouraging free
composition may be created by making the composition a
center of interest for group activity. The advantage of de-
veloping a composition by a group is that the collective abil-
ity, linguistic knowledge and imagination of the group ismade available to all and is helpful and stimulating to the
slower pupils. A suggested sequence for group development
of a composition is:

1. Oral discussion in Spanish of a topic selected by thegroup
2. Organization of the ideas to be included
3. Eliciting key vocabulary, phrases and sentences from

the group, writing these on the board, correcting and
copying them in notebooks

4. Cooperative reading and dictation o; original sentences
by members of the group

5. Individual writing, with individual variations
The attainment of a measure of ability in creative writinggives the pupil a sense of achievement, leads to an interest

in foreign correspondence and in writing articles for publica-tion in a school or city-wide Spanish language publication.Pupils who have literary ability and interests should be en-couraged to write short compositions, letters or poems in
Spanish. Types of free composition, in addition to suggested
topics, may include the following:

1. Summary and personal evaluation of a story read inclass, or as supplementary reading
2. Summary and personal evaluation of a newspaper

or magazine article
3. Brief personal narratives on such topics as:

C6mo gang dinero
Un incidente interesante
Proyectos para las vacaciones de verano
Mi mejor amigo
Un viaje a Espaila (Mgxico, etc.)
Mis deportes favoritos
Como Paso las horas libres
Mi programa favorito de radio (televisi6 n)
Mis responsabilidades de casa

4. Completion of a story begun in class, or told by the
teacher, or written by a gifted pupil.
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CONTENT AND SCOPE, LEVEL III

Grammatical Structures
A review of items taught in Levels I and II is essential.

Many of these items were taught on an elementary level. They
will now be presented in greater detail for reinforcement of
knowledge and enlargement of scope. Certain items will re-
ceive greater stress than others since materials will be adapted
to the needs of the pupils. Level III will also include items
not previously taught or stressed which are important in
rounding out the pupil's knowledge of the structure of the lan-
guage for the increased functional activities of this level,
e.g. reading and writing.

I. ARTICLES
A. Use of el with feminine nouns (el agua)
B . Omission in identification with a class (Soy republicano.

Es viuda.)
C . Use before nouns of a general or abstract sense (El

tiempo es oro.)
D. Use with infinitive to form verbal nouns (El estudiar

es necesario.)
E . The neuter form lo (lo bueno y lo malo; lo de siempre)

II. NOUNS
A. Common diminutives and augmentatives (casita; Jua-

nito; silldn)

III. PRONOUNS
A. Personal, including indirect object of reference (Le ro-

baron el dinero.) and reciprocals.
B. Relative, including cuyo, el que, lo que and todo lo

que
C . Uno plus adjective (Dime Vd. uno bueno.)
D. Demonstrative (este . . aquel = the former . . . the

latter)

IV. ADJECTIVES
A. Agreement of two nouns with the same gender; with

two nouns of different gender
B Common adjectives which change meaning with posi-

tion, such as grande, pobre
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3. Manuel de Fa lla (1876-1946) was a nationalistic
and impressionistic composer, famous for his ballet
music, El Amor Brujo.

4. Among the contemporary musicians who havegiven
concerts in the United States are the pianist Jose
Iturbi, the guitarist Andres Segovia, and the cellist
Pablo Casa's. Victoria de los Angeles is a member
of the Metropolitan Opera Company.

5. La zareuela is a popular Spanish farm of musical
review including spoken dialogue, music and danc-
ing. (La Verbena de la Paloma)

D. The Dance
1. Almost every region of Spain has its own style of

dancing.
Andalucia; la sevillana, el fandango, el bolero,
el jaleo and la malagueTia
Arag6n: la joia
Cataluna: la sardana
A dance common to many regions is el Paso
doble

2. Famous Performers: Vicente Escudero, Carmen.
Amaya, Jose Greco

E . Science
1. Santiago RamOn y Cajal is known for his research

in the fields of histeogy and neurology. He received
the Nobel Prize for medicine in 1906.

2. Juan de la Cierva invented the autogyro, the pre-
decessor of the helicopter.

LATIN AMERICA
I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A. Indian Cultures
1. aztecas 2. mayas 3. incas

B. Period of Exploration and Conquest (los conquista-
dores)
1. Coliin
2. Cortes and Moctezuma
3. Pizarro and .Atahualpa
4. Ponce de LAI
5. Cabeza de Vaca
6. Balboa
7. de Soto
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C . From the Colonial Period to the Present
1. Establishment of Spanish government, law, cus-

toms, religion and language
2. Las Guerras de la Independencia (inspired by the

American Revolution)
a. Hidalgo
b. Morelos
c. Miranda
d. Bolivar
e. San Martin
f . Sucre
g. O'Higgins
h. Marti

3. Other Historical Figures
a. Juarez
b. Maximilian
c. Sarmiento
d. Mitre
e. Porfirio Diaz: Mexican Revolution (1910)

4. Contemporary Figures
a. Dictators: Perlin, Castro
b. Democratic Leaders: Betancourt, Mulioz Marin

D. Inter-American Relations
1. Good Neighbor Policy
2. Alianza para el Progreso
3. O.A.S. (Organizaci6n de Estados AmericanosO.

E.A.)
4. Panamerican Union

II. ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL BACKGROUND
A. Latin America is a vast source of raw materials.

1. Silver: Mexico, Peru
2. Oil: Venezuela, Mexico
3. Tin: Bolivia
4. Copper: Chile
5. Coffee: Colombia, Central America
6. Sugar: Cuba, Puerto Rico
7. Heneque'n: Yucatan
8. Bananas: Central America
9. Cacao: Central America

10. Cattle and Wheat: Argentina,
B . Growing Industrialization

1. Influence of foreign capital (especially from U.S.)
128
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C. Prepositional phrase used as an adjective (un reloj
de oro)

D. Used as a noun, with article (el ciego, los ricos)
E. Comparisons; translations of "than" (que; de; de to

que; etc.)
F . Apocopation

V. ADVERBS
A. Used in a series (clara y retpidamente) ,

VI. NEGATIVES
A. Including ni . . ni . . ; no . . . ningunojam6s

VII. PREPOSITIONS
A. Uses with verbs (a, en, de), as needed
B. Uses of por and para, including

1. para for purpose, destination and time (Estudian
para aprender. Salieron para Mixico. Este libro es
para Preparelo para el tunes.)

2. por for through, by (agent), for the sake of, ex-
change, and with simple time expressions (gamin-
aba por las calles. Es un libro escritopor Cervan-
tes. Lo hago por mi mama. PagS dos pesos por el
libro. Estudian por la tarde.)

VIII. VERB STRUCTURES
A. Formation and uses of all simple and compound tenses

of the indicative; but Preterite Perfect, Future Perfect,
and Conditional Perfect for recognition only.

B. Formation of present and imperfect subjunctive; com-
pound tenses of subjunctive for recognition

C. Common uses of subjunctive in noun, adjective, adver-
bial, and independent clauses; examples of high fre-
quency
1. After verbs of volition, emotion, doubt or denial

(querer, sentir, dudar, no creer, etc.)
2. After certain impersonal expressions (es necesario,

es probable, etc.)
3. After certain conjunctions, including those indica-

ting indefinite future time (para que, a menos que,
cuando, hasta que, etc.)

4. After an indefinite antecedent (e.g. Busco un hom-
bre que pueda hacerlo.)

',MP .1..
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5. In contrary-to-fact conditions (e.g. Si tuviera dinero,
lo cimpraria.)

6. In commands
7, Sequence of tenses
8. Use of infinitive instead of subjunctive in 1 and 2

above (Me alegro de verlo. Es necesario Crabajar.)
D. Commands, including indirect commands in third per-

son singulfir and plural
E . Conditional sentences, including contrary-to-fact
F . Imperfect progressive
G. Other uses of gerund (Se divierte cantando. Saliendo

del cuarto, se cay6. Sigue hablando.)
H. Further study of commonly used verbs: reflexive, rad-

ical-changing, orthogm,aical-changing, irregular, in-
cluding preferir, divertirse, rein seguir, coger, dirigir,
ofrecer, conducir

I . Passive voice and common renditions of the passive
J . Future and conditional of probability
K. Uses of the infinitive
L . Reflexives with reciprocals
M. Quisiera and me gustarta, etc., for softened statement

or request and pudiera, debiera)
N. Vosotros forms of verbs for recognition
0. Impersonal use of haber (bubo, habr6, habria, ha

habido)

IX. CONJUNCTIONS
A. Pero and sino
B. Y and e; o and u
C . Si as "whether"

Vocabulary Range, Level III
Since Level III is the year in which the development of

reading power is stressed, and since this development is
inconceivable without the acquisition of a greatly increased
vocabulary, the question of vocabulary range assumes vital
importance. The term "vocabulary range" is used because it
is no longer feasible to provide definite vocabulary lists as
was done in Levels I and H.

The reasons for this are inherent in the growing divergence
between "active" and "passive" (or "recognitional") vocabu-
lary that sets in as silent reading for comprehension increases
in frequency, quantity and scope. Several factors are opera-
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tive here; for one thing, silent comprehension is much easierthan the immediate recall and articulatory power requiredfor oral production. In silent reading there is time fth.deliber- .ation, for inferring meanings from context or from word anal-ysis, and for putting into play the recognitional skills de-rived from the study of cognates and the functions of lexicalelements (prefixes, suffixes, etc.). Analogical reasoning basedon life experience and reading in English, as well as thefrequent recurrence of basic words, also promote the rapidexpansion of recognitional vocabulary.
Thus it can be seen that in the development of readingpower a point is reached where the ability to recognize themeaning of words can be said to develop in geometric ratio,whereas the development of the power of recall for activeoral production proceeds in arithmetic ratio. This means thatthe guiding principle of Level I, which states that nothing isto be read which has not first been mastered audio-lingually,must be modified for Level III. In silent reading for compre-hension and in extensive reading there is bound to be avast area of subject matter that can be read and understoodbut not necessarily articulated with the same facility andcorrectness that is expected in the strictly audio-lingual phaseof Level I. And it certainly would not be wise to limit thevocabulary range required for increased maturity and interestof reading matter until the same range had been masteredaudio-lingually.

Another factor which makes it unfeasible to prescribe aset word list for Level HI would be the unwieldy dimensionswhich such a list would assume. It would come to about1,500 words for Level III alone, and might be even longer ifcognates, compounds, geographical names, etc., were included.Furthermore the great variety of textbooks and reading ma-terials, and the large number of sources and topics suggestedin the N.Y. State foreign language syllabi as "areas of inter-est" in which pupils are expected to speak and read wouldmake such a list incomplete no matter how many words itcontained.

For the above reasons, this curriculum bulletin can onlyindicate the vocabulary range suggested by the areas ofinterest given in the N.Y. State syllabi for the various foreignlanguages. The particular textbooks and reading materialsused in a particular school in Level III will determine the
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specific vocabulary to be included in the different areas of
interest.

In determining which words to teach for active mastery,
the teacher should be, guided by the vocabulary lists of Levels
I and II, and by the vocabulary range suggested below by
Topics for Audio-Lingual Experiences, Topics for Conversa-
tion, and Topics for Oral Reports in connection with reading.

In teaching vocabulary for passive comprehension, the
teacher should be guided by the vocabulary range suggested
by Topics For Extensive Reading. .

Where there is a duplication of topics under both inten-
sive and extensive reading, it is, of course, anticipated that
the maturity of oral performance in connection with intensive
reading will be greater than that in connection with extensive
reacting.

t

OUTLINE OF TOPICS DETERMINING
VOCABULARY RANGE*

I. SUGGESTED CONTENT AND TOPICS FOR AUDIO-
LINGUAL EXPERIENCES
A. Making appointments, meeting, going somewhere to-

gether
B . Asking directions for reaching a place
C . Describing the actions needed for using means of

transportation
D. Naming and describing the essential elements of the

following activities:
1. In the theater: the usher, the program, the seats
2. At the library: the type of book, the librarian,

borrowing
E . Procuring goods and services
F . Expressing regret, sympathy, appreciation, agreement,

disagreement, surprise
G. Expressing social amenities
H. Expressing interpersonal relationships

1. Forms of address
2. First names

I . Expressing leave-taking at the end of an activity

*Abstracted from Spanish for Secondary Schools. N.Y. State Education Depart-
ment. Albany, 1961. References to vocabulary appear on the following
pages: 47-49; 52-53.
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II. TOPICS FOR CONVERSATION
A. Everyday Activities

. At the department store
2. At the service station
3. At the barber's (beauty salon)
4. At the men's clothing shop (dress shop)
5. At the railroad station
6. At the airport
7. In the subway (the bus)
8. At the examination
9. Appointment at a restaurant

10. At a sports event
11, At school
12. On the telephone

B . Cultural Activities
1. At the library
2. At the bookshop
3. Visit to an art museum
4. At the movies
5. At a concert (at the opera)
6. A television program
7. A radio news broadcast
8. A trip of cultural interest
9. A foreign newspaper (magazine)

III. SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR ORAL REPORTS
(in connection with reading)
A. A great historical personage
B. A great scholar, scientist or artist
C . My hero
D. An interesting character
E . A book that I have read
F . A good movie that I saw
G. An interesting event
H. My future career

IV. SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR INTENSIVE READING
A. Science
B. Art
C . Music
D. Polities
E . Short stories
F . Plays

G. Short novels
H. Biographies
I . Essays
J . History
K. Poetry
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V. SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR EXTENSIVE READING
A. Foreign periodicals (news items, features, advertise-

ments, anecdotes, reviews, editorials)
B. Pamphlets
C . Current Events
D. Sports
E. Theater
F . Contemporary Life

1. Homemaking 3. Government 5. Travel
2. Fashions 4. Schools

G. All topics .in IV, above, on a simpler level

Idiomatic Expressions, Level Ill
1. acabar por
2. a causa de
3. acercarse a
4. aficionarse a
5. a fines de
6. a Tondo
7. a fuerza de
8. al amanecer (anochecer)
9. a la vez

10. al contado
11. al fiado
12. al fin y al cabo
13. algo de nuevo
14. alguna vez
15. a lo lejos
16. al menos (a la menos)
17. a los pocos dtas

(meses, altos)
18. al parecer
19. a mediados de
20. ante todo
21. a. plazos
22. a poco
23. apresurarse a
24. a principios de
25. a prop6sito de
26. aprovecharse de
27. aqui tiene Vd.
28. ast como
29. a solas
30. a su vez
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31. a rano me importa, etc.
32. a un tiempo
33. a ver
34. cada vez mds
35. caer en la cuenta
36. cambiar de
37. conforme a
38. convenir en
39. cosa de
40. icuidado!
41. dar con
42. dar en algo
43. darle ganas de
44. dar miedo a
45. dar por + past part.
46. darse cuenta de
47. darse por + past part.

48. dar tin paso
49. dar voces (gritos)
50. de aqu( k`hoy) en adelante
51. dejar caer
52. de par en par
53. de rodillas
54. desde entonces
55. de todos modos
56. de una vez (de un golpe)
57. disponerse a
58. dormir la siesta
59. en adelante
60. en aquel entonces



61. en cambia 105.
62. encaminarse a 106.
63. en el extranjero 107.
64. en el fondo 108.
65. en ninguna parte 109.
66. es que + clause 110.
67. est-zr a sus anchas 111.
68. Mar a punto de 112.
69. estar conforme 113.
70. estar de acuerdo . 114.
71. estar para + inf. 115.
72. estar por + inf. 116.
73. fijarse en 117.
74. guardarse de 118.
75. guardar silencio 119.
76. hacer caso de 120.
77. hacer daao a 121.
78. hacer el papel 122.
79. hacer pedazos 123.
80. hacerse cargo de 124.
81. hacerse + noun 125.
82. hoy mismo 126.
83. lo de siempre 127.
84.lograr + inf. 128.
85. la mas pronto posible 129.
86. llevarse bien (mal) con 130.
87. llevarse un chasco 131.
88. ma's bien 132.
89. mas vale 133.
90. mientras tanto 134.
91. ni siquiera 135.
92. no faltaba mas 136.
93: no hay remedio 137.
94. no obstante 138.
95. no poder m6s 139.
96. i.o poder menos de + inf. 140.
97. no solo. sino tambign... 141.
98. 9tr harblar de 142.
99. para con 143.

100. parecerse a 144.
101. pasar por + adj. or noun 145.
102. perder cuidado 146.
103. perder de vista .147.
104. ponerse de acuerdo ; 148.

ponerse en camino
por aquO
por cierto
por completo
por consiguiente
por desgracia
poi' donde
por lo general
por lo tanto
por lo vista
por media de
por otra parte
por ultimo
pues bien
quedarle algo a uno
iQue hay?
iQug importa?
iClub le pasa?
raras veces
nano y salvo
servir de
servir para
/Si no sabe nada!
Si que lo haral

El no haba pero yo si
Sirvase Vd. + inf.
sobrarle algo a uno
sonar con
tener aficion a
tener celos de
tener derecho a
tener deseos d6.
tener en cuenta
tener Tama de
tener ganas de
tener lugar
tener mucho que + inf.
tener vergiienza
tocarle a uno
tratarse de
tropezar con
iVaya un chico!
volver en si
Ya se acabS.
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Culture Topics, Level ill

The following is a suggested checklist of topics to be
treated in Level III. These topics should be taken up prefer-
ably as they becodie pertinent through current affairs, the
observance of holidays and anniversaries, allusions in text-
books, the daily press and magazines, films, radio and tele-
vision programs.

WHAT IS SPAIN LIKE?

I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
A. Early Hist )ry

1. Early Inhabitants
Celtiberians
Romans
Visigoths

2. Moorish and Arabic Influences (711-1492)
3. La Reconquista; El Cid
4. Los Reyes Cataicos (Fernando y Isabel)
5. Exploration, Conquest and Colonization of the New

World
B. El Siglo de Oro

1. Carlos V
2. Felipe II (Armada, 1588)

C . Decline of Spanish Power
1. Napoleon: El dos de mayo (1808)
2, Loss of the American Colonies
3. Loss of Cuba, Puerto Rico, Philippine Islands (1898)
4. Abdication of Alfonso XIII (1931)
5. Establishment of the Second Republic
6. The Civil War (1936-1939)
7. Dictatorship of Francisco Franco: Falange

IL INDUSTRIAL AND ECONOMIC FACTORS
A. Agriculture: Spain is predominantly an agricultural

country. On the central plateau, wheat, rye and barley
are raised. The south produces vast quaatities of grapes,
oranges lemons and dates. Spain leads in the produc-
tion of olives. Wine making is also an important in-
dustry.

B . Forestry: The most important product of the forests
is cork, which is the bark of a species of oak tree.
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C . Cattle Raising: Because of poor soil, large areas areused for pasturage. Spain has large numbers of sheepand goats.
D. Mining: The mineral wealth consists of copper, lead,'iron, zinc, manganese, mercury, silver and tin.E . Manufacturing: Manufacturing has not been highlydeveloped, but has been increasing in recent years.A new factor in the Spanish economic picture is Amer-ican aid.

HI. LITERATURE, ART, MUSIC AND SCIENCEA. Literature
1. Early Literature

El Poema del Cid (12th c.) is an epic poem
relating the heroic deeds of El Cid.

2. The Golden Age
Miguel de Cervantes wrote Don Quijote, oneof the world's great novels.
Lope de Vega, most prolific of the Spanish. dra-matists, wrote hundreds of plays (capa y es-pada).

Calder6n de la Barca wrote dramas and reli-
gious plays. His best known work is La Vida EsSuerio.

An original literary form created in Spain isthe picaresque novel, the story of a picaro, a
clever rogue who lives by his wits. (Lazarillode Tormes)

3. Novelists of the 19th Century
Antonio de Alarc6n (El Sombrero de Tres Pi-cos).

Benito Perez Gald6s, the Spanish Dickens, (Do-ha Perfecta).
Vicente Blasco Ititfriez wrote many novels, someof vghich were filmed. (Sangre y Arena)

4. The Generation of '98
This term is applied to the group of writers and
intellectuals who had become aroused by the
tragic results of the Spanish-American War.
Among these was Miguel de Unamuno.
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5. Contemporary Literature
Important authors: Jacinto Benavente; Serafin
and Joaquin Alvarez Quintero; Antonio Ma-
chado; Juan Ram% Jim6riez, poet, won the
Nobel prize for literature in 1956 (Platero
y yo)

B . Art and Architecture
1. El Greco (approximately 1548-1625) was the lead-

ing exponent of Spanish mysticism in painting. His
masterpiece is El Entierro del Conde de Orgrz.

2. Velazquez (1599-1660) is one of Spain's bestlmown,
.painters; His chief works are in the Prado Museum
in Madrid. Among his best known paintings are
Las Meninas and La Rendition de Breda.

3. Murillo (1617-1682) painted religious subjects and
also did charming portrayals of street urchins.

4. Goya (1746-1828) is considered the foremost paint-
er of Spanish national. customs. He is famous for
his poAraits and for his realistic portrayal of war
scenes and bullfights.

5. Sorolla (1863-1923), one of the foremost impres-
sionists, was known particularly. for his treatment
of sunlight. A collection of his paintings is at the
Hispanic.Museum in New York.

6. Zuloaga (1870-1945), a master of contemporary
Spanish painting, is known especially for his land-
scapes and portrayals of popular Spanish types,
such as gypsies, bullfighters, etc.

7. Picasso (1881- ), painter and sculptor, founder
of cubism, is considered one of the greatest figures
in contemporary art.

8. Spanish architecture combined Roman, Gothic and
Moorish styles. Outstanding buildings, like the
Escorial, were. erected by many kings. However,
the most beautiful style is that of the Moors, as
shown in the magnffice:nt Alhambra in Granada..
The Mezquita, now a part of the cathedral of Cor-
doba, is also in the Moorish style.

C . Music
1. Isaac Albeniz (11360-1909) was a pianist and com-

poser. His Iberia suite is very well.known.
2. Enrique Granados. (1867-191.6), pianist and corn -

poser, is famous for his opera Goyescas.



Hispanic country. To be avoided are the stereotyped and the
bizarre, often presented to the tourist a d in travel literature.

11. Native speakers of Spanish and pupils with travel
experience should be encouraged to serve as class leaders,
and their talents used for the benefit of their classmates.

DEVELOPING THE LANGUAGE SKILLS, LEVEL IV

Auditory Comprehension
The goal in the further development of the auditory com-

prehension skill is to increase progressively the ability to
understand Spanish when spoken at normal tempo on topics
within and beyond Level III.

Having completed Level III, it is hoped that the student
is now able to understand a recorded conversation between
Spanish-speaking pupils of his own age, as well as the follow-
ing auditory materials: a recorded anecdote or playlet, the
plot essentials of a short narrative, the salient points of a
news broadcast or interview, the commentary of a film travel-
ogue. The content of these conversations, narratives, broad-
casts, etc. includes curren,l; events, holidays and observances,
contemporary life, theatre, film, opera, etc.

In Level IV all of these activities are reinforced and then
continued, but the material se' acted is of greater difficulty,
represents a wider range o interest and, wherever possible,
is directly associated with the reading selection or cultural
topic studied.

The development of auditory comprehension is a continu-
ous process that begins with the teacher's announcements,
instructions, etc., and proceeds in almost every phase of
classroom activity (oral reading from a textbook, oral read-
ing of pupil's compositions, oral recital of personal experiences
and anecdotes, oral reading or retelling of interesting episodes
from news items, etc.). All of these are followed by questions
and discussion in Spanish.

Although listening comprehension and speaking are inter-
dependent and developed simultaneously through stimulus and
response, there are situations which require long periods of
listening withou+ immediate oral or written response; e.g.,
listening to a lecture, an oral report, a radio or television
broadcast; attending the theatre and cinema. This auditory
skill, particularly at the advanced level, can be developed at
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3. Manuel de Fa lla (1876-1946) was a nationalistic
and impressionistic composer, famous for his ballet
music, El Amor Brujo.

4. Among the contemporary musicians who havegiven
concerts in the United States are the pianist Jose
Iturbi, the guitarist Andres Segovia, and the cellist
Pablo Casa is. Victoria de los Angeles is a member
of the Metropolitan Opera Company.

5. La zarzuela is a popular Spanish farm of musical
review including spoken dialogue, music and danc-
ing. (La Verbena de la Paloma)

D. The Dance
1. Almost every region of Spain has its own style of

dancing.
Andalucia; la sevillana, el fandango, el bolero,
el jaleo and la malaguena
Aragon: la iota
Cataluna: la sardana
A dance common to many regions is el paso
doble

2. Famous Performers: Vicente Escudero, Carmen.
Amaya, Jose Greco

E . Science
1. Santiago Ram& y Cajal is known for his research

in the fields of histeogy and neurology. He received
the Nobel Prize for medicine in 1906.

2. Juan de la Cierva invented the autogyro, the pre-
decessor of the helicopter.

LATIN AMERICA
I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND .

A. Indian Cultures
1. aztecas 2. mayas 3. Incas

B . Period of Exploration and Conquest (los conquista-
dores)
1. ColOn
2. Cortes and Moctezuma
3. Pizarro and .Atahualpa'
4. Ponce de Leon
5. Cabeza de Vaca
6. Balboa
7. de Soto
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C . From the Colonial Period to the Present
1. Establishment of Spanish government, law, cus-

toms, religion and language
2. Las Guerras de la Independencia (inspired by the

American Revolution)
a. Hidalgo
b. Morelos
c. Miranda
d. Bolivar
e. San Martin
f . Sucre
g. O'Higgins
h. Marti

3. Other Historical Figures
a. Juarez
b. Maximiliano
c. Sarmiento
d. Mitre
e. Porfirio Diaz: Mexican Revolution (1910)

4. Contemporary Figures
a. Dictators: Per6n, Castro
b. Democratic Leaders: Betancourt, Mulioz Marin

D. Inter-American Relations
1. Good Neighbor Policy
2. Alianza Para el Progreso
3. O.A.S. (Organizaci6n de Estados AmericanosO.

E.A.)
4. Panamerican Union

II. ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL BACKGROUND
A. Latin America is a vast source of raw materials.

1. Silver: Mexico, Peru
2. Oil: Venezuela, Mexico
3. Tin: Bolivia
4. Copper: Chile
5. Coffee: Colombia, Central America
6. Sugar: Cuba, Puerto Rico
7. Henequen: Yucatan
8. Bananas: Central America
9. Cacao: Central America

10. Cattle and Wheat: Argentina.
B . Growing Industrialization

1. Influence of foreign capital (especially from U.S.)
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2. "Operation Bootstrap": Puerto Rico

III. LITERATURE, ART, MUSIC
A . Earlier Writers

1. Fray Bartolome de las Casas (Historia de las
Indias)

2. Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz (Poes(as y ensayos)
3. Andres Bello (Gramdtica castellana)
4. Domingo Faustino Sarmiento (Facundo Quiroga)
5. Jose Marmol (Amalia)
6. Jorge Isaacs (Marta)
7. Ricardo Palma (Tradiciones peruanas)
8. Jose Hernandez (Martin Fierro)

B. Modern Writers
1. Jose Marti (Poestas)
2. Ruben Darfo (Cantos de vida y esperanza)
3. Gabriela Mistral (Nobel Prize, 1945)
4. Ciro Alegrfa (El mundo es ancho y ajeno)
5. Mariano Azuela (Los de abajo)
6. ROmulo Gallegos (Dona B6rbara)
7. Ricardo Giiiraldes (Don Segundo Sornbra)
8. Martin Luis Guzman (El 6guila y la serpiente)
9. Jose Eustasio Rivera (La voritgine)

10. Gregorio Lopez y Fuentes (El indio)
C. Painters

1. Diego Rivera
2. Jose Clemente Orozco
3. David Siqueiros
4. Cesare° QuirOs
5. Tito Salas

D. Music
1. Instruments: marimba, guitarra, maracas, giiiros,

clams
2. Dances: rumba,

merengue, tango
3. The mariachi singers of Mexico
4. Composers

a. Carlos Chavez
b. Ernesto Lecuona:. ( Malaguelia)

5. Performers
a. Yma Sumac
b. Claudio Arrau

mambo, conga, jarabe tapatto,
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Level IV

MOTIVATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The Importance of Level IV
A major goal of the Foreign LanguageProgram is to de-

velop greater proficiency in foreign languages among our stu-
dents. This can be accomplished through a longer sequence of
study such as recommended in the National Ten-Year Foreign
Language Program of the Modern Language Association of
America. We must therefore ask ourselves what the prospects
are for achieving this longer sequence of study within the
framework of the New York City Foreign Language Program.

The growth of the Foreign Language Program was en-
visaged as proceeding both downward and upward; i.e., the
second level of foreign language was moved down from the
high school to the lower school, and the fourth level in the
high school was to expand so that there would be enough
students to make a subsequent fifth level possible as an ad-
dition to the high school program.

In order to gauge the importance of Level IV, we must
bear in mind the fact that whereas the extra year downward
is already in effect and is, moreover, compulsory for those
students admitted to the Foreign Language Program, the
years on the upper levels are merely elective. Thus, while
there is no question about the secure establishment of Level
II, it still remains to be seen how Level IV will develop. For,
unless the fourth level can achieve significant growth, little
will have been accomplished beyond a shift in divisional
placement of the levels of oreign language instruction; and
that, of course, is not the intent of the program as a whole.
Indeed, as has been repeatedly emphasized, the success of
the entire program, in the last analysis, must be measured
by the growth of longer sequences of foreign language study
for the development of greater student proficiency.

Increasing the "Holding Power" of Foreign Languages
Whether or not the fourth and fifth levels will flourish

depends on a number of factors. For example, it is well known
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that foreign language registers frequently depend on admin-istrative decree, organizational necessity or expediency, col-
lege entrance requirements, United States foreign relations,etc. These are extrinsic factors about which the classroom
teacher, as an individual, can do little or nothing. There is,
however, one decidedly intrinsic factor which is within the
teacher's province, the factor of pupil motivation.

Although many pupils enjoy studying a foreign language
for its own sake, in general it must be conceded that the studyof a foreign language, as indeed of any other subject, is not
always self-motivating. A deliberate and continuous program
of motivation must be planned and carried on in order to keep
pupils constantly aware of the values and benefits which they
can derive, and are in fact deriving, from their foreign lan-
guage study. It is hoped that such awareness will induce them
to continue their study of the subject. Until such time as an
irresistible demand arises for a compulsory fourth level, foreignlanguage teachers must have recourse to the "inner compul-sion" of pupil motivation.

To be successful, a program of pupil motivation designedto increase the holding power of foreign languages must bebuilt on a firm psychological and pedagogical foundation. Itis therefore necessary to review and evaluate the motives
underlying pupils' choices of elective subjects. These motives
can be classified under subjective and objective categories
from the standpoint of the pupil. In the subjective categoryare various psychological motives generated by personal
needs and interests and by gratification resulting from suc-
cessful achievement, from the use of mastered skills andfrom the application of acquired knowledge and insights. Inthe objective category are community and national needs and
interests. Additional motives are the desire for status and for
vocational preparation, that is to say, socio-economic factorsthat play a combined subjective-objective role in pupil motiva-tion.

Psychological studies and the experiences of guidancespecialists reveal that the subjective category far exceeds the
others in motivational force, since the average adolescent, atleast when judged by the reasons he gives for curricularchoices, is egocentric, hedonistic and utilitarian. In other
words, the needs and interests of the pupil and the values and
benefits claimed for a school subject must be personally "felt"
or actively realized by the" pupil himself in order to be fully
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effective. These motivational factors cannot, in the long run,
be imposed from without in accordance with adult standards.

The above considerations point to the type of motivational
program most likely to succeed with pupils, namely, a pro-
gram based on subjective motivation. To be sure, the usual
objective means for increasing the holding power of foreign
languages will continue to be employed as in the past; e.g.,
improving instruction, increasing the intrinsic interest of course
content, supplying attractive up-to-date textbooks and teach-
ing kits, providing foreign language educational and vocation-
al guidance (guidance charts and literature both for pupils
and for guidance counselors), self-guidance inventories for
pupils, etc. Time should also be taken to pointout to col-
lege bound pupils the desirability of maintaining an unbroken
sequence of foreign language study in order to bridge the
gap between high school and college. However, the main em-
phasis will be on meeting the subjective needs and interests
of pupils by providing opportunities for self-expression, for
personal gratification and for using the skills and knowledge
acquired in the foreign language classroom.

Motivating Foreign Language Learning through
Student Activities
The following outline of activities is quite exhaustive and

obviously cannot be applied all at once and in every detail.
Choice of items and adaptation to local conditions will, of
course, be made. To assist teachers in guiding their pupils
into these activities, it would be desirable to establish a center
of activities. This could be in special foreign language class-
rooms, the foreign language office, the language laboratory
room, a section of the school library, or a special foreign
language library and activity room. The activity center would
contain (a) supplementary readers in Spanish, (b) a library
of books and periodicals pertaining to the Hispanic countries,
both in English and in Spanish, (c) a reference library of in-
formation regarding vocational and educational opportunities
for Spanish students, and (d) a tape and disc library for lan-
guage practice and for cultural appreciation.

Checklist of Student Activities in Spanish
A. Classroom Activities

1. Leading Spanish recitations (vocabulary review, choral
reading, etc.)
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2. Acting as class leader in correcting boardwork
3. Acting as class secretary (roll call, minutes, etc.)
4. Reading dictation or audio-comprehension passages to

the class
5. Preparing Spanish dialogues or skits for class dra-

matization (under teacher's direction)
6. Creating drill sequences, games or contests for class

use
7. Summarizing a passage or an entire story in Spanish
8. Writing and presenting to the class a supplementary

reading report
9. Telling about experiences abroad or at Hispanic cul-

tural centers in the United States
10. Providing current events materials for the class bulle-

tin board and leading discussion thereon
11. Bringing to class and demonstrating realia (costumes,

implements, books and periodicals, travel folders,
stamps, coins, picture p 1)stcards, passports, record-
ings, maps, menus, travel literature, travel diaries,
etc., etc.)

12. Keeping a class scrapbook (specimens of class com-
positions as contributions to the Spanish publication)

13. Making posters and charts for classroom display (verb,
idiom, vocabulary or proverb charts; illustrations of
scenes from stories read in class, with Spanish cap-
tions; drawing of a room with furniture, a house, a
vehicle, a machine or a household appliance with parts
labeled in Spanish, etc.)

14. Planning and presenting a cultural program in class
(national celebration;;, religious holidays, historical
events, biography of a Spanish-speaking celebrity,
Spanish songs, narration of an opera with recorded
excerpts, folk dances, Spanish and Latin-American
styles and fashions, etc.)

L Department Activities

1. Producing Spanish publications
2. Leading Spanish clubs and honor societies
3. Maintaining the department bulletin boards
4. Running the department audio-visual loan service
5. Keeping records in connection with the supplementary

reading program
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6. Serving on the foreign language office squad7. Tutoring pupils who need help
8. Providing interpreter and guide services for parents,new arrivals from Hispanic countries, and non-English-

speaking visitors
9. Maintaining the foreign language office informationcenter (college entrance requirements in foreign lan-guages, scholarship opportunities, Spanish summerschools, study abroad, student exchange, Spanish con-tests, sample tests, vocational opportunities in foreignlanguages, etc.)

10. Handling subscriptions to Spanishstudent puLacations,sale of Spanish paperback dictionaries, etc.11. Engaging in and maintaining the "pen pal" or tapeexchange program with other schools abroad and inthe United States
12. Promoting Spanish activity exchanges with otherschools
13. Presenting a Spanish assembly program, exhibit, fairor demonstration
14. Assisting in the operation and supervision of the lan-guage laboratory

C. Outside Activities
(Spanish or Latin-American, sponsored by the foreignlanguage department)
1. Going on trips (museums, theaters and movies, con-certs and operas, Spanish or Latin-American restau-rants, Spanish broadcasts, editorial offices of Spanish

newspapers, Spanish or Latin-American ships in NewYork harbor, Hispanic cultural centers, embassies,travel agencies, libraries, etc.)
2. Attending and participating in Hispanic cultural, socialand festival programs (local colleges,Spanish teachers'

organizations, civic organizations, etc.)3. Participating in city-wide Spanish language programs(demonstration lessons, song festivals, choral recita-tions, dramatic presentations, folk dancing recitals,etc.)
4. Contributing articles and serving on the editorial staffof citywide and national Spanish students' publica-tions
5. "Adopting" a school, orphanage or town in a Hispanic
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country and sending clothes, books and educational
supplies

6. Tutoring in Spanish language community projects
7. Engaging in social welfare work in Spanish language

community areas
8. Interviewing Spanish-speaking celebrities and report-

ing the interview in the school newspaper
9. Entering city-wide or national Spanish contests

10. Maintaining liaison with alumni who are specializing
in Spanish, and inviting them to guidance assemblies

11. Acting as hosts to students from other divisions of
the school system in an interdivisional articulation
program

AIMS FOR LEVEL IV

Linguistic
1. To develop increased competence in understanding

Spanish when spoken by a native on a general subject
2. To develop increased competence in understanding

Spanish when spoken by natives on radio, television,
records, tape, films, and in the theater

3. To develop increased competence in the ability to
carry on a conversation in Spanish, using the correct
sound system (pronunciation, intonation, phrasing,
etc.), vocabulary, and structureson topics based on
reading selections, cultural items, or individual inter-
ests; e.g., sports, music, theater, travel, etc.

4. To develop increased competence in the ability to
present an oral report in Spanish, on a literary or cul-
tural topic, current event or personal experience

5. To develop increased competence in the ability to
read in Spanish, with direct comprehension and er
joyment, selected short stories, plays, novels, and
newspaper and magazine articles of moderate difficulty

6. To develop increased competence in writing Spanish;
e.g., free composition, summaries, letters, notes on
lectures, etc.

7. To develop an awareness of the nature of language
and of the interrelationships between Spanish and
English

8. To promote the use of effective English through the
ability to understand English words related to Spanish
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and words and expressions in Spanish which have been
incorporated into the English language.

Cultural
1. To develop increased understanding of the Hispanic

countries and their people, their way of life, their
contemporary problems, and their contributions to the
civilization of the United States and of the world.

2. To develop increased knowledge of the relations be-
tween the United States and the Hispanic countries
as a contribution to the pupil's understanding of for-
eign affairs.

3. To help develop informed and intelligent citizens
through a study of the ideals and accomplishmfmts of
the United Stat6.4 and those of the Hispanic countries.

Literary
1. To develop increased competence in the ability to

comprehend the situations, emeons, ideas and impli-
cations expressed in selected literary works in Spanish,
and to relate such works to their historical and cul-
tural setting.

2. To introduce the study of the history of Spanish and
Latin-American literature, preferably through a cul-
tural reader or an anthology.

Vocational and Avocational
1. To promote an interest in and the ability to pursue

vocational or avocational activities which depend upon
a knowledge of Spanish.

2. To give pupils a feeling of personal growth and achieve-
ment, and to broaden their horizons.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES, LEVEL IV

1. The fourth level of Spanish is elective. For many stu-
dents it comes at a time when they are faced with Regents,
college entrance and scholarship examinations. It comes at
a time of rapid growth in personal, intellectual and social
experiences, all competing for the students' attention. The
study of Spanish is only one of these multifold experiences
and it should be pleasurably integrated with them.

2. Class sessions are conducted by the teacher almost
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entirely in Spartsh, and the students are expected at all
times to express themselves in Spanish. Announcements,
assignments, instructions, and directions on tests should be,
as much as possible, in Spanish.

3. Level IV should be characterized by a harmonious'
integration of the four skills. The student should improve his
speaking skill by participating in class discussion of reading
selections and by presenting oral reports in the field of area
information. He also should express himself more accurately
in writing as a result of the readings and class discussions.

4. There should b great emphasis on reading at this
level. Selections from poetry, novels, short stories, biographies,
drama, and essays will be chosen for their literary and cul-
tural content. Foreign newspapers, and magazines are to be
used as supplementary materials. The student should be
taught to read for enjoyment and for the sake of obtaining in-
formation.

5. The auditory and speaking skills are to be further
developed as students discuss, in Spanish, classroom and
other situations, the content of textbooks, newpapers, period-
icals, recordings, tapes, etc.

6. The writing skill will be developed and refined through
written compositions based on a variety of listening, speaking,
and reading experiences.

7. As a literary exercise, translation may now have a
limited place in the students' activities.

8. The teaching of culture continues to emphasize the
acquisition of specific subject matter, not as isolated facts
but as the basis for developing understanding and apprecia-
tion of the Hispanic people, their language, their land and
their civilization.

9. The language laboratory and classroom electronic
aids continue to be used to advantage for pronunciation
practice, structure and vocabulary drill, auditory comprehen-
sion practice and testing, oral production practice, and cul-
tural enrichment. The language laboratory and classroom
discs and tapes are invaluable in providing pupils with listen-
ing comprehension experiences involving a variety of native
voices speaking at normal tempo.

10. Visual materials should be authentic representations of
Hispanic culture. The films, filmstrips, and other visual ma-
terials should depict the life, customs, and institutions of the
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Hispanic country. To be avoided are the stereotyped and the
bizarre, often presented to the tourist a 'd in travel literature.

11. Native speakers of Spanish and pupils with travel
experience should be encouraged to serve as class leaders,
and their talents used for the benefit of their classmates.

DEVELOPING THE LANGUAGE SKILLS, LEVEL IV

Auditory Comprehension
The goal in the further development of the auditory com-

prehension, skill is to increase progressively the ability to
understand Spanish when spoken at normal tempo on topics
within and beyond Level

Having completed Level HI, it is hoped that the student
is now able to understand a recorded conversation between
Spanish-speaking pupils of his own age, as well as the follow-
ing auditory materials: a recorded anecdote or playlet, the
plot essentials of a short narrative, the salient points of a
news broadcast or interview, the commentary of a film travel-
ogue. The content of these conversations, narratives, broad-
casts, etc. includes current events, holidays and observances,
contemporary life, theatre, film, opera, etc.

In Level IV all of these activities are reinforced and then
continued, but the material seacted is of greater difficulty,
represents a wider range of interest and, wherever possible,
is directly associated with the reading selection or cultural
topic studied.

The development of auditory comprehension is a continu-
ous process that begins with the teacher's announcements,
instructions, etc., and proceeds in almost every phase of
classroom activity (oral reading from a textbook, oral read-
ing of pupil's compositions, oral recital of personal experiences
and anecdotes, oral reading or retelling of interesting episodes
from news items, etc.). All of these are followed by questions
and discussion in Spanish.

Although listening comprehension and speaking are inter-
dependent and developed simultaneously through stimulus and
response, there are situations which require long periods of
listening withor # immediate oral or written response; e.g.,
listening to a lecture, an oral report, a radio or television
broadcast; attending the theatre and cinema. This auditory
skill, particularly at the advanced level, can be developed at
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a greater rate than the lingual skill. Recordings on discs and
tapes are indispensable at this point. The student's progress
develops in proportion to the quality and quantity of his au-
ditory experiences.

The following types of spoken material are appropriate for
auditory practice at this level:
1. dialogues 9. important literary or politi-
2. biographies cal speeches
3. skits 10. poetry readings
4. anecdotes 11. opera selections and song
5. short stories recitals
6. scenes from plays 12. recorded lectures on cul-
7. interviews tural topics
8. excerpts from novels

Intensive advance preparation will be necessary for types
5, 6, 3, and 12, above. Exposure to these types of spoken
materials may prove discouraging to students unless the ma-
terials are properly graded, or studied in advance. Bearing
this in mind, the teacher may encourage students to listen
to Spanish broadcasts on radio and television, to see Spanish
films, and to attend Spanish lectures and theatrical perfor-
mances.

In Level IV the study of literature assumes a maie im-
portant role. The variety of material read in and out of the
classroom can be used for practice in auditory comprehension.
The questions and answers, discussions, oral summaries, re-
ports, biographies, and dramatizations can all be based on
the reading selections. In addition, the vocabWary and struc-
tures studied intensively during the reading lessons are rein-
forced when presented in auditory comprehension exercises.
Auditory comprehension exercises based on previously studied
reading material are more easily understood by the student
and arouse greater interest. Furthermore, valuable time is
saved since the vocabulary and structural difficulties have
already been explained.

Note-taking is an advanced but practical auditory com-
prehension skill. Teachers may encourage students to take
notes in Spanish as they listen to oral reports or recordings
based on literary or cultural topics.

For an outline of a suggested auditory comprehension
lesson, teachers are referred to the section on Auditory Com-
prehension in Level III, pp. 90-92.
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Oral Production
In the further development of the spedlcing skill, emphasis

at Level IV is placed on the improvement of pronunciation
as well as on the progressive increase in the student's ability
to express himself on a variety of subjects.

Pronunciation
The perfecting of pronunciation, intonation, and rhythm

continues to be a major goal. The students are provided with
spoken models for imitation, and remedial exercises for ad-
ditional practice. In the classroom, recordings may be used
for choral and individual practice. The language laboratory
provides many more opportunities for remedial work on an
individual basis. A good pronunciation drill requires imitation,
correction and repetition. This applies to individual sounds,
words, breath groups, and sentences.

Pronunciation and intonation can be further improved by
the recitation of memorized selections. There are, in all lan-
guages, poems of literary value which emphasize particular
sounds for purposes of musical or rhythmic effect; e.g., Bee-
quer's Rimas:

Saeta que voladora
cruza, arrojada al azar,
sin adivinarse d6nde
ternblando se clavara.

Many poetry classics have been recorded by well-known
native actors. Students should be given the opportunity to
listen to such a recording of a poem before committing it to
memory. When dialogues are assigned for memorization, em-
phasis should be not only on correct repetition of patterns,
but also on perfection of pronunciation and intonation. When
scenes of plays are assigned for dramatization, students should
listen to the recording first, and then model their roles after
it.

Speaking Activities

The student's ability to express himself in Spanish is
further developed by the constant use of the language in
classroom procedures, conversation and discussion, and in
oral activities related to reading, writing, and a variety of
other stimuli.
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I. Oral activities related to classroom procedures
Opening of each class session by the class president
Discussing an important news items of the day
Reporting on the previous session
Correcting board work and oral work

II. Oral activities related to conversations, discussions andgal les
Memorization and dramatization of conversations based
on textbook material
Adaptation of memorized conversations by substituting
synonyms or other patterns, or by changing the tense
Directing conversations by suggesting ideas to be
included in dialogues based on telephone conversa-tions, chance meetings, ordering a meal, making reser-vations, etc.

Discussing topics of interest; e.g., movies, radio, TV,
plays, concerts, hobbies, social affairs, school pro-
gram, community affairs, national and international
events
Interviewing students or having students interview
one another
Organizing a question and answer game based on
questions prepared by students on a given topic (fam-
ily, sports, school program, etc.)

III. Oral activities related to reading and cultural topics
Formulation of questions and answers based on read-
ing selections
Paraphrasing
Explication de texte
Summaries
Biographies of authors studied
Reports on literary periods studied
Books.reports on supplementary reading
Reports on cultural topics

IV. Oral activities related to writing
Oral discussion of a specific topic in preparation for
written composition based on that topic
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Oral discussion of topics to be written up as articles
for class or departmental publications

V. Oral activities related to other stimuli
Questions and discussion after listening to records,
tapes, or radio broadcasts
Discussion of works of art
Description of pictures
Verbal reactions to musical selections
Discussion of films, filmstrips or slides

Reading
In Level IV, reading is the most important activity of the

course, and, at the same time, it provides the basis for most
of the audio-lingual and writing activity.

A two-pronged emphasis, one on literature, and one on
other aspects of civilization is recommended. However, ex-
perience shows that many pupils in Level IV still require
additional practice in silent reading for comprehension. For
such pupils, linguistic values should be stressed.

Several literary works, each representing an important
period of literary history, may be selected. Among them
should be at least one work of contemporary literature. Some
poetry should also be studied at this level. The number of
works chosen will depend on the length of the individual selec-
tions and on the ability of the class.

The reading of literature should be intensive, extensive,
and supplementary. Teachers will assist students in obtain-
ing an overview of the salient works of literature through read-
ing assignments and class discussion. Reference to a history
of Spanish literature may be made. The manner of conducting
a reading lesson will not vary too much from that described
in Level III, pp. 98-109.

The study of literature includes some emphasis on style,
setting, and character development, as well as biographical
data concerning the author and his place in the literary scene.
The work is placed in its historical context by the study of
its social and cultural background. This analysis coincides
fairly closely with what is traditionally known as explication
de texte. However, standard works on the techniques of ex-
plication de texte characterize it as an exercise for students
with a considerable degree ofmastery of the Spanish language,
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both oral and written. It is not meant to become a laborious
deciphering of the text, but rather an analysis that seeks to
make clear the meaning of the passage, the author's inten-
tions, and literary devices. Finally, the student's evaluation
of the passage is meant to demonstrate his appreciation of
literature and his competency in Spanish.

The advanced nature of literary analysis makes it advis-
able, in introducing this exercise at this level, to limit it to
one or two explications de texte which will be presented by
the teacher as a model of the genre, and as a stimulus to
students for reading a text closely. If the ability of the class
warrants it, the teacher may have students prepare modified
or simplified explications de texte.

As to the amount of reading to be done in Level IV, a
desirable quantitative goal, subject to variations dictated by
the ability and the preparation of the students, would be:

Intensive: 120 pages
Extensive: 400 pages
Supplementary: two books in Spanish selected from the

works of outstanding modern or classical
authors, and in addition, selections in
newspapers and magazines
Note: Additional credit should be given
for additional reading.

In order to control supplementary reading and to save
teacher time, the form on page 144 for reports on supple-
mentary reading is suggested. Chairmen and teachers may
reproduce this outline for distribution to students. The teacher
will determine whether the report is to be written in Spanish,
or in English, depending on the ability of the student.

Writing
The section on Level III included a detailed description of

activities for developing the writing skill. These activities, in a
correspondingly advanced form, may be used at Level IV
as the need arises. In addition, the following types of writing
exercises appropriate for Level IV are suggested:

I. Free composition
A. Development of a theme based on a model (see Sug-

gested Procedure for the Teaching of Composition at
the end of this section)
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING REPORT Number

Date Assigned Date Due

Pupil's Name Language Class

Title of Book Author

Publisher Place Year
Type of Book (Check one):

Novel Drama Poetry Essays

History Politics Travel Sports

Adventure Culture

Other Type (indicate)

Language of Book (Check one): English French

1. Brief Summary

2. Memorable Features (scene, character, custom,Idea, quo-
tation, etc.):

3. Twenty new words or expressions (with English meanings)
chosen from this book:

4. Personal Impressions
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B. A term paper
In a detailed report based on extensive reading selec-
tions the student may be asked to write a summary of
the given text, an evaluation of the selection,a descrip-
tion of the literary period it represents, anda biograph-
ical sketch of the author.

C. An original story or poem
The story or poem may be suggested by a picture,
an event, or the student's imagination. Creative com-
position of this type is recommended only for gifted
and highly-motivated students.

II. Dramatic sketches
A. Scenes based on reading selections
B. Dialogues on a given topic
C . Original dialogues

III. Summaries

IV. Paraphrasing

V. Restatement from memory
This exercise calls for writing a paragraph or more based
on a given selection with the goal of reproducing as much
of the original as possible. The writing may be based on:
A. Oral presentations

Selections read by the teacher
Talks by native speakers
Student reports

The students are allowed to hear each selection twice.
They are then asked to write as much as they can recall.

B. Written material
Newspaper articles
Literary selections

After having read and discussed a given selection, the
students are asked to write as much of it as they can
recall without referring to the original.

VI. Letters
Letter writing in Level IV may include the following:
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A. Practical correspondence
A request for a position in the foreign country
A request for admission to a university or institute

in the foreign country
A request for information; e.g., travel, accommoda-

tions, special events, etc.

B . Social Letters
A friendly letter
A congratulatory letter
An invitation
An acknowledgment
A letter of condolence

VII. Translation
Written translations have a place in Level IV as4 long as
the teacher realizes that the ultimate aim of the Spanish
course is not to teach students to translate into and
from Spanish, but to communicate directly in that medi-
um. In other words, translation is a specialized type of
exercise whose value is subsidiary and hence it should
be engaged in to a limited extent.

With this in mind, the students may for the first time be
given the experience of writing translations of selected
passages from English into Spanish, and to a lesser ex-
tent, from Spanish into English.

Practice in the writing of translations is valuable in teach-
ing lexical, structural and stylistic contrasts between two
languages. The concentration on meaning and on nuances
of vocabulary and style should lead to growth in literary
appreciation, critical judgment, and writing ability in
both languages.

After one or two exercises in group translation (of the
same passage by the entire class), the teacher may plan
individual translation projects (of passages chosen by the
students themselves). The best of these translations may
then be contributed to the department's Spanish publica-
tion.
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SUGGESTED PROCEDURE
FOR THE TEACHING OF COMPOSITION

Full implementation of the procedure outlined below would
entail unit planning of a series of lessons. If the class has
already engaged in activities corresponding to Part I below
Analysis and Appreciation of a Model Prose Selection, the
teacher may omit Part I and begin with Part

Aim: To develop the students' ability in written expression
by
1. deepening their understanding of the structural

organization of a prose selection
2. improving their ability to organize ideas on a

given topic in a logical sequence
3. increasing their mastery of grammatical construc-

tions and idioms
4. enriching their active vocabulary

Part I: Analysis and Appreciation of a Model Prose Selection
A. Reading of the selection for complete comprehension
B . Study of the structural development of the model

selection by
1. eliciting the over-all topic of the selection
2. showing the relationship of each paragraph to

the main topic
3. indicating the logical continuity of ideas from one

paragraph to another
4. showing the necessity of a conclusion

C . Study of the language of the selection by listing
1. colorful verbs
2. descriptive words
3. idiomatic expressions
4. transitional words
5. selected grammatical constructions

D. Application
1. assignment of a written outline of the selection

studied using the criteria developed in B above
2. evaluation and correction of outlines in class

Part II: Writing a Composition on a Related Topic
A. Choice of a subject and an appropriate title
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B. Preparation of an outline arranged in logical sequence
C . Organization of linguistic material by

1. choosing words needed to express the ideas in
the outline (nouns, adjectives, adverbs, etc.)

2. choosing idiomatic expressions which will render
the composition more colorful

3. providing practice with grammatical constructions
for more effective writing

D. First writing stage
As a homework assignment each student writes a
composition according to the outline developed.

E . First evaluation stage
1. One composition is reproduced on blackboard.
2. The teacher and students correct the composition.
3. Students are given the opportunity to ask ques-

tions in connection with their own compositions.
F . Second writing stage

Each student rewrites his own composition in the light
of the corrections and evaluation made by teacher
and students.

G. Second evaluation and correction stage
The teacher corrects and returns each composition.

H. Final writing stage
Students note the teacher'scorrections and suggestions
for improvement and write the final version either at
home or in class in a special composition folder or
notebook in which each corrected compositionprecedes
the rewritten composition in its final form, thus per-
mitting students to note and avoid their mistakes
when writing subsequent compositions.

CONTENT AND SCOPE, LEVEL IV

Grammatical Structures
A review of items taught in Levels I, II, and HI is essen-

tial. For a truly systematic reinforcement and topical review,
it is recommended that the class use a good review grammar
selected from the New York City Board of Education List of
Approved Textbooks. However, not more than 25 per cent of
classroom time, judiciously apportioned throughout the year,
should be devoted to the grammar textbook.
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I. ARTICLES
A. Use with noun as in nosotros los americanos
B. Use and omission with nouns in apposition (Madrid,

capital de Espana; mi hermano, el abogado)
C . Omission after tener, haber, sin, con (No tengo pluma.)
D. vosotros, os, vuestro

H. NOUNS AND PRONOUNS
A. Collective nouns and their agreement with the verb

(La gente viene. La mayor& de los alumnos estudian.
La mayor& de la escuela esta presente.)

B. Lo in possessives (lo mio; lo de Maria)
C . Relative: el cual; lo cual; cuanto = todo lo que (la

casa alrededor de la cual . . .; la madre de mi amigo,
la cual me habl6 . . .)

III. ADJECTIVES
Position of adjectives which specify a quality or condition
logically associated with the noun (la blanca nieve)

IV. ADVERBS
Lo with compared adverbs (Hizo el trabajo lo mejor que
pudo.)

V. PREPOSITIONS
A. Por and de with the passive voice
B. Use of de for occupation or profession (Sirve de guia.)
C . Prepositions which take subject pronouns: entre, menos,

excepto, incluso, segan, como (entre tá y yo)
D. Use of de after nouns and adjectives before infinitives

(la orden de salir; facil de pacer)

VI. VERB STRUCTURES
A. Present perfect and pluperfect subjunctive
B. VoPntros forms of verbs and tenses studied
C . Extension of radical-changing, orthographical-changing

and irregular verbs, and their compounds; including
enviar, continuar, averiguar, vencer, construir

D. Subjunctive with indefinite expressions; dondequiera,
cualquiera, quienquiera, cuandoquiera, etc.; por + ad-
jective or adverb + que (por rico que sea)

E. Subjunctive with ojald, present and imperfect
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F. Subjunctive or infinitve after verbs of persuasion,
order, request, etc., plus use of indirect object (Me
rog6 venir. Me rog6 que viniera.)

G. Use of subjunciue plus indirect object with verbs of
communication used for suasion: decir, escribir, tele-
fonear, indicar (Me escribieron que viniera in con-
trast to Me escribieron que vendr(an.)

H. Use of infinitive plus direct object with hacer and e-
jar (La dejo hablar.)

I. Infinitive after verbs of perception (La oigo cantar.
!leo venir a Maria.)

J. The reflexive for unplanned occurrences (Se me olvid6
el libro. Se le ocurri6 visitarme.)

K. Future perfect and conditional perfect of probability.

Vocabulary and Idiomatic Expressions, Level IV

Because of the great emphasis on reading at the fourth
level, the scope, variety and range of reading material are too
vast to be covered by a prescribed word and idiom list. The
textbooks, reading, and auditory material used in each school
will determine the specific vocabulary to be learned.

It is recommended that students be encouraged to keep
their own lists of vocabulary and idioms as they read. When a
difficult literary work is being studied, the teacher may pro-
vide each student with a mimeographed list of vocabulary
and idioms to help him in the comprehension and enjoyment
of the reading. Distinction should be made between those
words which are to be mastered actively and those for recog-
nitional purposes only.

The outline of topics for determining the vocabulary range
for Level III is a valuable base for that of Level IV. (See
pp. 120-122). However, within these topics, a greater variety
of vocabulary will be acquired because of the more mature
level of interest and experience of the students.

The following are some recommended devices for vocabu-
lary building:

I. Use of a dictionary with definitions in Spanish

II. Frequent exercises in paraphrasing
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III. Study of synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, cognates, deriv-
atives, and word families in connection with reading ma-
terial

IV. Frequent use of recently learned words and idioms in oral
and written summaries

V. Use of incidental opportunities, as certain words claim
attention, to develop the understanding of word formation
A. Cognate endings, such as: libertad, curiosidad, naci6n,

geografla, familia, distancia, independencia, furioso,
solitario

B . Suffixes which modify meanings qualitatively or quan-
titatively
Diminutives (expressing smallness, endearment or
pity), such as: hijito, pajarillo; pobrecito, panecillo;
Pep ita
Augmentatives, such as: sill6n, orej6n
Depreciatives, such as: casucha, librote

C . Suffixes which change the meaning, such as:
cucharacucharada
ranchoranchero
zapaterozapaterra
honradohonradez
casarcasamiento
carifiocariaoso

grandegrandeza
dulcedulzura
entrarentrada
tardartardanza
hablarhablador

D. Use of prefixes to form new words (especially those
prefixes which do not closely resemble their English
equivalents), such as:
tierraenterrar; papelempapelar; hacerdeshacer

E . Compound words (formed by the combination of words
which are also used separately), such as:
el pasatiempo, los quehaceres, la enhorabuena, el
hazmerreir, el limpiabotas, el parabrisas, el tocadis-
cos; anteayer; etc.

Culture Topics, Level IV
As in Level III, cultural topics should be considered asthey become pertinent through current affairs, observance ofholidays and anniversaries, allusions in textbooks, in thedaily press, in magazines, and on radio and television pro-grams.
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A more substantial treatment should be given to a limited
number of topics (see the detailed list which follows), in order
to provide a deeper understanding of some historical periods,
and literary, artistic, scientific, and social movements. Certain
topics will be developed more fully than others, depending on
the ability of the students, the texts available, and the cli-

mate of instruction. The treatment of the topics may include

the following:

Readings in a survey text or a cultural reader which is
adopted as one of the basic textbooks for the course
Reading of selections of literary works from the basic
text, anthologies, or mimeographed material
Supplementary reading (directed or independent) in Span-
ish and in English
Use of audio-visual materials; e.g., films, filmstrips, slides,
discs and tapes
Attendance at lectures and theatrical and musical per-
formances
Visits to places of cultural interest; e.g., museums, the
United Nations, cultural institutes, and foreignrestaurants

I. Espana
A. Las contribuciones de los griegos, los fenicios, los

romanos, los moron
B. Grandes figural en la historia: El Cid, Fernando e

Isabel, Col6n, Carlos V, Felipe II
C. El Siglo de Oro (1560-1681): Cervantes, Lope de Vega,

Calder6n, Tirso de Molina; la literatura mistica de San-
ta Teresa; la poesia lirica de Fray Luis de Leon; el
arte herreriano (el Escorial), lo barroco en el arte;
Velazquez, Murillo, el Greco

D. Siglos XVIIIXIX: el period() de reconstrucci6n pol-
itica: Fernando VII, las guerras carlistas, la pbrdida
de Cuba; el movimiento romantico: el Duque de Rivas,
Espronceda, Zorrilla; B6cquer; los novelistas; Gald6s,
Valera, Alarc6n, Palacio Vald4s, Blasco Ibanez; el ante:
Goya

E. La Espana contemporanea: Alfonso YIII, Franco; la
generaciem de '98: Baroja, Unamuno; el teatro: Bena-
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vente, los hermanos Quintero, Martinez Sierra, Garcia
Lorca, Casona; la poesta: Antonio Machado, Juan
Ram 6n Jimencz; la masica: Alboniz, Fa lla, Granados,
Cases; el arte: Sorolla, Zuloaga, Dal(, Picasso; la
ciencia: Ram On y Cajal

II. El Nuevo Mundohistoria y personajes
A. La civilizaciOn india: los aztecas, los mayas, los incas,

los araucanos; Moctezuma, Atahualpa, Caupolicitn;
Fray Juniper° Serra

B . Conquistadores: Cortes, Pizarro, Valdivia
C. Independencia y desarrollo national: Hidalgo, Juarez,

San Martin, O'Higgins, Miranda, Bolivar, Sucre
D. El nuevo mundo contemporfineo: Peron, Castro, Betan-

courtVutioz Marin, Lopez Mateos
E. Personajes y movimientos literarios y artisticog: Er-

cilia, Bello, Sarmiento; Hern6ndez, Giiiraldes (litera-
tura gauchesca); Palma, Isaacs, Marti, Dario (el moder-
ni8mo), Nervo, Rod6, Azuela, Gallegos, Florencio S6n-
chez, Jose Eustasio Rivera, Gabriela Mistral; Diego
Rivera, Covarrubias, Quir6s, Salas

F. M6sica: Carlos Ch&vez, Claudio Arrau
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Level V
INTEGRATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

Level V, the final year of the six year sequence, aims to
integrate and extend the linguistic accomplishments of the
previous years. This is the level where the acquired knowledge
and skills are consolidated and brought to fruition as the
students begin to feel more and more at home in Spanish.

The students' appreciation and enjoyment of Hispanic lit-
erature and civilization are deepened, their knowledge in
these areas is increased and their ability to communicate
in Spanish is extended. The students' capacity for employing
techniques of literary analysis is increasingly developed, and
opportunities are provided for individual research, oral re-
ports and advanced conversation. In Level V the transition
is made from guided and controlled activities to a more in-
dependent exercise of linguistic skills.

The suggestions for motivation offered in the Introduction
to Level IV apply with even greater force to Level V. In ad-
dition to the development of such motivation, teachers, chair-
men and guidance personnel should emphasize to students
the particular importance of continuing their study of Spanish
through Level V, namely, that a longer sequence of Spanish
makes possible the achievement of a higher level of compe-
tence than has hitherto been attainable in high school.

For those students in their senior year who are planning
to continue Spanish in college, the advantages of continuing
in Level V are threefold: the gap that would otherwise occur
between high school and college study of the language will be
eliminated, adjustment to college instruction in Spanish will be
facilitated, and advanced standing will be granted.

For those students who are not planning to continue Span-
ish beyond high school, Level V will be a valuable linguistic
and cultural experience leading to personal growth and further
preparation in connection with vocational and avocational
pursuits.
Note: It is not expected that teachers will attempt to adopt
all the suggestions offered for Level V, but rather that they
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will make selective use of the activities described, depending
on the individual interests, abilities and previous achievement
of the class.

AIMS FOR LEVEL V

Linguistic
'1. To increase the competence previously acquired by

students in auditory comprehension, speaking, read-
ing and writing

2. To encourage and develop self-expression and creativ-
ity in oral and written production

3. To continue to improve pronunciation and to cultivate
near-native ability in articulation and intonation

Literary
1. To increase the ability to comprehend and to appreci-

ate selected literary works in Spanish
2. To arouse an interest in independent reading in Span-

ish for knowledge and enjoyment
3. To promote the reading in greater depth of literature

of a more mature nature and of more varied genres
4. To extend the students' overall knowledge of Spanish

and Latin- Americas literature, emphasizing the cur-
rent literary scene

Cultural
1. To deepen the students' understanding of the Hispanic

people through the acquisition of further knowledge
of their civilization and a greater appreciation of their
contributions to world civilization

2. To familiarize the students with significant aspects of
twentieth century life in the Hispanic countries: his-
tory, government, arts and sciences, commerce, lei-
sure time pursuits, etc.

3. To develop insights into the national, social and per-
sonal values of the Hispanic people

4. To develop an understanding of both traditional and
modern aspects of life in the Hispanic countries

.....,.
Vo al and Avocational

1. To cont o impart an interest in, and to promote
the ability to p vocational and avocational ac-
tivities related to the Sp language.
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2. To develop further the ability to use Spanish for en-
joyment, research, or as an aid in the student's chosen
vocation

GUIDING PRINCIPLES, LEVEL V
I. Level V is an integral part of the New York City

Foreign Language Program for Secondary Schools. It is not
identical with the Advanced Placement Program, which is a
separate project.

2. On this level it is expected that the students will have
acquired sufficient competence in the auditory and speaking
skills to permit constant use of Spanish in all recitations.

3. The audio-lingual skills will be further strengthened
to a point where students can engage in conversation in
Spanish on topics of general interest.

4. The further development of the auditory skill will be
accomplished through continued use of disc and tape record-
ings, listening to broadcasts and viewing of sound films.

5. Oral work will be of a more advanced nature. Recom-
mended activities include talks by students, in Spanish, on
topics related to their study of culture and literature, to cur-
rent events' and fields of general interest to high school
students.

6. The principal goal of reading is now set beyond the
comprehension of factual content. Reading activities will be
enriched by the methods of literary appreciation, culminating
in oral and written discussion in Spanish. Works will be read
for their thought content and literary values. Appropriate
attention will be given to national and international cultural
values, to environmental influences and to the interplay of
characters and ideas in their cultural and historical setting.

7. A subordinate aim for the study of literature is to
present a broad overview of Spanish and Latin-American lit-
erature in historical perspective. This will include some of the
more important literary movements, schools and styles, and
the relationship of the author to a particular movement or
school.

8. To preserve and strengthen the sense of Spanish as a
living language, the study of literary masterpieces will be
supplemented by the reading of newspapers and magazines.
These will provide a vehicle for Spanish conversational prac-
tice on everyday, current topics.
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9. Writing skills will be further developed through written
composition and letter writing based on reading, listening and
speaking experiences. Practice will be given in the develop-
ment of the skills of note-taking based on spoken Spanish in
live and recorded presentations (lectures, narrations, radio
programs, etc.). Note-taking can then lead to outlining in
Spanish and to subsequent oral and written composition in
Spanish. Special attention will be given to the encouragement
of creative and imaginative writing.

10. The teaching of devices for vocabulary building and
the development of word power will be continued. Included in
the teaching of vocabulary will be semantic range, synonymy,
and stylistic nuances.

11. The teaching of Hispanicculture continues to emphasize
the development of an understanding and appreciation of the
Hispanic people, their language, countries and civilization.
Continued attention will be given to cultural allusions as a
point of departure for cultural study. Historical, sociological,
educational and economic aspects of Hispanic civilization and
their relation to similar or contrasting aspects of civilization
in the United States can now be accorded fuller treatment.

12. Use of the language laboratory and of classroom elec-
tronic equipment to promote the skills of auditory comprehen-
sion and oral production should be continued. Testing of these
two major skills can now become an important laboratory
activity. Independent use of the laboratory in its library func-
tion will enable students to reinforce previously acquired knowl-
edge, to overcome deficiencies and to develop competence in
Spanish along lines of individual interest.

DEVELOPING THE LANGUAGE SKILLS, LEVEL V

Auditory Comprehension
The aim is the further development of the auditory com-

prehension skill to the point where the student is able to
understand Spanish when spoken at normal speed on a topic
within the students' experience. As in previous levels, there
will be continued listening to Spanish broadcasts, tapes, discs,
sound films and plays. Also included will be listening to oral
discussions, reports and lectures given by students, teachers
and foreign visitors, and dealing with experiences of a per-
sonal, social, literary or cultural nature.
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In developing auditory comprehension, students in Level
V will acquire additional experience in understanding Spanish
commensurate with their study of Spanish literature, culture,
structure and vocabulary. The materials chosen will be more
varied and of greater difficulty, maturity and complexity with
respect to content and form. Moreover, the speed of delivery
will be consistent with native norms and will vary according
to the situational context and the nature of the material. Audio
materials should be related to the reading, writing, cultural
and oral work of Level V.
Grading of Materials

In grading materials for their auditory suitability, consider-
ation should be given to content, form, and methods of deliv-
ery, as follows:

1. Content
a. Subject matter and depth of treatment
b. Lexical and stylistic considerations (choice of vocab-

ulary, colloquialisms used in natural speech, com-
plexity of sentence structure, etc.)

2. Form
a. The number of voices and length of selection
b. Nature of selection (emplest to most difficult):

paragraphs, anecdotes, lectures, interviews, dia-
logues, skits, scenes from plays, poetry readings

3. Methods and manner of delivery
a. Live or recorded speech (in person or on tape,

discs, radio, television, sound-track)
b. Tempo or speed
c. Individual (student, teacher, lecturer, guest speak-

er) or groups
Oral Production

In Level V Were is continued emphasis on the nprove-
ment of Spanish pronunciation and on practice leading to fa-
cility of expre.ision on a wider range of subjects. Individual
sounds and intonation patterns will receive continued empha-
sis. Areas of interference between Spanish and English will
be eliminated by appropriate listening and pronunciation drills
and by practice in the linking of sounds. A close approxima-
tion of native speech patterns in normal conversation should
be the goal of this level. The following suggestions are offered
for individual laboratory work or for remedial purposes, as
needed by students:
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I. Problems of Pronunciation
The following items of pronunciation should be reviewed
and extend( d in Level V in order to increase audial acuity
and to improve oral production:
A. Linking or liaison (linking of sounds between words

within phrases or breath groups)
B. Emphasizing variant sounds of consonants, such as

variants of b, d and s
C . The substitution of m for n before p or b or v
D. Acceptable local variants such as "seseo"and"ceceo";

"yefsmo" and "Ilefsmo"
E. Intonation patterns are explained in declarative sen-

tences, interrogative sentences (two kinds) and in a
series

II. Suggested Activities to Implement the Above
A. Exercises to practice linking

1. Teaching linking in songs, poetry, prose, and in
imitation of the teacher (open-book exercises)

2. Imitation of the teacher (books closed)
3. Exercises from a tape

a. Repetition
b. Four phase stimulus-response exercises (writ-

ten script)
1) statement of problem
2) student response
3) model response

student repetition
B. Other exercises

1. Repetition
2. Contrastive drills including minimal pairs
3. Paired drills read from a script in the "anticipa-

tion mode," i.e. students hear the correct form
after having tried pronouncing it themselves.

III. Activities Leading to Facility of Oral Expression
A. Speaking activities related to classroom routine

1. Discussion of school matters
2. Announcement of community events of cultural

interest to Spanish classes
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3. Other activities listed in Level IV
B. Speaking activities related to reading

1. Linguistic
a. Asking questions of a general nature, using

new vocabulary and idioms
b. Giving definitions of new vocabulary in Span-

ish
c. Following other suggestions listed in the sec-

tion on Vocabulary and Idiomatic Expressions
2. Comprehension of content

a. Round-robin summaries
b. Retelling a story from the point of view of

individual characters
c. Improvised dramatization without text

1) Teacher plays one role to facilitate the
playing of other roles by students

2) Dramatization is directed by teacher or
student

3. Interpretation of text
See suggestions for the appreciation of literature
listed in the section on Reading, pp. 165-175.

C . Speaking activities related to the study of Hispanic
culture
1. Recreating in words some great episodes in history
2. Conducting imaginary interviews with great per-

sonalities of Hispanic culture
3. Discussing cultural topics specifically assigned for

Level V
D. Speaking activities based on centers of interest

1. See suggestions in the section on Vocabulary and
Idioms

2. Preparing, or securing from a textbook, a s'aies
of dialogues based on a center of interest; e.g., the
restaurant
a. The series of dialogues should be of increasing

difficulty and offer a variety of experiences
related to the unit

b. Removal of vocabulary and structure difkulties
c. Comprehension testing and follow-up activities

1) Completions
2) Multiple-choice items
3) Questions and answers
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4) Dialogue adaptation
5) Preparation of an original dialogue based

on previous dialogues
3. Sample topics for the above

a. Manejando un auto
b. Citas y entrevistas
c. Haciendo proyectos para la universidad
d. Ganando dinero durante el verano
e. Un viaje er avi6n
f. Una reuni6n social

E. Free oral composition
1. Pupils choose either a personal topic (Miambicion,

M porvenir) or a topic of general interest (Un
descubrimento reciente en medicines, Mi candidato
politico favorito). They are to speak on the topic
for about two minutes with the help of a few guide
words or exp:-essions.

2. Individual speakers prepare a brief Spanish vocab-
ulary of their talk for distribution to the class.

3. After the talk has been delivered, each pupil should
be prepared to ask the speaker some questions in
Spanish. The speaker can also prepare a few ques-
tions. The teacher may make challenging comments
to stimulate conversation.

4. Corrections are made only after completion of each
speech. The teacher may go over common errors
with the entire class or may give the speaker his
individual copy of corrected errors.

F . Games
1. Based on culture

a. jQuiln soy yo?
A pupil relates facts about a famous person
or place and stops at intervals to see if his
classmates can guess the identity. If not, he
continues with more details.

b. Hi game una pregunta
The class asks questions to discover the iden-
tity of a pupil impersonating a famous person-
ality.

c. Una charla de sesenta segundos
A pupil is asked to say as much as he can in
the space of a minute on a particular famous
name or event in Hispanic civilization.
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d. Cuth es la pregunta'
A pupil or the teacher gives an answer to a
question he has in mind. The class has to think
up suitable questions.

Answer: Fray Luis de Leim
Question: Nuign dijo, "Como deciamos

ayer . . . "?
2. Buscando la rima

A word Is given orally or placed on the board. The
definition of a target word that rhymes with the
original is supplied by the teacher or by a pupil.
The class must guess the rhyming word.

Teacher or pupil: Es el dolor causado por la
muerte de alguien.

Another pupil: el duelo
Other rhyming words can be used: el abuelo, el
vuelo, el chicuelo

3. Reemplazando la palabra
Pupils are to guess the sought-for word or expres-
sion from the context of a sentence given by an-
other pupil. The answer may be guessed after
hearing its synonym, antonym, a word associated
with it or a word of a similar category, e.g., Pupil:
(chanclos) Desea que usemos chanclos. (Zapatillas
is the target word.)

Class: botas, zapatos, zapatillas
4. Complete el cuento

The teacher or a pupil starts a story or item of
interest. The class is asked to continue talking on
the same subject.

5. Dgme la pregunta
A pupil or the teacher gives an answer to a ques-
tion he has in mind. The class has to formulate
suitable questions.

Answer:. No puedo. mils.
Question: ePor que' quieres acostarte tan

temprano?
G. Songs

1. The teaching of songs continues as a vehicle for
improvement of oral production. On this level the
following types of musical selections are recom-
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mended: popular songs, art songs, folk songs, and
arias from operas and operettas.

2. It is worthwhile.to use several class periods to dis-
cuss well-known foreign operas. Librettos can be
obtained and may be treated as intensive or ex-
tensive reading lessons. After the story of the
opera has been discussed, recordings of the arias
can be played. A written continuity between arias
or excerpts can be prepared as composition and
then read orally by students as part of the program.

H. Other oral activities in Spanish
1. Reports by students on radio and television pro-

grams, movies and plays
2. Oral commentary on current events
3. Panel discussion on problems of the day, followed

by a question and answer period
4. Oral activities in Spanish, based on pictures, charts

and illustrations
a. Describing a picture-
b. Telling a story inspired by a picture
c. Preparing and reciting an advertising message,

using a picture as a point of departure
d. Telling a complete story based on a series of

pictures
5. Imaginary telephone. conversations on various sub-

jects: social events, business, shopping, etc.
a. Practice with Spanish comr.i3rcial terms of high

frequency can be given to students through
simulated telephone conversations or confer-
ences in which the purchase or sale of goods
is featured.

b. In connection with the above, Spanish terms
relating to materials and machines, weights and
measures, quantity, size, currency, methods of
payment and shipment, etc. can be incorporated
into the students' vocabulary.

Reading
I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

In Level V, the reading of literature and:. of civilization
materials may be intensive, extensive and supplementary.
It is suggested that each of the above types of reading
materials be experienced in each of the three ways when-
ever possible.
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A. INTENSIVE READING acquires a different meaning
in Level V, namely, reading in depth. Reiding is moreand more limited to passages selected for special inter-est or for the importance of their linguistic, story orthought content. The passages chosen may be selectedfor their linguistic content (key vocabulary, idioms,
structures) and/or literary value.
Attention is paid to literary style, the author's life andplace in literature, theme, development of characterand the author's purpose and outlook on life. Thereading of single passages may be done intensively
with a view to analyzing and appreciating literaryform and style. Due consideration will be given tothe author's choice of words, use of figures of speech,
effects of phrasing, and organization of thought.
Learning units are now longer; pupils may summarize
rapidly; questions are broader and include referencesto character, story and plot as well as to new language
patterns. On a limited scale, occasional translationinto good English style is permissible. Pupils may begiven passages to prepare intensively without exhaus-tive or intensive practice in class.
In addition, reading continues to be used as a basisfor much of the audio-lingual and writing activities.

B. EXTENSIVE READING will receive the chief emphasisin Level V in order to continue to increase the speed
and amount of reading, the major portion of which,necessarily, must be done independently, outside ofclass. Some reading selections may be begun in classand completed at home. Others may be assigned for
independent work athome. All extensive reading shouldbe guided by appropriate thought-provoking exercises,activities or brief summaries. Finally, it must be under-stood that extensive reading is assigned to broadenliterary and cultural experiences andmay be correlated
with topics for oral reports.

C . SUPPLEMENTARY READING will offer the pupils anopportunity to read more widely on their own, and to
enrich their cultural background. Students should beencouraged to develop their own projects, under the



guidance of the teacher, in special fields of interest.
(See the outline for Supplementary Reading Reports,
Level IV, p. 144.)

II. TEACHING FOR COMPREHENSION, APPRECIATION
AND ENJOYMENT
Note: In view of the increased importance given in Level
V to the study of literature in depth, the following guide-
lines are offered to assist the teacher in selecting and di-
recting the type of oral and written work in connection
with reading which will be suitable for the study of litera-
ture on this level.
A. General procedures

1. Each genre (la novela, el drama, la poesia, el en-
sayo) should be taught as a unit, until the class
acquires the basic concepts, and skills needed in
recognizing, appreciating and discussing character-
istics of the genre. (A unit may be a group of six
or more poems, several essays, two or more short
stories, two short plays or one novel. ) Teaching of
the Spanish vocabulary for the various genres,
with definitions in Spanish, is essential to permit
subsequent discussion in Spanish.

2. Whenever the chronology permits, the order of the
works read within the genre unit should be from
the simple to the subtle, from the realistic to the
symbolic, from the objective to the subjective.

3. A brief readiness period should Irecede each unit,
during which the distinguishing characteristics and
the common techniques of the genre are elicited
from the pupils' existing fund of knowledge
quired in reading in Spanish and in English. During
this period, a basic vocabulary of literary terms
(la trama, el terra, la anticipation, las inzagetzes,
el simbolismo, las metaforas, etc.) is presented in
Spanish, with illustrations drawn from the literature
known to the pupils. In the case of poetry, a genre
for which the readiness period is of particular value,
a short poem may be taught to illustrate the use
of the basic poetry terms and poetry techniques,
e.g., unlocking meaning from imagery, etc.
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4. Questioning should be in Spanish and of such a
nature as to stimulate thought and discussion to
the degree warranted by the ability and maturity
of the class.

5. The topics and devices selected for teaching liter-
ary appreciation at the beginning of the year should
be increased in scope and depth at the earliest
feasible moment In accordance with the pupils' pro-
gress in comprehension, insight, self-expression and
use of critical techniques. The works which are
read should likewise be selected for increased
subtlety. However, the Level V norm for compre-
hension and appreciation in depth need not corres-
pond to the degree of depth commonly expected in
the Advanced Placement Program, although some
pupils in Level V may attain it. Suchpupils, if they
are so motivated, may be given additional inde-
pendent reading to qualify them for the Advanced
Placement examination.

6. The reading, note-taking and study skills needed
for reading in depth should be thoroughly taught
and constantly reinforced.

7. The use of the laboratory or classroom tape re-
corders and phonographs can be a valuable ad-
junct in teaching appreciation by permitting pupils
to hear dramatizations and dramatic readings by
great artists. It is recommended that the labora-
tory, or individual tape-recorders, conveniently
placed, be used on a library basis to permit indi-
vidual pupils to improve in reading for comprehen-
sion, accuracy and speed.

8. Written tests of literary appreciation should be
based on representative aspects of the oral discus-
sion, the note-taking and the written assignments,
and should include some questions requiring an-
swers in the form of short paragraphs and, or
others calling for guided, extended essays. Such
tests should be evaluated primarily for content,
insight, judgment and appreciation, and secon-
darily, for power of expression and grammatical
correctness.

B . The Novel and the Short Story
The following is a suggested outline of topics, proce-
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dures and questioning devices: Topics indicated by *
are recommended for superior classes.

1. Introducing a new work
a. The principal theme is related to the interests

and experiences of the pupils, and to similar
themes in other known works.

b. A brief reference is made to the setting of the
story: the historic period and locale.

c. A brief reference is made to the author: per-
tinent biographical data; his place in the liter-
ary period and in the development of thought
and literary forms or style; his characteristic
themes.

d. Linguistic difficulties may be removed on Level
V by eliciting meanings of a few important ex-
pressions; by providing teacher-made glosses,
with the vocabulary for active and recognitional
uses clearly marked; by calling attention to the
editor's annotations and vocabulary aids, and
by using the Spanish dictionary in compiling in-
dividual vocabulary lists.

e. The teacher launches the new work by motiva-
ting and reading orally some of the beginning
passages, checking for comprehension and ap-
preciation of style, etc., and by engaging the
class in intensive and extensive reading ac-
tivities.

f . The first assignment may be short or long-range
in nature. It should be guided by thought-
provoking key questions, topical outlines, etc.

2. Checking the comprehension of content
The following is a list of suggested thought and
discussion-provoking devices for use in oral and
written work based on reading:
a. Summaries: a single sentence, a précis, an ex-

tended summary guided by key words or key
phrases

b. Paraphrases of difficult or complex passages
c. References to the textbook: to prove a point, to

find key phrases and lines that explain a char-
acter or the author's thesis, and to clarify a
discussion
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d. Identification of a character from a quotation
and from the circumstances under which the
lines were uttered

e. Dramatic reading of a short section to show
understanding of the emotional implica4lons
of the passage

f . Elicited descriptions of a person or a scene in
order to evoke certain emotions, e.g., pity,
disgust, admiration, etc.

g. Drawing inferences (e.g., What do you think
made the miser smile?)

*h. Substantiation of a statement made by a liter-
ary critic or by one character about another.
Prove or disprove this statement. What do you
think of this character? Why?

*i . Stimulating debate by stating two opposing
points of view of a character or a conflict

3. Developing appreciation of the major aspects of
the novel and short story
a. Character studies

1) Leading pupils to understand the role of
motivation:
Contrast the traits of two opposite charac-
ters (foils). What are the motives behind
all their actions?
Why do two or more characters finally clash?
How did a certain character change, grow
or develop? What made him change?

2) Leading pupils to make independent judg-
ments of the characters:
Describe a character to an artist. How
would you describe his general appearance?
His facial expression? Why does he have
that expression?

*Does this character have a mixture of de-
sirable and undesirable traits? Is he a true
hero? An out-and-out villain? Justify your
statement.

*What makes him credible? In what way does
he bring about his downfall? In what sense
is he a victim of circumstances? Prove that
his success was not just a happy accident.
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3) Leading pupils to respond emotionally to
characters:
Why can we sympathize with this character
although we don't condone his actions?

ribe the character's growing dilemma.
Whaebbuktion would you feel in his place?

*Under whar-e umstances have you felt
the same emotion a is character?

b. The central problem and of .""er,thpmes which
relate the work to real life and to -Ittuusan
perience
Identify the problem: What obstacle to their
happiness do these individuals face? With what
or whom must they struggle?
Establish a relationship on a personal level: In
what way is this a struggle that many of us
face?

*Expand on thv universality of the theme: How
have others in other times and places, and in
other books faced the same problem? Wh?t
happy or unhappy "solutions" did they find?
Elicit the statement of universal themes, group-
ing the problems of the story under major
headings: Man against himself, against nature,
against society.

* Note the traditional themes found in Hispanic
literature, e.g., the concept of honor, the con-
flict between love and duty. What principles or
values do the characters hold most dear and
try to live by? What are the attitudes of the
characters to their society, their religion, their
government, to one another, to themselves?
Note the special problems arising from the at-
tempts to reconcile all the values at all times.

c. The setting of the novel or short story
How does the region or locale influence the
manner of living (customs ), speaking and think-
ing of the characters?
How does the period in which the story takes
place help determine the problem which the
characters face? Why is a certain character
typical of his time?



Would the problem exist on any level of society
or only among a certain class of people? Why?

d. The thesis of the novel or short story
Quote the line or lines which give the author's
point of view.
Who among the characters seems to express
the author's point of view? What does he say?
What aspect of this point of view do some of the
other characters represent?

*What was the author's purpose in writing the
story? What problems does he raise? What PJ-
lutions does he offer?

e. Structure and style of the novel or short story
What was the climax of the story?
What aspects of the problems presented are
left for the reader's imagination to solve? Why?

*What use does the author make of detail in
describing the setting, characters and prob-
lems? In the climax scene? In the solutions?

*How much use did the author make of narra-
tive, description, or dramatic dialogue as tech-
niques in telling this story? What use did he
make of foreshadowing and "flash-backs"?

* What did the sub-plot and the minor characters
contribute to the story?

*Describe the kind of transitions the author
used (smooth, irregular, loose) to unite the
separate incidents or episodes. What effect
did this technique have on the mood of the
story?

*How did the author's use of light humor, satire,
irony, realism, fantasy, tragedy and poetic
prose create a mood?

*Select a passage from the work and tell what
makes it poetic. (The nuances of the words,
their color and form connotations, the imagery,
the rhythm of the sentences and musical effects
of the words.) Tell what makes it dramatic,
journalistic, etc.



4. Getting an overview of the entire novel or short
story: It is recommended that upon completion of
the work, a few topics and activities be considered
to afford the class an overview of the whole work
and its relation to other works, and to give pupils
an opportunity for creative writing.
a. A summary of major features: character anal-

ysis, setting, theme, author's thesis, structure
and style.
Discuss the elements of the work that appealed
to you.
Discuss the must memorable aspects of the
work.

b. Creative and imaginative activities
*Speak briefly on the fate of the characters, pro-
jecting them into the future.

* Write a short composition based on a personal
experience or a theme similar to one of those
in the story. Try to use some broad elements
of the author's style.

c. *Compare the work being studied with other
works in Spanish or in English as to theme,
style, etc. Indicate the stylistic techniques which
identify the author with a particular literary
movement, e.g., the thret unities, the classical
drama, romanticism, etc.

C . Poetry. Topics indicated by * are recommended for
superior classes.
1. For a general approach to the poetry unit, consult

and select topics, procedures, and questioning de-
vices useful in teaching the appreciation of poetry
from the above sections of this outline: H, A,
General Procedures, and II, B, 1 and 2, The Novel
and the Short Story.

2. After the poem has been read in its entirety by
the teacher at least twice, or has been heard from
a tape or a record, the following questions may
be put to the class:
a. What are the central ideas, emotions and im-

pressions of the poem?
b. Which are the key phrases which convey the

author's main idea?
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*c. Under what circumstances have you had sim-
ilar thoughts and emotions?

*d. How are the ideas and emotions developed
from line to line?

*e. What cultural, mythological, etc., allusions are
noted? What is their value to the poem?

*f . Does the poem have a central image? How
does the image explain the poem or relate to
it?

*g. What is the mood of the poem? How is it
achieved? Select descriptive words of color
and form, visual imagery, similes and meta-
phors, etc. What plastic images (movement,
verbs) are found?

*h. How does the poet convey musical effects?
(rhythm, number of syllables, rhyme scheme,
onomatopeia, repetition of vowel sounds, allit-
eration, recurring refrains )

*i . What type of poem is it? (epic, lyric, elegy,
humorous, descriptive of nature, etc.) Compare
it with another you have read.

3. Suggested culminating activities
a. Individual pupils reread the poem to the class

to show appreciation of its thought and emotion-
al effect.

b. The teacher or a student leads . the class in
choral reading of parts of thu poem while se-
lected students read designated solo parts or
recite them from memory.

*c. Paraphrase the poem in prose form. Tell why
the original version is more appealing.

*d. The teacher encourages gifted students to write
an original poem in Spanish on a similar theme.

D. Drama. Topics indicated by * are recommended for
superior classes.
1. For a general approach to the drama unit, consult

and select devices useful in teaching appreciation
of the drama from the above sections of this out-
line: II, A, General Procedures, and II, B, The
Novel and Short Story.

2. In addition to the usual techniques for teaching
drama (reading aloud, summarizing, paraphrasing,
dramatizing, etc.), the following is suggested:
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a. Checking comprehension of the story content
by references to lines in the text
1) Find and read aloud the key line to an im-

portant point made in a scene, or the key
word in a line.

*2) State the author's purpose in including the
scene, citing a key speech.

b. Drawing inferences from the dialogue
1) Insight. What are the feelings and motives

behind the lines spoken by a certain char-
acter? Cite lines to prove your contentions.

*2) Transitions. What could have happened
between the last scene and before this
one?

*3) Anticipating events. Tell what you think
happons after the character leaves the
stage, or at the end of the scene. Why do
you think so?

c. Character development and analysis
1) Judging by what a character says, what

kind of person is he? Judge by what he does
and by what others say of him. Cite the
quotation and explain, interpret or para-
phrase it.

*2) Judging by his manner of speaking (realis-
tic, scholarly, poetic, etc.), what do we
learn about his character?

d. Visualizing the setting, scenes and characters
1) Show stage photographs of the characters

or scenes, identifying and describing them,
and explaining what is taking place.

*2) Describe a character's appearance, based
on clues in the text and on imagination. If
you were the director, what suggestions
would you offer for the make-up and costume
of a specific character? (period, style, color,
etc.)

*3) Find a key emotional line in a character's
speech and deliver it with the gestures and
facial expressions appropriate to that char-
acter.

e. "Audizing" (recreating the voice and the vocal
expression of a character)
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1) Deliver indicated key or emotional lines in
this scene in the voice and with the vocal
expression which this character might use.

2) Read or deliver from memory a favorite solil-
oquy with the vocal expression and qual-
ities which tl.a character might use.

3) Re-enact a key scene in a group, using an
appropriate variety of vocal expressions.

f . Structure and style
1) Development of structure. What do the first

scenes tell us? In what scenes does the ac-
tion begin to mount? Which is the most cli-
mactic scene?

*2) Why does the author have a character speak
in soliloqujes? In asides?

*3) State the author's purpose in including such
minor characters as the messenger and the
comical servant.

*4) State the author's purpose in including
such stock-characters as the clever servant,
the confidant, the gossiping friends or neigh-
bors.

*5) Describe the language used (poetic, symbol-
ic, rhymed, true-to-life, varied, prosaic, rea-
listic).

g. Type of drama
*1) Compare or contrast this play as to char-

acter analysis, setting, theme, thesis, struc-
ture and style with another you have read
in the foreign language or in English.

*2) As a result of the comparison, to which of
the types of plays does this one belong?
(thesis, the naturalistic, the symbolic, farce,
etc.)

3. Culminating activities
a. The class may listen to a tape of a group of

scenes, recorded in Spanish by professional ac-
tors.

*b. Some members of the class may, pEepare an
abridgment of a dramatic scene or scenes
suitable for recording on tape.

c. A few pupils who are the most proficient in oral
reproduction and in acting may be selected to
record on tape some of the scenes prepared
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for the purpose. These can be played back to
the class for their enjoyment.

E. Essay. Topics indicated by * are recommended for
superior classes.
1. For a general approach to the essay unit, please

consult II, A, p. 165, General Procedures, to select
devices useful in teaching the appreciation of the
essay.

a. Checking comprehension of the thoughtcontent
1) What is the central theme or topic? What is

the author's point of view?
2) What illustrations, comparisons or logical

arguments does he use to convince us?
b. Personalizing the essays

1) Do you agree with the author's conclusion?
Why? Why not?

c. Developing the appreciation of the style and
the mood
1) What kinds of words and phrases aoes the

author use to create the mood? Find color-
ful words, poetic images and symbolism that
help create the style and mood.

*2) What element of the style or mood do you
find most appealing? (humor and whimsy;
satire and irony; clarity and logic, etc.)

*3) What similarities exist between the style
and mood of this essay and others you
have read in Spanish or in English?

d. Culminating activities
1) Relate the essay to aspects ofcontemporary

life. Which of the author's ideas can guide
us today? What are the areas or problems
which they can improve?

*2) Write an original essay on a similar or a
related topic.

*3) Write' an original essay on a related topic,
imitating the author's style.

Writing
The writing activities described in Level IV will be con-

tinued in Level V in a more advanced form. A number of
suggestions for written work based on reading have already
been presented in the section on Reading under Teaching
For CoMprehension, Appreciation andEnjoyment, pp. 165-175.
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The following types of writing appropriate to Lever V arerecommended for more extended treatment:

I. FREE COMPOSITION
A. Suggested techniques for teaching free composition notbased on a model

Note: The simplest and hence the beginning stage ofteaching free composition by setting a single topic arounda center of interest for group discussion has already beentreated extensively in Level IIL For free composition in-
volving development of a theme based on a model, see
Suggested Procedure For The Teaching of Composition,in the Level IV section on Writing, pp. 147-148. It is recom-mended that all these simpler and shorter types of writing
be reviewed before undertaking the more complex and
lengthier forms of free composition practiced in Level V.
1. Inasmuch as the student will be required to make his

own outline in order to keep to a unified theme and to
develop it logically, it is advisable to review at the
outset the technique of outlining, as follows:
a. List main ideas
b. Group related ideas under headings (eliminate

irrelevant ideas)
c. Arrange ideas in logical order

2. It is suggested that the procedure for teaching free
composition not based on a model follow the techniques
used in English composition, i.e., prior oral presenta-
tion and discussion of the topic (in Spanish) in orderto build up:
a. the necessary vocabulary, idioms and structures
b. the units of thought which compose the outline

and which will be developed into paragraphs

B. Types of Free Composition
1. Transposition of characters, of verse form to prose, of

narrative to dialogue and dialogue to narrative
2. Cued narration by giving a first sentence followed by

a series of suggestions from which additional sentencesare to be constructed
Example: Los tres aventueros se hallaban a bordo

del Stella Maris. Acaban de darse cuenta
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de que el Cachaloteestaba inundado. Se
pusieron a discutir como podrian uoluer a
"Azar°.

Cues: a. mtistil f. abertura
b. auxilio g. balde
c. humillante h. nivel
d. Cachalote i. punta del Faro
e. peligro

3. Completing a story begun by the teacher or a student
4. Supplying a different ending to a story
5. Writing a paragraph leading up to a given statement,

passage or dialogue
6. Enlarging a skeleton narrative

Example: A Narrow Escape. Pedestrian, jay-walker,
speeding car, a scream, screeching brakes,
accident averted

7. Writing a story to illustrate a proverb
8. Writing business, social, and pen-pal letters
9. Practicing expository and descriptive writing

10. Writing book reports.
11. Writing the pro or con of a debatable issue

Note on Evaluation: In the evaluation of free composition,
cognizance should be taken of maturity of expression andof the use of forms and style. Increased recognition shouldbe given to greater use of expressions characteristic ofwritten Spanish.

H. NOTE-TAKING

A. Because of the advanced level of the extensive read-ing and the audio-lingual materials, note-taking now
assumes greater importance.

B. Note-taking may be based on lectures (taped or live),
discussions, talks and reports by students, teachersand native Spanish speakers. Students may also takenotes based on still and moving pictures, cultural
trips and outside reading.
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C . The students are instructed
1. to read, listen or observe carefully
2. to select and write as many of the salient points

as possible by means of key words and phrases
(In auditory work, however, as much reproduction
of the original as possible is desirable.)

3. to restudy notes and arrange material sequentially
according to a logical plan, omitting unimportant
details, and then writing the composition

4. to discuss in class sample compositions with re-
gard to omissions, inaccuracies and differences of
opinion, and to offer recommendations for improve-
ments in content and in the mechanics of the
language

5. to revise and to rewrite

III. STRUCTURES
Remedial instruction, followed by written exercises cn
structural forms, should be provided. Such instruction
should arise from individual or class needs as revealed
by common errors made in written work.

IV. CREATIVE WRITING
Creative writing by talented students may include orig-
inal dialogues, playlets or skits, poems, short stories,
book, film and drama reviews, and feature articles. These
may be submitted for publication in school or professional
Spanish newspapers and magazines.

CONTENT AND SCOPE, LEVEL V

Grammatical Structure's
The study of structures in Level V should be governed

by the needs of the class. In addition to re-teaching those
structures of previous levels which have not been mastered,
the teacher should be guided by the topics listed below in
order to round out the students' functional knowledge of
Spanish. It is suggested, however, that the study of grammar
should not exceed an average of 15 percent of classroom
time over the entire year. It is recommended that students
have made available to them a suitable grammar textbook
selected from the New York City Board of ,Education list
of approved books, or a specially approved textbook.
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I. Articles
A. Use, of articles with proper names of persons and

animals, when qualified (la pequena Adelita); the
interpolation of de sometimes when the proper name
is preceded by an adjective (la tonta de Juana)

B. Omission before adjective modifying predicate nounif the expression is stereotyped (Es gran orador.)

II. Nouns and Pronouns
A. Nouns having a common form for both genders (el orla artista, el or la testigo)
B . Epicene nouns (el dngel, la victima)
C . Special use of que to connect nouns or indefinite pro-

nouns with the infinitive (libros que leer, mucho que
decir)

III. Adverbs
Use of adjectives as adverbs (Vivian felices.)

IV. Prepositions
A. Additional uses of por and para

1. Por to .indicate cause or motive for an action; that
which remains to be done; to fetch (For estar en-
fermo, no pudo venir. Tengo una carta por es-
cribir. Envi6 por el medico.)

2. Para to indicate "as for"; "to oneself" (Para int,
eso no es interesante. Lo dtjo para sr)

B. Contrasted uses of por and para (Estare alli por
febrero.Estare allipara febrerc.)

C . Compound prepositions
1. Para con to express attitude toward people (su

conducta para con sus hijos)
2. De a to express rate or denomination (puros de a

veinte centavos)

V. Adjectives
A. Irregular absolute superlatives (optimo, pesimo, mixt-

mo, minimo, nobilisimo, bonisimo, crudelisimo)
B . Distinction between the gerund and the participial

adjective (La marea, creciendo retpidamente, los hun-dirit. La marea creciente pronto los hundirtt.) Also:
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sonriendosonriente, corriendocorriente
VI. Negatives

A. Affirmatives used with negative value (Hasta hoy no
hernos recibido noticia alguna. En mi vida he visto
tal cosa.)

B . Negatives used with affirmative value (Canta mejor
que nadie.)

VII. Verb Structures
A. Subjunctive contrasted with indicative

1. Le querla hablar despues de que saliera. Le hable
despues de que sali6.

2. Juan dice que vengas. Juan dice que t'ienes.
B. Substitutions for the subjunctive (for si clauses) (Sign-

dole posible, iri'a all& De tener yo dinero, viajaria.)
C . Additional uses of the past participle

1. To replace a clause in an absolute construction
(terminada la funci6n)

2. After tener to express a condition (Tengo escrita
la carta.)

3. Verbs with two past participles (imprimirimpri-
mido, impreso; prenderprendido, preso)

D. Extension of radical and orthographic-changing v ~bs,
including regir, bullir, delinquir, °ler and errar

E . Additional contrasted uses of set; and estar
1. El hidalgo es orgulloso. El estd orgulloso

familia.
2. La escena es en Madrid. El teatro estet en Madrid.
3. Ella es viva. --Ella estit viva.

F . Special meanings in the preterite of certain non-action
verbs:
1. conocer Conoci a Juan anoche en la fiesta.
2. poder Esta vez pudo veneer a su adversario.
3. querer No guise hater la tarea. Quise hablar

y no pude.
4. saber Lo supo cuando escuch6 a Juan.
5. tenet. Cuando tuvo el dinero, lo gast6.

Vocabulary and Idiomatic Expressions, Level V
The vocabulary and idioms at this level will be taught

to increase the maturity and variety of the reading, writing
and audio-lingual skills.
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The vocabulary and idioms to be taught will be drawn
from the following four areas:

1. Vocabulary from works selected to be read, with indi-
cations as to which items are to be mastered actively
or learned passively

2. Vocabulary of critical terminology .required for dis-
cussion of the works read, e.g., plot, setting, charac-
ters, etc.

3. Vocabulary and idioms, taught functionally, as re-
quired for continued and advanced audio-lingual com-
petency in specific areas related to everyday living

4. Vocabulary culled from newspapers, magazines, tape
recordings, broadcasts, etc.

It is recommended that students be encouraged to do
individual dictionary work to improve their skills in reading.
Individual vocabulary and idiom lists should be made by
pupils to supplement class lists provided by the teacher.
Vocabulary building will be continued by means of a variety
of devices and activities including word study, appropriate
pattern drills, paraphrasing, definitions, class discussion, oral
and written composition. There should be further development
of the understanding of word formation by means of the study
of prefixes, suffixes, roots, diminutives and augmentatives,
compound words, etc. Some study should be devoted to de-
ceptive cognates.

I. Word Study
A. Nouns that differ in meaning with variations in gender

1. el orden (el orden de los libros)
la orden (la orden del general)

2. el corneta (El cometa alumbr6 el cielo.)
la cometa (La cometa del nigo se perdi6.

3. el suelo (El suelo est6 limpio.)
la suela (las suelas de mis zapatos)

B. Special meanings of words when their Latin root is
retained
1. la llave (la nave de la puerta)

la slave (la clam del misterio)
2. la abertura (la abertura en la pared)

la apertura (la apertura de la universidad)
C . Deceptive cognates

lectura conferencia
sensible razonable

.. loilsrowe a* ar.m1,1.0%.....NorriNismirmaro-.6,.... .4 -,.1, ..... ..0. 0 0.0.*
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conservar
confianza
realizar

D. Nouns derived
serrar
regar
rodar
volai-

preseruar
confidencia
darse cuenta de

from verbs
sierra
riego
rueda
vuelo

E. Words with more than one meaning
manzana Mi casa est6 en esta manzana.
tal6n Me duele el tal6n.
murteca Llevo el reloj de pulsera en la murleca

izquierda.

II. Various ways to drill new vocabulary and idioms
A. Through appropriate pattern drills; e.g., tense sub-

stitution drill
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estar hecha una sopa
Porque llovtza a cantaros, yo estaba' hecho una sopa.

" llueve a
PP

,,
llover6 a
llovi6 a

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

B. Through general questions (Student is directed to an-
swer questions, using an expression from a given list.)

Por que ya no es Juan to amigo?
Porque el me hizo una mala pasada.

C . By restatement, using an idiom from the given list
Los trabajadores se niegan a trabajar.
Los trabajadores se han declarado en huelga.

D. By answering negatively, using an idiom taken from
the list (Desired change is to be cued.)

iQuiere usted un billete sencillo?
No, quiero un billete de ida y vuelta.

E . By inventing a story using the vocabulary and idioms
of the list

Son6 el telgfono. Acudi at aparato y descolgue el
receptor. Era mi amiga que llamaba por telefono
para citarse conmigo. Nos pusimos de acuerdo para
it al tine paw asistir al estreno de la 61tima pelt-
cula de Cantinflas. Hablamos de reunirnos a los
dos en punto delante de la taquilla. Le rogue que
no faltara a la cita y nos dimos las Buenas noches.



F . By having the students improvise a dialogue on the
same theme

III. Categorized Vocabulary and Idioms
A. El telefono

(Haciendo una llamada)
1. consultar la gukt telegnica
2. pedir informes a la central
3. marcar el numero
4. una llamada de larga distancia
5. no oir ni siquiera una palabra
6. comunicarse con la telefonista
7. conseguir el nfimero correcto (incorrecto)
8. al fin y al cabo
9. Por favor, no torte (la conuersaci6n).

(Contestando a una llamada)
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

El telefono suena (sonar).
acudir al aparato
descolgar (colgar) el receptor
entablar una conversaci6n
chismear por telefono
recuerdos a los suyos

B . Una averia
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

alquilar un coche
dar un paseo en autom6uil
arrancar
manejar (guiar)
una calle de una direcci6n (de una sola mano)
dar bocinazos (toelr la bocina)
tener un pinchazo (una pinchadura)
componer una llanta
reemplazarla con la llanta de repuesto
aplicar los frenos (frenar)
chocar contra (chocarse)
el policta de trdnsito
arrimar (el coche) a la acera
imponer la multa

C . Mis amistades
1. Serie simphico (antipdtico)
2. Llevarse bien con alguien.
3. cobrarle carirto (tomarle caririo)
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4. hacerse amigo tntimo de
5. parecerse a
6. convenir en, ponerse de acuerdo con
7. comportarse ?nal (portarse mal)
8. rair (hacer las paces)
9. darle la lata

10. meter la pat
11. habgrselas con alguien
12. pagfirmelas (me las va a pagan)
13. no aguantarlo (no poder Inas)
14. echarle la culpa a
15. sentirlo en el alma

D. La cita
1. hacer una cita
2. citarse para los dos, etc.
3. dar la una, etc.
4. apresurarse
5. retrasarse
6. hacerse tarde
7. faltar a la cita
8. llevarse un chasco
9. dar vuelta a (doblar) la esquina

10. encontrarse por casualidad

Reading

Reading in Level V continues to be primarily of two types:
literary and cultural. The selection of reading materials should
be made with due consideration given to the reading done in
Level IV as well as the ability of the class. Literary materials
represent a wider selection from different periods and include
a greater number of works than had been read in Level IV.
At least two works from contemporary literature should be
included.

An effort should be made to select works in different
forms, such as poetry, history, plays, letters, novels, biogra-
phies, essays and short stories, representing the salient char-
acteristics of a period or a literary genre. Several of these
works may be chosen for intensive study; others, less difficult,
for extensive reading. The total number of works will depend
on the ability of the class, the length of the selections chosen
and the requirements of other areas of the course. Works
may be selected to reveal social situations, customs and
'Nays of life characteristic of a period. Contemporary literature
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may provide insights into the behavior patterns or basicsocial and/or philosophical problems of contemporary life inSpain and in Latin America. As heretofore, the interests and
maturity level of the students should be factors in the selec-tion of reading materials.

The reading of cultural materials includes longer andmore varied selections of greater depth and difficulty thanthose of Level IV. Specially prepared books on the civilizationof the Hispanic countries may be utilized. Wherever practical,these cultural materials may be supplemented by the reading
of Spanish books, or selections from Spanish books on specialsubjects such as art, music, popular science, geography, his-tory or commerce. In addition to cultural materials, the read-ing of Spanish newspapers, magazines and pamphlets is anintegral part of the course. Summaries in Spanish of articlesread and comments on their content may be expected of pupilson this level. The reading may be utilized for individualprojects and may be correlated with oral reports.

The amount of reading recommended for Level V, intensiveor extensive, is as follows:
Three short essays, six poems, two short stories (from ananthology or other source), two plays, two novels.

Whenever practicable, it is suggested that unaltered editionsbe used. These editions should have marginal vocabulary orfootnotes accompanied by end-vocabulary.
The types of reading in Spanish, with suggested numberof pages for each, are as follows:
Intensive: 100 pages
Extensive: 500 pages
Supplementary: 4 books selected from the works of out-standing modern or classical authors; and in addition,
civilization materials contained in books or periodicals,
newspapers, etc.

Writing
All the types of writing in Level IV, including those basedon reading and audio-lingual materials, will be continued inLevel V, and in some cases will be practiced in greater depth.

Expressions characteristic of written, as well as spoken Span-ish, assume greater importance. Free choice of topics andemphasis on quality in composition are recommended. In
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addition, the following types of writing exercises appropriate
for Level V are suggested:

Free composition, employing original expression in Span-
ish, and not based on a model
Summarizing, paraphrasing and note-taking in Spanish of
longer selections than heretofore, based on printed ma-
terials, lectures and tapes
Written drill on Spanish structural forms, depending on
individual or class needs
Creative writing in Spanish, for talented students

Culture Topics, Level V
The works read in Level V will constitute the principal

source for imparting insights, appreciation and understanding
of the Hispanic people. As heretofore, culture topics should
be considered as they become pertinent through current
affairs. Consideration will be given to the relationship be-
tween the works being read and their historical, literary and
social settings. Where appropriate, the literary forms will be
related to other aspects of the culture of a particular period,
including painting, sculpture, architecture, music and science.
It is recommended, however, that no more than ten percent
of total class time be devoted to these studies.

To implement the teaching of culture topics, the following
are suggested activities for treatment in Spanish:

1. Brief lectures by the teacher, with note-taking by the
pupils

2. Oral and written reports by individuals or committees
3. Readings from the basic texts and supplementary

reading materials
4. Readings in the reference survey text or cultural read-

er, which should be in the hands of each pupil
5. Making use of library resources
6. Continued use of audio-visual materials; e.g., taped

lectures on cultural topics, films, filmstrips, slides,
discs, etc.

7. Attendance at lectures, theatrical, cinematic or musical
performances

8. Vists to places of cultural interest; e.g., museums,
the U.N., cultural institutes, foreign restaurants

9. Use of newspapers, magazines, radio and T.V. programs
Twentieth century Spain and Latin America are to be
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Still Pictures

Pictures can be used very effectively for teaching Spanish
as well as hispanic culture. Every foreign language depart-
ment should maintain a file of suitable pictures. For their most
effective use, attention must be paid to the following:

1. PREPARATION. The showing of the picture should be
motivated. Pupils should be told, preferably in Spanish, what
to observe and. what to remember.

2. PRESENTATION. The teacher should point out the
important details, emphasize salientpoints, and elicit reactions.

3. APPLICATION. The information obtained from the
picture should be applied. If the picture is used for linguistic
aims, the new words and phrases should be used in original
sentences, in dictation and in short compositions. If it is a
lesson in culture, a summary of the information gained from
the pictures may be written on the board and copied into
notebooks, and further reading and research may be assigned.
The Opaque Projector

One of the most effective ways of using a picture is to
project it, using the opaque projector in a darkened room.
This machine will project onto a wall or screen, anything
printed, painted or drawn. It can also be used to project flat
objects, such as stamps, coins, and medals, as well as pictures
and photographs.

The Overhoad Projector
This projector is specifically designed to project large

transparencies. The overhead projector can be used in any
classroom, double unit or auditorium, The teacher may write
on the acetate sheet using a grease .pencil (china marking
pencil) or she may use prepared transparencies. The advan-
tages of the overhead projector are:

1. It is simple to operate.
2. The teacher faces the class.
3. The attention of the whole class is directed to one area.
4. Material can be prepared in advance, developed as

the lesson progresses, then erased, or saved for future
use.

5. The room need not be darkened.
6. Many transparencies can be prepared quickly and

inexpensively.
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treated in depth with the entire class. With especially giftedstudents, it is suggested that the study of other centuries orperiods be considered as special projects, stressing the re-
lationship between the historical scene and concurrent literaryand 'artistic movements.
I. La Espana del Sig lo XX

A. Fondo hist6rico (de 1898 hasta el regimen de Franco)
La Guerra Hispanoamericana y la perdida de las de-

s colonias importantes; Alfonso XIII, la Constituci6n
susDendida, la dictadura de Primo de Rivera;
La Segunda Repbblica
La Guerra Civil y la victoria de la Falange

B . La Espana actual
1. Un repaso de las distintas corrientes internasEl tradicionalismo contra la modernizaci6n; elpoder centralizado contra la demncracia, elsepara-tismo, el liberalismo; la economia agrtcola y min-era contra la industrializacion; la concentration dela riqueza contra el mejoramiento del nivel devida para la mayorta; la religi6n del estado contra

mayor tolerancia religiose; el problema de sucesi6n
despues de Franco.

2. Los asuntos exteriores de Esparta
Relaciones cordiales con los Estados Unidos; pagopor las bases militares; emprestitos amplios; laparticipaci6n en los asuntos mundiales; la neutrali-dad en las dos guerras mundiales; miembro de las
Naciones Unidas y posiblemente del Mercado Co-man.

C . Las corrientes literarias
1. El pensamiento del siglo XX: Una vista intros-pectiva de Espana

a. Ensayistas empezando con la generation del
1898: Ganibet, Ortega y Gasset, Unamuno,
Azortn, Maeztu

b. Historiadores: Menendez y Pelayo, Madariaga,
Altamira y Crevea

2. Novelistas a partir de 1898:
Baroja, Unamuno, Valle-Inclttn, Blasco Ibanez,
Sender, Cela, Laforet (tremendismo), y otros3. El teatro
a. La s6tira social: Benavente
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b. Las costumbres y la vida diaria: Hermanos
Quintero, Martinez Sierra

c. Teatro folkl6rico y psicologicoi Lorca
d. Teatro de ilusion: Casona
e. Nuevo teatro experimental; otros dramaturgos

4. La poesia
a. Modernismo: Dario (una gran influencia en

Espaii a)
b. Postmodernismo: A. Machado, Lorca, Alberti,

Salinas, J. Guillen, Ram6n Jimgnez
D. Las corrientes paralelas en otras formas del arte

1. Cubism°, .simbolismo, surrealismo, abstraccion-
ismo en la pintura, la escultura, y en la arquitec-
tura: Picasso, iris, Mir6, Dalt, Gaudi

2. Influencia surrealista y tremendista en las pelicu-
las: Luis Buriuel

3. Temas indigences: M. de Falla (la m6sica); Zuloaga,
Sorolla (la pintura)

II. Latinoamgrica del Siglo XX
A. La historia

1. La revoluci6n mexicana de 1910-1920 y su efecto
sobre Latinoamgrica (Zapata, Madero, Villa)

2. Alianza Popular Revolucionaria Americana (AP-
RA): Haya de la Torre

3. Panamericanismo
a. Conferencias importantes
b. Organization de los Estados Americanos

(0.E. A.)
c. Sistema de carreteras panamericanas

4. Relaciones con los Estados Unidos
a. La Politica de Buena Vecindad
b. Alianza para el Progreso
c. El problema cubanoFidelismo

5. Hacia una mayor democracia, sobre todo en Vene-
zuela, Colombia, Mexico, Chile

B. La literatura
1. Los ensayistas: Rod6, Blanco Fombona, Ugarte,

Vasconcelos
2. La literatura indianista: Jorge Icaza, Ciro Alegria,

Lopez y Fuentes, Alcides Arguedas, Santos Choi:an°
(la poesia)
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3. La novela de la revolution mexicana: Mariano
Azuela, Martin Luis Guzman

4. El hombre contra la naturaleza: Jose Eustasio Ri-
vera, R6mulo Gallegos, Horacio Quiroga5. La literatura gauchesca: Ricardo Giiiraldes, Ben-ito Lynch

6. Postrnodernismo: Jorge Luis Borges, Pablo Neruda,
Gabriela Misiral

7. La novela psicelagica: Eduardo Barrios
8. La literatura afrocubana: Nicolas Guillen
9. El teatro: Florencio Sanchez, Usigli, Gorostiza10. La critica literaria: Pedro .Henrirquez ()relict

,C . Formas artisticas conexas
1. La pintura

a. Pintores de la revolution. mexicana: Rivera,
Orozco, Siqueiros, Tamayo

b. Pintores de temas indigenas y patri6ticos: Jose
Sabogal (el Per6), Cesare° Bernaldo de Quiras
(la Argentina), Tito galas (Venezuela)

2. La mdsica
a. El use de temas indtgenas y espanoles; los

ritmos afrocubanos
Mexico: Ponce, Revueltas, Chavez
Cuba: Roldan, Lecuona

b. Compositores modernos: Ginastera (la Argen-
tina)

c. Formas populares: el yaravi, el corrido
d. Masicos contemportmeos: Claudio Arrau, Yma

Sumac, Sanroma
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Text books
SOME CRITERIA FOR SELECTION

An important function of teachers and supervisors is to
evaluate textbooks and teaching materials with a view to
making a wise selection. The proliferation of Spanish text-
books and teaching materials in the wake of extensive curri-
cular changes has made evaluation a complex and time -con-.
suming process. In view of this, it would be well to set down
some ct.teria to guide those concerned with the selection of
textbooks. *

General Criteria
1. PRACTICALITY. The textbookor integrated program

should not be overloaded with an unwieldy array of auxiliary
aids and equipment.

2. ADAPTABILITY. Teachers should be able, when
necessary, to depart from the sequence of topics in the text-
book, to adapt or to add exercises and, in general, to make
selective use of its contents to conform with local objectives,
pupil ability and curriculum requirements.

3. CONTINUITY AND PROGRESSION. In a textbook
series, there should be continuity of subject matter and pro-
gression in difficulty from one volume to the next.

4. GRADE SUITABILITY. The textbook should be keyed
to the interests and level of the students, e.g., the Level I
textbook which claims to be suitable for both secondary and
college students should be regarded with caution.

Checklist of Positive Criteria
In addition to the general criteria discussed above, a

more complete checklist of criteria should serve as a sum-
mary and as detailed reference for different types of text-
books. Needless to say, no single textbook is expected to
meet each and every one of the criteria. The additional de-
tails given in this checklist will permit more refined distinc-
tions to be made in the event that several textbooks, all of
which meet the basic criteria, are being considered.

The Selective List of Materials (SLOM), published by the Modern Language
Association (N.Y. 1962) under contract with the U.S. Office of Education,
includes a section entitled, "Criteria for the Evaluation of Materials," from
which are drawn some of the suggestions given in this discussion.
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1. Textual matter in Spanish should be ofintrinsic interestto pupils in the grades in which the textbook is to be used.2. The Spanish used in the book should be authentic.3. Dialogue situations should be natural, functional andsuited to the age-level and maturity of the students.4. Textbooks at all levels, including the basic textbook,should incorporate cultural content from the very beginning.5. The first level textbook should allow for a flexible pre-reading phase of instruction that can be adjusted to the gradeand the maturity of the pupils.6. The subject matter to be learned should be so organ-

.

ized that it can be fitted into the schedule of average classperiods and school terms.
7. The textbook should be designed for use by classesof average size in the public schools of the City of New York.8. The textbook should develop the four language skillsin the recommended sequence of listening, speaking, read-ing and writing.

9. Auditory comprehension and oral production shouldbe given major emphasis in the first level textbook.10. Grammatical structures should be presented inductive-ly; i.e. explanations and generalizations of structure shouldcome after pupils have encountered and learned a sufficientnumber of examples tobe able to make their own generaliza-tions under teacher guidance.
11. Structures, vocabulary and idioms in the first-leveltextbook should be of high frequency in the spoken language.12. Pattern drills should be varied and should includesubstitutions and transformations in addition to repetitions.13. Drills should be organized on the minimum incrementprinciple; i.e. with a single emphasis on a new constructionor vocabulary item before two or more items are drilled inone exercise.

14. Dialogues should include statements and rejoindersas well as questions and answers.15. Structures and vocabulary should be re-introducedperiodically and there should be review lessons at regularintervals to insure retention and fluency.16. Translation exercises from English into Spanish shouldnot be overloaded with lexical and syntactical problems. Re-commended instead of straight translation exercises are thoseof the "guided composition" or "situational recall" type, inwhich cues are provided in meaningful sentence sequenceseither in English or in Spanish.
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Negative Criteria
The occurrence of one or two objectionable features in a

textbook need not automatically result in its out-of-hand re-
jection. However, the frequent occurrence of several such
features may be considered sufficient grounds for question-
ing the suitability of the textbook in which they are found.

1. The method of instruction is so rigidly prescribed as
to inhibit teacher initiative and creativity.

2. The space taken by printed directions on how to use
the book exceeds the space allotted to subject matter.

3. The book contains an over-elaborate scheme of ec-
centric typographical devices, confusing color codes
and complex diagrams.

4. Only one or two types of exercises occur with monot-
onous regularity throughout the book.

5. The book contains non-functional exercises; i.e., those
not conducive to the development of communication
skills. Some examples of non - functional exercises are:
a. GRAMMAR CATECHISM. Questions in English

about grammar or grammatical terminology.
b. MULTIPLE STAGE. Requiring two or more opera-

tions, each of which depends on the correctness of
the preceding one.

c. VERBAL CONTORTIONS. Requiring akstract dex-
terity in manipulating forms and structures in a
manner never used in normal speech or writing.

d. ERROR EXPOSURE. Requiring students to correct
the errors in exercise sentences, thus exposing them
to incorrect forms and structures.

e. SCRAMBLED ENGLISH. English sentences, to be
translated into Spanish, are artificially constructed
to elucidate the structure of Spanish sentences, re-
sulting in unnatural English.

f . ISOLATED SENTENCES. This type of non-func-
tional exercise consists of translation or so-called
"composition" passages having no continuity of
meaning but merely designed to exemplify the
grammar topics of the lesson.

g. MULTIPLE INCREMENT. This type of non-func-
tional exercise comprises sentences to be trans-
lated from English into Spanish, each sentence
consisting almost entirely of lexical, structural or
idiomatic difficulties.
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Classification
In the widest sense of the word, all teaching materials

outside of the textbook are considered audio-visual aids.
Years ago, these were rather simple and quite limited in
number. Today, a vast amount of visual materials and elec-
tronic equipment is available. They may be grouped as fol-
lows:

Audio-Visual Resources

I. Visual
A . Flat materials: pictures, flash cards, maps, charts, card-

board figures.
B. Three-dimensional objects: puppets, dolls, models,

coins, dioramas.
C . Projected materials: slides, transparencies, filmstrips,

films, pictures, kinescopes, videotapes.

IL Audial (including electronic equipment)
A. Phonographs and discs
B . Tape recorders and tapes
C. Radios
D. Language Laboratories (fixed or mobile)

HI. Audial and Visual
A. Sound film projectors
B . Television receivers

General Considerations
Visual and audial aids in the classroom are employed

basically to simulate actual experiences involving the use of
foreign languages. Since the entire range of illustrative ma-
terials is encompassed, it would be more accurate to call them
"objective aids to learning."

Pictures are simpler to use than audial materials since
they do not depend on any mechanical device. Like charts,
models and drawings, they are simply displayed, discussed,
or used as a basis for drill and conversation. Although all the
senses are involved in the learning process, the visual impres-
sion is probably more lasting, for most human beings seem
to be visual-minded. Certainly, the eye, as the most impres-
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sionable of all the senses, may be considered of primary im-
portance. However, since a good deal of communication b.3-
tween people is via sound, the lasting impression is not solely
due to the visual nor to. the audial, but to the combination
of both.

Visual Aids
Classroom Decoration

The classroom is to be transformed into a "cultural isle".
This is achieved by the almost exclusive use of Spanish and
by the simulated Spanish and Latin-American environment
supplied by classroom decorations.

Classroom decorations should be bright, cheerful and
attractive. They must also have pedagogic value. In choos-
ing display material, the teacher should ask himself the fol-
lowing questions:

1. Is it esthetically pleasing?
2. Is it in good taste?
3. Is it timely?
4. Is it pedagogically useful?

The kinds of materials that may be put on display in the
classroom fall into various categories. They may be large or
small items; they may. be permanent or temporary; they
may consist of pictorial or lettered material; they may be pur-
chased or homemade. Items contributed by pupils and exam-
ples of pApils' written work and projects are especially valu-
able in that they arouse interest, present high standards of
achievement and promote pupil activity.

The larger displays would include pictures and posters.
Maps of Spain and the Latin-American countries are a sine
qua non. Other materials are native artifacts, flags, lettered
mottoes and proverbs, and charts. Pupils' work that is suit-
able for display would include maps, models, scrapbooks,
stamp and coin collections, costume drawings, menus, itiner-
aries and compositions or poems. Neat labels in Spanish will
identify the display s and expose the class to new vocabulary
and sentences.

Although the displays may be situated at various places
in the room, current material should be concentrated on the
bulletin board, of which there should be one or two in every
Spanish classroom. If carefully planned and managed, the
bulletin board becomes an effective device for motivating,
teaching, and sustaining interest.
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Among the other indispensable aids for certain types of
lessons are the clock dial with movable hands, pronunciation
charts, calendars, conversation pictures, and illustrated vo-
cabulary and structural drill'charts.

The Chalkboard

The simplest, most immediate and most common visual
aid is the chalkboard. Its great advantages are:

1. It is always available.
2. It does not get out of order.
3. It is visible to the entire Oaf's.
4. New material can be presented immediately.
5. Written matter can be erased.
6. Both teacher and pupils can use the board.
In order to use the chalkboard most effectively, the fol-

lowing principles should be observed:
1. Avoid overcrowding.
2. Maintain standards of clear, neat and orderly writing.
3. Use colored chalk to stress particular words or items.
4. Give preference to the front board, reserving the sfcle

board for assignments and the rear board for dictation.
5. Correct all el ors.
6. Erase undated and previous work.
7. Identify all work with a suitable heading.
8. Plan the use of the chalkboard in connection with each

lesson.
9. Check on legibility and visibility (illumination).

Flat Materials

A very useful device is the flash card, a sheet of oaktag
or cardboard, about 18 x 6 inches, on which appears a word,
a sentence, or a simple outline drawing. The lettering should
be large, neat and clear so that it can be seen from the rear
of the room. Capital letters are preferred; script should be
avoided. Flash cards are especially useful for drilling or re-
viewing vocabulary. Any brief completion, transformation or
translation item can be put on cards, for example:

1. Verbs (completion, insertion of pronoun, translation)
2. Adjectives (completion, antonyms, synonyms, plurals)
3. Nouns (plurals, feminines, pairs)
4. Prepositions
5. Adverbs (formation, comparison)
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Still Pictures

Pictures can be used very effectively for teaching Spanish
as well as hispanic culture. Every foreign language depart-
ment should maintain a file of suitable pictures. For their most
effective use, attention must be paid to the following:

1. PREPARATION. The showing of the picture should be
motivated. Pupils should be told, preferably in Spanish, what
to observe and. what to remember.

2. PRESENTATION. The teacher should point out the
important details, emphasize salient points, and elicit reactions.

3. APPLICATION. The information obtained from the
picture should be applied. If the picture is used for linguistic
aims, the new words and phrases should be used in original
sentences, in dictation and in short compositions. If it is a
lesson in culture, a summary of the information gained from
the pictures may be written on the board and copied into
notebooks, and further reading and research may be assigned.
The Opaque Projector

One of the most effective ways of using a picture is to
project it, using the opaque projector in a darkened room.
This machine will project onto a wall or screen, anything
printed, painted or drawn. It can also be used to project flat
objects, such as stamps, coins, and medals, as well as pictures
and photographs.

The Overhead Projector
This projector is specifically designed to project large

transparencies. The overhead projector can be used in any
classroom, double unit or auditorium, The teacher may write
on the acetate sheet using a grease pencil (china marking
pencil) or she may use prepared transparencies. The advan-
tages of the overhead projector are:

1. It is simple to operate.
2. The teacher faces the class.
3. The attention of the whole class is directed to one area.
4. Material can be prepared in advance, developed as

the lesson progresses, then erased, or saved for future
use.

5. The room need not be darkened.
6. Many transparencies can be prepared quickly and

inexpensively.
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Slides

Slides are especially suitable for the teaching of culture.
An effective and interesting procedure is to assign a pupil or
a number of pupils to prepare notes in Spanish for each slide.
After these have been corrected, the pupils read their notes
as an oral commentary to each slide as it is shown.

The Filmstrip
The filmstrip consists of a series of illustrations printed on

35mm film in black and white or color. The filmstrip may be
accompanied by sound. A great variety of excellent filmstrips
are now on the market, ranging from simple travelogues to
complete courses in Spanish. To secure optimum use of the
filmstrip, the following suggestions are made:

1. The teacher should preview the filmstrip.
2. The presentation should be motivated.
3. The showing should be spontaneous and not merely

confined to the given captions.
4. Guiding questions should be prepared in advance.
5. Oral and written activities should follow the showing.

The Sound Motion Picture
The motion picture is one of the most effective of the mass

media of communication for entertainment and education, for
discussion and instruction. Television is but an extension and
special adaptation of the motion picture. Educationally, the
advantages of a sound motion picture are:

1. With its rapid change and movement and its double
impact of sight and sound, it holds the pupil's attention.

2. Motion, sound and color heighten reality. The motion
picture can be instructive and stimulating.

3. The foreign scene and the historic event are vividly
and excitingly portrayed.

To secure optimum effectiveness in using motion pictures
for foreign language instruction, the following points should
be observed:

1. The film must be chosen for its appropriateness to a
given situation. The teacher should be acquainted with
the available films so that he can make the best choice.

2. The best physical conditions should prevail for the
showing.
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3. The projector should be handled by a skilled operator.
4. The teacher should prepare the class by

a. motivating the topic of the film
b. pointing out what is to be looked for
c. preparing questions to be answered by pupils
d. planning follow-up activities and application

Television
Television can be used effectively to supplement the

foreign language program. Commercial television stations
and WNDT Channel 13 often present foreign language pro-
grams appropriate for their linguistic or cultural content.

The Board of Education's television channel, WNYE-TV
Channel 25, will offer programs to supplement foreign lan-
guage instruction. Manuals, including schedules and teacher-
guide materials, will be available in connection with specific
programs.

As with all audio-visual aids, the value of the television
presentation is in proportion to the advance preparation
and follow-up.

Audial Materials and Techniques
Until recently, the hearing phase of language learning was

not always adequately emphasized. The pupil was not always
systematically exposed to the foreign tongue even in the class-
room. Furthermore, hearing a language spoken every day
does not in itself lead to accurate comprehension and correct
speech. In addition to passive listening, which promotes
some unconscious assimilation, the learner must be trained to
listen critically for accurate comprehension.

Listening is a skill which can be developed by requir-
ing the pupil to

1. listen repeatedly to the same recorded or spoken
material

2. read the accompanying text or script silently as
he hears it spoken

3. repeat the identical material that he hears
4. give oral answers based on the general content

of what he has heard
5. give written answers to the same
6. give a brief oral or written summary (cued by

the teacher if necessary) of the general content
of what he has heard
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Some of the basic requirements for a good listening-
comprehension exercise are:

1. The atmosphere of the room should be quiet and
conducive to listening. The listeners should not be
too far removed from the voice source.

2. The spoken material should be suited to the age,
interests, and grade level of the class.

3. The aim of the lesson should be clear to the en-
tire class.

4. The class should be motivated and prepared.
5. After the first, and after the repeated reading or

playing, the pupils should be encouraged to ask
questions about anything they did not understand.

The Phonograph Record
Disc recordings may be used effectively in the follow-ing areas of foreign language teaching:

1. music appreciation
2. appreciation of vocal selections or readings
3. teaching a song to the class
4. drilling structures or vocabulary
5. auditory comprehension exercises or tests
6. dictation exercises or tests
7. the appreciation of literary selections in the for-

eign language
8. the appreciation of cultural background selections

The great advantage of the phonograph record is that itcan be
1. stopped at any point for questions, comments

and discussion
2. "spotted" and repeated any number of times
3. played at any time
4. pre-heard and evaluated
5. obtained for almost any subject and in any lan-

guage

Radio

The radio permits the student to hear the foreign language
spoken by natives in life situations, and to enjoy vicariously
the cultural atmosphere of the foreign country.

The New York City school :system maintains station WNYE,
from which educational programs are broadcast five days a
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week. A Spanish language program is usually included. These
programs can be used to advantage in the schools. In many
instances they are taped and stored for future use. (See p.
206 for instructions on how to obtain such tapes. )

Aside from the WNYE programs, there are often interesting
and important commercial programs which can be used effect-
ively in connection with Spanish language lessons. The ma-
terial should be within the vocabulary range of the pupils.
The difficulty with these commercial programs is that they
cannot be reviewed in adval.ce. They can, however, be taped
and then presented to the class with vocabulary and questions.
The Tape Recording

The tape recording is one of the most useful devices for
practice in hearing the foreign language. In the past, pupils
had to depend entirely on the teacher's pronunciation of Span-
ish. Now, any teacher may readily secure tapes and permit
the class to hear a variety of native speakers of Spanish, in-
cluding those of renowned actors and singers. A perfect model
is thus available to every learner.

Specifically, the values of the pre-recorded tape are:
1. It extends the repetitive force of the teacher's voice

beyond his own physical limitations.
2. A tape can be used all day; it does not tire; and it

does not vary in tone and pronunciation.
3. Voices other than that of the teacher can be brought

into the classroom.
4. The tape provides a permanent reference for the

sounds and recorded speech of the Spanish language.
The technical advantages of the tape recording are:
1. The recording may be permanent or it may be erased

and the tape used again and again.
2. As a rule, a good tape recording has higher fidelity

than a disc recording, and there is no record scratch.
3. Taped sequences can be catalogued and more easily

identified than those on discs.
Listening to the taped recording is not enough. The im-

portant problem for the teacher is how to incorporate tape
techniques into the lesson. With a little ingenuity, the teacher
can add the use of the tape recorder to his customary pro-
cedures. The materials, however, should be kept in definite
and sequential relationship to the regular course of study. The
most practical plan is to relate the taped recording to the
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content of the textbook. This offers little difficulty since most
textbooks are now provided with accompanying tapes.

The steps to be observed in using the tapb recording for
ear and speech training are:

1. immediate repetition of the recorded speech
2. responses to what is heard
3. re-playing for comprehension
4. analysis of difficulties
5. re-playing for perfect comprehension
6. comprehension check
7. application (See pp. 90-91 for a suggested auditory

comprehension lesson. )
Speed is important in listening with understanding. Com-

plete comprehension means grasping meaning at normal
tempo. A large amount of spoken material, carefully graded
in speed, is indicated.

In preparing tapes, the following basic principles should
be considered:

1. The tape should be self-contained as to directions.
The pupil must be told precisely what he is to do.

2. Grammatical or linguistic explanations in English
should be excluded from the tape. Spanish should be
used almost exclusively.

3. Basic tapes should relate closely to the content of the
course.

4. Special tapes may be prepared to give practice or
remedial drill as needed.

5. Playing time should be limited to about 10 minutes.
One of the major uses of the tape recorder is for testing

auditory comprehension. See pages 225-226 for examples of
types of questions suggested for testing auditory comprehen-
sion.

The pupil's voice should be recorded at given intervals.
A playback will furnish evidence of the degree of improvement
in speaking ability. A critique of the recording should be given
by the teacher since the pupil is not always the best judge of
his own speech.

SummaryUsing Audio-Visual Aids
The following is a summary indicating how audio-visual

aids can be used to help promote the linguistic and cultural
aims of the foreign language program. Many of these sugges-
tions are appropriate to all levels.
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A. The overhead projector (for transparent or acetate
copies, including overlays)
1. Projecting a simple scene and adding new elements

to it (The class is asked to talk or write about the
scene.)

2. Projecting a transparency of students' written work
for class comment, discussion and correction

3. Projecting a graphic illustration to be followed by
questions and answers and terminating with oral
composition

4. Projecting a series of pictures to serve as a basis
for oral or written narration

5. Projecting materials for remedial work or reinforce-
ment of previous learnings

B Library uses of the language laboratory (for independ-
ent remedial work o: work done under teacher guid-
ance)
1. Practicing advanced auditory comprehension
2. Listening to lectures on special topics related to

supplementary or extensive reading
3. Listening to tapes based on a particular text being

read
4. Listening to appropriate tapes to help improve

pronunciation
Note: When necessary, accompanying scripts and pic-
tures should be made available for student use.

C . Procedure in using films or filmstrips with accompany-
ing tape or recording ( for improving oral production
and auditory comPrehension)
1. Developing listening and speaking readiness

a. Motivation
b. Removal of difficulties
c. Oral practice with new vocabulary and struc-

tures
2. Advance study of the scrips.

a. Silent reading in class and checking of compre-
hension

b. Play sound track only. Students follow the script
silently as they listen.

3. Presentation of the film
a. Students listen to sound track and watch film.
be After first showing, oral testing of compre-

hension.
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c. Second showing and further discussion, if time
permits

4. Culminating activities
a. Elimination of the sound track; students sum-

marize the story of the film
b. Improvised dramatization of a brief scene from

the film, directed by the teacher
D. Uses of the opaque projector

1. Projecting reproductions of art, typical foreign
scenes, landscapes, stamps, coins, photographs,
maps, news clippings and cartoons as stimuli to
class discussion and or written work

2. Projecting a series of opaque pictures to stimulate
narration and creative dialogue

E. Uses of the slide projector
1. Projecting travelogue or art sequences
2. Projecting slides to illustrate a recorded lecture

F. Uses of duplicating machines (mimeograph, spirit du-
plicator, electronic st3ncil duplicator, thermographic
copier)
I. Reproducing teacher-constructed tests, practice

and drill materials, directed compositions and re-
view sheets, for distribution to the class

2. Reproducing hand-drawn pictures, maps and charts,
for distribution to the class

3. Making stencils from mimeographed or otherwise
duplicated originals on the electronic duplicator

4. Reproducing articles from newspapers and maga-
zines

5. Producing a class or department foreign language
publication

How and Where to Secure Audio-Visual Materials
The Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction (BAVI ) has the

important function of securing and appraisingnew audio-visual
materials and then preparing approved lists of 16mm sound
films, filmstrips, slides, transparencies, flat pictures, recordings
and pre-recorded tapes.

Approved lists for requisitioning audio-visual materials
are issued twice a year and sent to every school. Care is taken
that the materials accepted for these lists should be in con-
sonance with the current course of study.
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For further information concerning the available lists,
consult the school 'Audio-Visual Coordinator, or write to the
Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction (BAVI), 131 Livingston
Street, Brooklyn 1, N.Y.

THE BAVI FILM LOAN COLLECTION
Each year, when funds are available, a number of recently

approved 16mm sound films are purchased by BAVI for the
free Film Loan Collection. These films may be borrowed by
school personnel. Consult the BAVI catalogue, Instructional
Films and Tapes, for procedure in borrowing.

TAPES OF WNYE RADIO PROGRAMS
Duplication of any program or series may be requested

by writing to BAVI and sending a 7" reel of blank tape for
every two titles desired. Instructions for ordering are on page
viii of the BAVI film catalogue.

REQUISITION OF MATERIALS
Since filmstrips, slides, recordings, pictures and transpar-

encies are not available on loan from the Bureau of Audio-
Visual Instruction, these aids must be purchased by the indi-
vidual schools. Information as to item number, vendor, cost,
etc., can be found in the approved lists.
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The Language Laboratory
Since the development of auditory acuity and verbal ex-

pression are among the aims of foreign language teaching, the
language laboratory should be used beginning with the first
level. Auditory acuity involves the ability to (a) distinguish
among sounds; (b) recognize whether a specific phoneme be-
longs to the sound system of English or of Spanish; (c) dis-
tinguish among similar sounds in Spanish; (d) recognizemean-
ings of familiar words and groups of words which are spoken
fluently in Spanish; (e) infer from context the sense of unfa-
miliar words and groups of words. These elements of auditory
acuity are sometimes referred to as "passive." It would per-
haps be better to use the term "receptive" since this would
indicate that the processes involved in comprehension are not
devoid of pupil activity. The mental activity is intense, even
though it is not externally visible.

Auditory acuity and verbal expression are closely related.
Good pronunciation depends upon the ability to distinguish
among sounds. In addition, good pronunciation requires phys-
ical control over speech musculature so that the speech organs,
obedient to the speaker's intention, will articulate the desired
sounds. The teacher-supervised training in comparing sounds
for recognitional purposes will develop into the skill of com-
paring one's speech production with what one hears, and
should lead ultimately to the stage of self-criticism which will
enable the pupil to improve himself without the close teacher
supervision which was essential at the beginning.

When the teacher has presented phonemes, words and
groups of words for recognitional purposes, and has begun
"live" training in speech production, largely through imitation
with a minimal amount of explanation, the language labora-
tory takes over the necessary function ofproviding a sufficient
amount of repetitive experience in listening and speaking.
This will result in "overlearning," which leads to automatized
responses through which language becomes a usable vehicle
for reception or expression of thought.

Laboratory Equipment and Pupils' Activities
The variety of activities which pupils may perform in a

laboratory depends upon the type of equipment installed. In
some laboratories a given number of pupils' stations are
equipped with individual tape recorders in addition to headsets
(earphone-microphone combination). Here the pupil may re-
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cord himself as well as the model; he may rewind his tape
and listen to it, noting to the best of his ability his errors,
and then correcting them. A few laboratories are equipped
entirely with this playback facility. Usually, laboratories have
a limited number of this type of station.

In most laboratories, pupils' stations are equipped only
with combinatiVn headsets which permit the pupil to hear a
tape transmitted from the teacher's console, and to speak in
imitation, but not to record at his station. This is the case
also with the "mobile" laboratories which have been introduced
experimentally into sew. al schools. However, even without
individual tape recorders, a pupil's speech may be recorded at
the teacher's console, as the pupil works in his booth. This
facility should be in use in every laboratory session.

The teacher should beware of letting any laboratory lesson
consist solely of pupils' listening and repetition. Repetition
may become an automatic process and attention may wander.
The pupil has no opportunity to exercise the self-critical faculty
which we are seeking to develop. During each laboratory ses-
sion the teacher should make a point of recording the speech
of at least two or three pupils, and should have a brief lesson
in which the whole class hears and can criticize the quality
of speech heard during the playback.

Organization, Administration and Scheduling

Pupils should be scheduled for the laboratory notless than
once, nor more than twice a week. This permits a greater
number of classes to use the lab than would be the case if a
class were scheduled to the lab as its regular classroom. The
type of laboratory heretofore in use, with permanently fixed,
high separators between booths, is suitable only for lab work.
Conventional teaching is best performed in the classroom.

A new development in the latest lab installations is the
classroom laboratory, or electronic classroom. Here the lab-
oratory equipment is contained in a desk which may be opened
to permit use of the equipment and to provide separation be-
tween the pupils. The desk may be closed flat, so that the
classroom resumes its conventional appearance. When all
language classrooms are so equipped, there will be no need
for moving classes to another room. The teacher will make
his presentation and will follow it by drill on an appropriate
lesson-tape. Accessibility of equipment will simplify classroom
routines by making laboratory practice instantly available.
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Level I
At the first level, laboratory work may be done from ap-proximately the sixth week of the course. This time must be

flexible, depending upon the type of class, the nature of thepresentation and many other factors. The following kinds oftapes are suggested for Level I:
1. Recognition of sameness or difference of sounds

Words are presented on tape in pairs, of which onemay be in Spanish and one in English; or both maybe in Spanish with identical phonemes or with different
phonemes. These tapes require two hearings. At thefirst hearing, the pupil repeats what he hears. Whenthe tape is rewound, the pupil listens and writes foreach pair the words "same" or "different," Englishfirst, then Spanish; or Spanish first, then English.

2. Selection of correct oral response
A sentence is heard on tape, with three endings, ofwhich one is correct. The pupil hears this tape twice;the first time he repeats what he hears; the secondtime he writes the number of the correct ending.

3. Selection of correct answer to question
A question is asked on tape, followed by three re-sponses, of which one is correct. Here too the tapeshould be played twice, once for the pupil to repeatwhat he hears, the second time for him to write the
number of the correct respor se.

4. Picture-description test*
A clear, line-drawing type of picture is flashed on ascreen by means of an overhead projector. Parts ofthe picture are numbered. The tape describes partsof the picture Pupils write the number of the part de-scribed by the tape.

It is to be noted that the four kinds of taped exercisesdescribed up to this point require no reading or writing inSpanish but ,nly auditory comprehension demonstrated bythe writing of numbers or letters or a few English words, e.g.

*Adapted from material prepared for the Language Laboratory ResearchStudy. New York State Department of Education. 1959-1963.
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"same" "different." At the first level, the vocabulary and
structures used on the tapes should be closely related, if not
identical, to what is taken up in class.

Other types of tapes to be used after the midpoint of
Level I are:

1. Direct spoken imitation ok' the taped model of words,
phrases and sentences
In building up the amount of material to be repeated,
the single words and phrases are, after repetition, in-
corporated in sentences, with an upper limit of approxi-
mately ten syllables. Repetitions on tape are spoken
at an increasingly rapid pace, leading to a fair degree
of fluency, but never at the expense of clarity. The
change of pace or tempo presents a new challenge each
time, and holds the learner's interest despite repeti-
tions of identical material. Taped material must be
lively in content and should avoid dull or stilted ex-
pressions.

2. Repetition and manipulation of patterns taken up in
class
Manipulation or variations may include recasting the
sentence by making an indicated basic change; e.g.
restating in the negative, formulating questions from
the material, stating the sentence in a different tense,
etc. In all tapes the correct form in the model speech
is supplied, after the pupil has spoken any sentence
other than a direct imitation, i.e. where any possibility
of error exists.

3. Directed speech
This kind of tape, in which tie pupil obeys a direction
telling him what to say, provides review at controlled
speed of material taken up in class. It represents a
step in developing freely-expressed cony ersation and
has the aim of liberating the pupil progressively from
direct, imitative speech.

Level II
In a large school, the administration is frequently faced

with the need of combining into a unified group, pupils who
come from various teachers, with some variation in prepara-
tion, in speech-patterns and in language habits. The laboratory
provides the means of giving a common linguistic experience
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which welds the group into a new unity. To achieve this r, suit,
some of the lesson tapes of Level,,I may be repeated f

1
r re-

view. Others of the same type may be prepared, using vocabu-
lary and grammatical structures prescribed for Level II in
this curriculum bulletin.

Additional kinds of tapes appearing in Level II for the
first time are the following: ,e,

1. Tapes to accompany the basic reader
These tapes contain fluent readings of the text, or of
parts of the text. The pupil listens and reads silently.
Frequently, the proper phrasing of words helps the
pupil understand the meaning and overcomes the ten-
dency to read word-by-word. If the text is read in a
pleasant voice with good intonation, the reading be-
comes a pleasant esthetic experience. Portions of the
text are reread on the tape, with spaces provided for
the pupil's repetition. Suitable exercises may appear
on the tape as well. The teacher may wish to have the
pupils hear and read the entire text. While this is de-
sirable, time limitations may prevent such treatment,
in which case the teacher will select chapters for the
pupils to read at home.

2. Dictation tapes
It is sometimes held that the language laboratory is
useful only for developing speaking and listening skills.
It is a wise policy, however, to use the laboratory for
whatever good purpose it can serve, in this case for
writing practice in the form of dictation. Since taped
speech deprives the pupil of visual clues to articulation,
the exercise should be strictly controlled as to speed
and clarity of speech. To save time, a sentence is read
on tape, and several words extracted from it are re-
peated. The pupil writes these words. The words se-
lected are, of course, those incorporating the problem
to be practiced.

3. Auditory comprehension passages with pre-test ques-
tions and multiple-choice responses
Passages selected or constructed to include the vocab-
ulary and structure patterns prescribed for Level II
form a good preparation for this type of work, which
is generally used in Level HI.
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Level 131
The concept of the language laboratory in Level III is

based on the premise that the teacher directs the learning
encouraging the student to develop the power of discrimination
among sounds, evaluative judgment and self-critical analysis
of speech. The teacher's direction is designed to lead to self-
directed learning in which the student takes responsibility for
his progress. During the evolvingprocess leading to the matur-
ity which makes such responsibility possible, the teacher
remains responsible for the student's learning, selecting and
directing the learning experiences to which the student is
exposed. Thus it is assumed that the teacher will give the
necessary orientation before each laboratory lesson. The lab-
oratory lesson is, in general, a reinforcement of what has al-
ready been presented by the teacher.

Uses of The Language Laboratory
I. In Spanish, Level III, the language laboratory serves the

following purposes:
A. To improve and develop the student's listening com-

prehension of spoken Spanish materials covering a
wider range of vocabulary and structure than had been
heard in the two preceding levels of study, and at a
more rapid rate of speech.

B. To develop and improve the student's ability to speak
Spanish, with good pronunciation and intonation, and
with a certain degree of ease, using a wider range of
vocabulary and structure than in preceding levels of
study.

IL In order to develop the skill of listening comprehension,
the students will be provided with, the following learning
experiences:
A. Audial experience in a wider range of subject matter

than was used in the preceding two levels of study.
B. Audial experience in a greater quantity than a teacher

can easily provide in a conventional class period.
C. Audial experience in hearing several different native

Spanish voices and speech patterns.
D. Audial experience in hearing spoken Spanish at vary-

ing and increasingly rapid rates of delivery.
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III. In order to develop speaking skill, the students will beprovided with the following learning experiences:
A. Imitation of a model

1. For reinforcement of previously developed habitsof correct pronunciation
2. For reinforcement and improvement of previously

developed habits of good intonation3. For application of the above to a widened range oflinguistic situations involving more complex struc-tures and more varied vocabulary

B. Oral responses other than direct imitation
1. True-false statements where the true statement isto be repeated, the false statement corrected2. Answers to questions which have been so con-structed that the responses are predictable; i.e.they furnish answers to IQuien? or Quo?, but not,as a rule, to ePor que?

3. Statements requiring the substitution of a synonymor an antonym for a designated word, and restatingthe entire sentence
4. Manipulation of sentence structures, such as re-statement of sentences, beginning each sentencewith Ayer or Mauna, and requiring a change oftense

IV. In connection with both listening and speaking skills, it issometimes desirable to correlate written work with thespeaking and listening as objective, concrete and per-manent reinforcement of the pupil's listening and speakingexperiences. Such writing, in Level III, will consist of:
A. Dictation
B. Written responses to oral questions

V. Other uses of the language laboratory in Level III are:
A. To facilitate review of Levels I and II materials
B. To permit students to make up work and to progressat their individual rate of learning by use of multiplechannels
C. To improve reading skills by using lesson tapes basedon reading texts
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Using th Laboratory for Roviow

In developing listening and speaking skills, the language

laboratory lessons in the third level of Spanish will include

subject matter relating to the principal emphases of this level:

reading and writing and a study of the cultural aspects of the

Hispanic countries. Since language learning is a cumulative

process, review of what was learned previously should be in-

cluded, or provided as needed. While later and more difficult

work is, in large measure, based upon earlier and already

learned materials, it may be assumed that not all the pupils

will have completely mastered all the materials studied in the

two previous levels. Review should be provided as required,

and it is in this area that the laboratory can effectively ac-

commodate the needs of individuals. The flexibility provided

by multiple channels permits the teacher to have students

perform exercises in areas where they need more drill while

the rest of the class does another lesson.

Raiding Unisons in the Liinguago Laboratory

While the teacher and the student look to the language

laboratory primarily for its effect on listening comprehension

and speaking skills, the laboratory also serves a useful pur-

pose in connection with the reading lesson. The lesson tape

based on the reading text serves the following purposes:

1. It provides multiple sense appeal, which is superior

to learning by one sense alone. The visual stimulus of

the printed material is reinforced by the auditory stim-

ulus of the same material spoken on the tape.

2. With adequate preparation, and by listening as he

reads, the student is led to develop the habit of read-

ing ahead fluently. He cannot dawdle, nor can he change

the reading experience into a word-by-word deciphering

of the text.
3. The tape assists comprehension of printed material by

providing an intelligently spoken model, with words

spoken according to sense-groups. Such speaking often

provides the clue to meaning, which might otherwise

escape the student.
4. It provides an experience in literary appreciation when

read by a native Spanish speaker with good voice qual-

ity, expressive speech, and awareness of the imagina-

tion-stirring quality of the text.
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The above indicates the effects of the taped reading lessonon visual and auditory comprehension, but the reading tapealso serves to improve the speech pattern of the student. Aportion of the tape is pre-recorded in spaced phrase-groups,with pauses for students to imitate the speech pattern andintonation of the speaker. The variety of speech productionis wider than in the imitation of structure drills alone, and thestudent has the experience of consecutive reading, with theparagraph and not merely the single sentence as the unit oflearning.

Content and Form of the Reading Lesson Tape
The reading lesson tape is directly related to the text readby the class. The lesson tape deals with a selected portionof the text, perhaps a chapter or a part of a chapter, or anentire short story, stopping at a logical point. The story value,or the idea value, should be maintained.
The lesson tape may begin with an introductory statementdesigned to orient the listener-reader to the content of whatwill follow, or it may begin with the presentation of the text,with advance explanation and repetition of new or difficultwords and phrases.
The passage should consist of approximately two minutesof consecutive reading, fluently but not speedily paced.The student is directed to the page and line where thereading will begin, and is told to follow along in the textbookas he listens.
After the first reading, a part of the text is reread inword-groups, spaced according to the sense, each word-groupbeing followed by a pause timed to permit the student to imi-tate what he has heard. The student is instructed to imitatenot only the pronunciation but also the intonatifm of thespeaker. The passage reread for imitation is selected for liveli-ness of content; it may be a vivid description or an interestingconversation. There generally follows an exercise in word studyand usage. Important and useful words are selected from thetext. These words are spoken twice in Spanish and once inEnglish, and then are presented in a brief, usable sentence.The students repeat the word in Spanish only, and then thesentence containing the word. As a variation, students aresometimes directed to write the word in Spanish.Other exercises require sentences to be restated with an-tonyms or synonyms of the words being studied; and true or
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false sentences to be repeated if true, corrected if false. Ques-
tions based on the text are ex structured that the responses
are easily supplied by the student.

The lesson concludes with a brief summary of all or of a
part of the text in the form of a dictation (which may then
be used for brief oral repetition )or of some other writing exer-
cise.

It is standard procedure in preparing tapes that, for any
exercise requiring a response other than direct imitation of a
model, the tape provides the correct answer immediately after
the student has given his response. This reinforces the stu-
dent's response if it was correct, or provides correction if it was
erroneous. An important feature in the learning experience
is the presentation of the correct form immediately after the
student has constructed a response. The student knows im-
mediately whether his answer has been right or wrong, and
errors have less chance to persist.

What follows depends upon the type of equipment at hand.
In laboratory stations containing recorders, the students have
recorded the part of the text which they had imitated. At
this point they rewind the tape and playback the model read-
ing and their imitation, taking mental or written note of the
parts which they recognize as a less than satisfactory imita-
tion of the model. They may rewind and listen several times.

The value of this part of the work is in proportion to the
student's understanding that the comparison of the model
speech and his imitation depends upon his power of discrimi-
nation among sounds, and upon his repeated attempts to imi-
tate correctly, The teacher guides the students in this part
of the work through monitoring and inter-communicating. Of
course, if the student station is not equipped with an individual
tape recorder, the student listens and repeats, but cannot re-
view and compare the model and his imitation of it.

lavals IV and V
In the fourth year (Level IV or V), the language labora-

tory assumes new importance as a teaching aid. It is irreplace-
able as a means of supplying fluently spoken, advanced-level
materials, so that pupils may have practice in hearing Span-
ish, and may hear a precise repetition of spoken materials if
needed for comprehension.

However expert a teacher may be in Spanish, it is im-
possible for him to speak to a class at great length, at a
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rapid tempo, and on a variety of subjects. Even if the teacher's
inventiveness were unfailing and his zeal unflagging, his voice
would fail in a five-period-a-day teaching program; and cer-
tainly he could not provide the precise repetition which the
pupil may need to strengthen the first auditory image. This
repetition of the identical auditory stimulus, possible only
when recorded materials are replayed, is the essential contri-
bution of laboratory work.

It becomes particularly important in the fourth year pro-
gram (Level IV or V) to replay tapes. The materials are more
difficult and are apt to depart from the controlled vocabulary
of the earlier grades, where materials were constructed to
conform to required word lists. With repetition, the student
improves his ability to grasp meaning through the ear.

Many skillful teachers make conversational (i.e. question -

answer) practice a daily class routine. This excellent proce-
dure does not replace the need for practice in hearing con-
tinuous, sustained speech which demands greater concentra-
tion than understanding a single question.

It is important to provide appropriate tapes for each level.
The cumulative tape library makes it possible for an advanced
student to refresh his memory of some materials he learned
and may have forgotten. One cannot assume that a student
knows and remembers everything he has been taught. Fre-
quently, the errors made by third and fourth level students
perpetuate incomplete or inaccurate learnings of the first level.

Even the advanced student needs practice in order to
maintain and improve the fluency of his expression, the quality
of his intonation and the accuracy of his pronunciation. Just
as a player of a musical instrument, however advanced, con-
tinues to practice scales and other fundamental exercises to
maintain and improve his muscular control, so should the stu-
dent of Spanish continue to practice pronunciation and intona-
tion to maintain and improve his linguistic control. To make
this possible, it is recommended that provision be made for
more extended use of the language laboratory by students
under teacher supervision.

Suggested Time Schedule
It is recommended that the fourth and fifth level Spanish

program provide at least one period a week in the laboratory.
In addition, to the extent that equipment is available, fourth
and fifth level students should have access to the laboratory
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as they do to the library, for independent study of taped ma-
terials.

Where recording-playback facilities are used, a full period
is not too long for listening, recording, playback, and correc-
tion. Half-periods may be a preferable time span for listening
and speaking without recording; however, every laboratory
lesson ought to provide some speaking experience for the stu-
dents.

Types of Lessons
1. AUDITORY COMPREHENSION lessons, of greater

length and difficulty than the Regents-type of the third level.
In progressively increasing length, the passages should ulti-
mately provide up to 10 minutes of sustained listening experi-
ence. Multiple-choice exercises may be given on the tape.
Questions should allow for greater freedom of response. If a
model answer is given, the tape should state that other an-
swers are possible. This exercise should be used only when
the student records his speech and can evaluate and correct
himself in the playback, with the teacher monitoring and as-
sisting when necessary.

2. INTONATION DRILLS, spoken more rapidly than at
preceding levels; phrase-groups and sentences should be
somewhat longer and require a greater memory span.

3. TAPES TO ACCOMPANY LITERARY WORKS which
are read in the fourth or fifth level. Reading material becomes
more comprehensible if a student can hear the material read
aloud as he reads the text. The auditory and visual appeals
reinforce each other. The intelligent grouping of words may
clarify the meaning. The student may find it a valuable
esthetic experience to hear a literary work read aloud, pleas-
antly and expressively. The reading should be recorded by a
native speaker of Spanish with a pleasant, lively quality of
voice. The principal activity is consecutive reading. However,
a small section of the text is then read, with pauses for imita-
tion, the students being encouraged to make the reading as
expressive as that of the model.

4. LABORATORY LESSONS IN HISPANIC CULTURE.
The lessons are particularly effective where visual material,
in the form of slides, can be projected on a screen and co-
ordinated with a descriptive accompanying tape. Portions of
the culture course which are suitable for such treatment in-
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elude: schoolroom scenes in Hispanic countries, scenes inhomes showing characteristic family activities, individualsor groups engaged in typical occupations, geographical fea-tures of Spain and Latin America, "travelogue-type" picturesof monuments and other landmarks, reproductions of greatworks of art, pictures recreating historical events. The tapemay describe the slide, give historical background or related
information, or may direct students' attention to certain fea-tures in the picture. No attempt should be made to teach theentire cultural curriculum in the laboratory. Only selectedlessons should be treated in this way.

5. MEMORIZATION OF POETRY. Line-by-line imitationof a poem read by a native speaker of Spanish will prove tobe an easy and enjoyable way to memorize a poem. The stu-dent acquires good pronunciation and intonation most easilyin this way. Preparatory work, such as vocabulary study orclarification of difficult structures, should be given in class.
6. BRIEF TALKS WITHOUT USE OF NOTES. At thislevel the student should be introduced to independent speak-ing. The previously used question-answer procedure is, of

course, a less taxing way of developing speech. However, when
the assistance of the question is removed, the student is onhis own. After careful preparation, the student should talkfreely into the microphone, should replay and re-record histalk and, the following day, could also deliver the same talkin the regular classroom.

Principles Underlying Tape Exercises
1. Auditory comprehension materials should be longer,

more difficult, and spoken more rapidly.
2. Appropriate preparatory steps for removing difficulties

are recommended in order to insure complete comprehension.
3. Questions may be of a nature requiring less controlled

or controllable responses. If a model answer is given, the
statement should be made that other answers are possible.
The student should be encouraged to evaluate his spoken re-
sponses in the playback of his tape.

4. Independent speaking should begin. The teacher mayelicit the essentials of a short talk through question-answertechniques. The student then writes a script of this talk andthe teacher corrects the script. After several repetitions ofthe corrected script, the pupil is encouraged to talk into the
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microphone withc it notes, and then replay his talk and crit-
icize himself. This procedure should be repeated until the
student is fluent and correct in his speech.

5. Dictation .should be used as a terminal exercise in
many types of lesson tapes. Revision should be accomplished
by flashing the correct form of the passage on a screen, pref-
erably through an overhead projector.

Special Use of the Laboratory in Level V
In some schools the number of students electing the fifth

level of Spanish is insufficient to warrant the formation of a
class, In order to permit these students to take the advanced
level, however few they may be, the following plan is sug-
gested:

Level V students may be scheduled with the Level IV class
two days a week for review. Some review is generally indicated
because a student rarely learns 100 per cent of curriculum
content before proceeding to the following level. The remain-
ing three days a week the student may be programmed to
the language laboratory for independent study, such as: (a)
practice in listening to advanced-level tapes; (b) reading and
listening to a taped literary work; (c) writing advanced dicta-
tion; (d) sight reading into the microphone, playing back, and
correcting his own work; (e) listening to tapes describing
items from the cultural program; and (f) practicing auditory-
comprehension exercises.

A schedule of assignments should be prepared by the
teacher for the entire term or year, and the student should
be held responsible for submitting a record of completed as-
signments at specified intervals. These assignments may-in-
clude: (a) a given number of corrected dictation exercises;
(b) written summaries of materials heard and read in the lab-
oratory; (c) answers to advanced-level auditory-comprehen-
SiOP exercises; (d) oral summaries recorded on tape after
reading sections of a literary text; (e) recorded oral summar-
ies of Spanish newspaper or magazine articles; and (f) re-
corded answers to oral-production exercises and tests.

How and Whore to Secure Language Laboratory
Materials

The Language Laboratory Project, which is a unit of the
Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction (BAVI) has prepared
tapes designed in accordance with the New York City foreign
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language program. These tapes may be used to reinforce
learning regardless of what textbook is used with the class.

Tapes are available for elementary, intermediate and ad-
vanced levels. The Spanish tape library includes a large
number of titles. Many of these tapes were prepared by the
Language Laboratory Project staff in connection with a re-search project supported by the New York State Education
Department. The library is being steadily increased. Materialsare produced by foreign language chairmen and teachers
working with BAVI's Language Laboratory Project staff. Only
native speakers of Spanish, many of them selected from, amongthe language teachers in the New York City schools, are used
in recording the scripts.

Types of lesson tapes include: text-connected materials
based on commonly used readers in second and third level
classes; vocabulary and idiom review of first and second level
lists; Regents-type auditory comprehensionpassages; auditory
comprehension lessons expanding and drilling auditory com-prehension passages; structure drills; cultural passages; other
passages prepared on three levels of difficulty! intonation
drills; pronunciation drills; and pronunciation review exercises.A list of tapes available in Spanish is issued by the Bureau
of Audio-Visual Instruction and is sent to all schools teaching
foreign languages. The list is revised periodically.

To secure copies of tapes desired, write to the Language
Laboratory Project, BAVI, 131 Livingston Street, Brooklyn
1, New York. With your request include a 7" reel of good
quality, unused blank tape for each reel ordered. A script
accompanies each tape sent.

Each school also receives a list of approved tapes and
recordings which may be purchased by the individual schoolfrom commercial sources. Information as to item number,
vendor, cost, etc., can be found in the approved lists.
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Testing
One of the indispensable functions of teaching is the peri-

odic testing of pupil achievement. Testing procedures, in
addition to measuring achievement, also exercise a profound
influence on teaching practices and on pupils' attitudes and
study habits. The teacher should, therefore, at all times be
fully aware of the purposes of testing, whether it be an in-
formal evaluation of classroom performance, a short quiz, or
a comprehensive examination. The purposes of testing are
briefly summarized here to focus attention on the values to be
derived from testing programs.

Purposes of Testing
1. Evaluation (measurement of r;chievement at any stage)
2. Instruction (review, organization and retention)
3. Diagnosis (determination of errors and difficulties)
4. Incentive (motivation for increased effort)
5. Orientation (practice for tests and examinations)
6. Placement (grade placement or ability grouping)
7. Experiment (resolution of instructional problems)
Principles of Test Construction. Aside from comprehensive

foreign language achievement tests such as Level III Regents
Examinations or College Entrance Board Reading or Listen-
ing-Comprehension Tests, the teacher's main concern is with
class or department tests. Class tests may be designed to
assess the basic foreign language skills, namely, auditory
comprehension, oral production, reading comprehension, and
writing skills. Class tests may also be designed to measure
component skills or related knowledge, namely, pronunciation,
mastery of vocabulary, structural control, or cultural knowl-
edge. Whatever the skill or knowledge to be tested, the
teacher should observe certain common-sense principles of
test construction which apply to all tests.

Characteristics of A Good Test
A good foreign language test should
1. reflect audio-lingual aims and procedures
2. function as far as possible within the foreign lan-

guage
3. be based on a fair sampling of what has been taught
4. present items in functional context
5. list items in order of increasing difficulty
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6. give proper weighting to items
7. provide clear instructions to the pupil
8. allow enough time for pupils to complete it9. be easy to administer and to mark
As a caution to the teacher, it is useful to state the con-verse cf some of the above characteristics of a good test. Ageneral principle to be observed in this connection is to avoidany type of question which will have a harmful effect onlearning if practiced in the classroom." (Nelson Brooks; see

Bibliography). Among such undesirable types ofquestions are:
(a) Translation (not recommended until Level IV); (b) HybridItems (do not use a garbled mixture of English and Spanish );(c) Isolated Items (avoid words or idioms out of context, orculture questions out of situational context); (d) IncorrectForms (avoid "find-and-correct-the-error" types which makethe pupil concentrate on incorrect forms); (e) Two-StageItems(do not require the pupil to perform two operations, of whichthe second depends on the correctness of the first); (f) Non-Functional Items (do not require the pupil to perform linguis-tic acrobatics, e.g. the "sliding synopsis").
Testing the Four Skills
Auditory Comprehension

Testing audio-lingual achievement before pupils havelearned to read and write requires special techniques, in somerespects quite different from those used in written tests. Ofthe two interrelated skills involved here, auditory, comprehen-sion can be measured objectively by means el
1. True-false statements

Example: Estamos ahora en el Carmel&
2. Multiple-choice items consisting of definitions or in-ferential completions

Example: Una cosa que usamos para cortar el pan.or Cortamos el pan con (a) una cuchara (b) uncuchillo (c) un plato (d) un vaso
3. Oral responses (rejoinders)

Example: TeacherHay macho ruido en la calle.
Pupil--Qukpasa?

4. Action responses
Example: Teacher--Pase TM. a la pizarra. (Pupil goesto the board.)

In auditory-comprehension tests all statements, questionsand choices should be heard only. True-false and multiple-
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choice items may be paper and pencil quizzes requiring an-
swers merely by indication of a number or letter. Oral re-
sponses should be modeled on dialogue, and pattern drills.
(See Patterns for Drill, pp. 21-30.)

Action responses are especially recommended because
they dramatize auditory comprehension. Some suggestedcom-
mands to stimulate action responses in testing auditory com-
prehension are: Levantese. Pase Vd. a la puerta. Hable a la
clase. Cierre Vd. la puerta, por favor. Pantomime or "make
believe" action responses extend the range of testing possi-
bilities; e.g. Dale Vd. la mano a Juan. Borre Vd. la falta.
Toque Vd. el violin. Escriba Vd. a mliquina. etc. etc. These
commands will, of course, all be given in Spanish and will use
only the structures and vocabulary taken up prior to the test.

A component skill of auditory comprehension is auditory
discrimination, usually measured by a phonetic discrimination
test. This is made up of lists of words or phrases having
"minhnal contrasts." An example in Spanish would be a series
like mula-mola-mala-muela. The teacher pronounces each
series twice while the pupils listen. The teacher then pro-
nounces the series a third time and, aftera pause, pronounces
only one word selected from the series. The pupils indicate
by a number or letter which of the four words the teacher
pronounced last.

Oral Production
The measurement of speaking skill (oral production) is a

more difficult task because the very nature of this skill re-
quires that (a) considerable time must be taken to test pupils
individually, and (b) recourse must be had to the teacher's
subjective judgment as to quality of performance. These
troublesome factors of excessive time and lack of objectivity
may be reduced by the following procedure. Determine only
the most important oral-production features in the dialogue
and drills of a unit and test only enough pupils each day to
cover all of the class by the end of the unit. Keep a proficiency
record on a unit chart bearing pupils' names on horizontal
lines and indicating oral-production features at the head of
vertical columns. Use grades A, B, C, D to indicate proficiency
levels, where A equals native or near-native proficiency, B
equals minor errors but good enough to be understood, C
equals major errors but partly comprehensible, and D equals
totally incomprehensible.
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The chart may also be used for grading recorded speechtests. The advantages of this procedure are that the teacher
can do the grading outside of class and, if possible, with theassistance of another teacher, thus reducing subjective factors.However, the inordinate amount of time required for construct-ing the test, recording each pupil's utterances and rating theresults make it inadvisable to use this procedure except aspart of a terminal examination.

The evaluation of component oral skills, e.g. pronunciation,
pattern variation, etc., is somewhat easier than that of speak-ing skill in general, because these component skills are con-stantly being drilled in the classroom during audio-lingual
instruction. Thus, the so-called "echo" test is nothing morethan a measure of the pupil's ability to mimic words, phrases
and sentences spoken by the teacher or by a recorded voice.The teacher may use a rating scale to evaluate the pupil's
power of exact mimicry.

Other question-types for testing oral production and its
component skills follow the models presented in dialogues and
drills. (See Patterns for Drill, pp. 21-30.) A summary of the
chief question-types which can be constructed on this basis
follows:

1. Dialogue Responses. The pupil speaks the phrases and
sentences corresponding to his assigned role in a memorizeddialogue, cued by the teacher or by a dialogue partner.

2. Dialogue Questions. The pupil answers dialogue or
personalized questions asked by the teacher or by another
pupil.

3. Directed Dialogue. The pupil is directed by the teacher
to tell, ask, say, describe or explain something to someone.4. Substitution. The pupil substitutes words or phrasesin a pattern sentence, cued by the teacher.

5. Transformation. The pupil changes forms or tenses in
a pattern; sentence, cued by the teacher.

A more comprehensive type of scale for rating oral abilityin Spanish is the Oral Ability Rating Scale (see p. 229) usedin Level II city-wide foreign language tests. This is not asingle test but rather a rating scale based upon total oral
performance over the entire final term of Level II. The ratingis a teacher's estimate guided by the rating scale. Descriptionsgiven in this curriculum bulletin of what constitutes oral abilityare used as the basis for identification of the components oforal ability to be rated. Performance in the particular types
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of oral skills specified as aims for Levels I and II was also a
major consideration in identifying rating factors.

The following oral skills are to be rated: A. Echo Ability;
B. Recitation; C. Drills; D. Drill Responses; E. Directed Re-
sponses. All of these terms are defined in the specimen rating
scale on page 229. These aspects of oral production are listed
in order of increasing complexity. Thus, Echo Ability, involving
reproduction of mimicry, is a purely imitative skill and hence
is placed at the beginning or easiest part of the scale. At the
most difficult end of the scale we have Directed Responses
involving "cued" and "directed dialogue" responses, both
active skills which require not only quality but also aptness,
that is, promptness, correctness and appropriateness of re-
sponses. Normal or free conversation is not represented on
the rating scale because the attainment of this complex skill
is not an expected outcome of Levels I and II.

Reading Comprehension

Following the pre-reading phase and continuing through
all levels thereafter, the testing of reading comprehension will
become a regular feature of instruction. In Level I, before
writing has been introduced, reading-comprehension ques-
tions can be answered orally, but formal tests will have to be
entirely of the objective type, e.g., true-false items, comple-
tions, and definitions, with multiple choices, of which the
correct one is indicated by a number or letter, without writing.
In addition, component reading skills (vocabulary, structure,
and idiom recognition) can also be tested either by oral
responses or by objective-type quizzes, entirely in Spanish.

The basic type of objective reading-comprehension test
consists of a reading passage followed by a series of state-
ments with a number of completions after each statement.
The pupil is required to choose the one completion which is
correct in the light of what is stated or implied in the read-
ing passage. In constructing such a test, the teacher must
make sure that the passage selected has sufficient content
upon which to base at least five statements, each having
from three to five alternative completions. At least one of
the five statements should refer to the general idea or situa-
tion of the passage rather than to explicit facts therein. In
devising the completions, the teacher must be careful to have
only one possible correct answer among the alternatives.
Care must also be taken to avoid obviously nonsensical com-
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Bureau of Foreign Languages Bureau of Curriculum Research

ORAL ABILITY RATING SCALE
City-Wide Foreign Languagi, Examinations, Level II

PART I: ORAL ABILITY, to be determined by the teacher's estimate of a pupil's total oralperformance for the entire term. 10 credits.

Encircle the language to which this rating refers: FR--ITAL. SPANPupil's Name DateTeacher's Name Language ClassJunior H.S. No. & Boro Senior H S

DEFINITIONS: 1. Quality pertains to pronunciation, Intonation, pitch, stress, phrasing, junc-ture and fluency.
2. Aptness pertains to promptness, correctness and appropriateness of responses and re-joinders in the light of directions given, questions asked, statements made and situations indi-cated.
3. Echo Ability pertains to the quality of the pupil's oral reproduction or mimicry of words,phrases and sentences spoken by the teacher or by a recorded voice.
4. Recitation pertains to the quality of the pupil's oral production in oral reading, recitation

of niemorized dialogues and of memory selections.
5. Drill pertains to quality of oral production in pattern drills (repetition, substitution, ex-pansion, etc.).
6. Drill Response pertains to quality and aptness of responses in transformation drills.
7. Directed .Responses pertains to quality and aptness of "choice," "yes-no," "cued" anddirected dialogue responses.

RATING SCALE: Unintelligible, Inaudible, or no response 0Partially intelligible 4Intelligible but labored
1

Readily intelligible but not perfect 14
Intelligible and with native intonation 2

DIRECTIONS: Check one box after A and enter its numerical value in the last column on theright. Repeat this procedure for B, C, D, E. Enter the total of all five ratings at the bottom of thelut column.

QUALITY 0 1 Ratings
A. Echo Ability

B. Recitation

C. Drills

APTNESS

D. Drill Responses

E. Directed Responses

Total

ORAL ABILITY RATING SCALE
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pletions which can be eliminated by the pupil without basic
comprehension of the passage. Examples of this type of
question may be seen in the New York State Regents Exam-
inations in Spanish III.

Component reading skills can be tested entirely in Span-
ish and with all items in context. In the following suggestions,
each question-type below rdquires the pupil to choose from a
given list of three or four words or idioms the one which is
correct according to context in a given sentence.

or

1. Choose the synonym (or antonym) of an underlined
word in a sentence.
Example: Aqui viene el profesor.

aalumno cmujer
bmaestro dmgdico

2. Choose the word which belongs in the same class as
the underlined word in a sentence.
Example: El gato es un animal dom6stico.

atigre cperro
ble6n delefante

3. Choose the word which is defined in a given sentence.
Example: el edificio en que estudiamos

aescuela czapaterta
bcatedral dteatro

4. Choose the word which fits the situation described in
a sentence.
Example: Tocan la rumba y todos bailan.

aanion cpanaderta
bautom6vil dfiesta

5. Loose the word which completes the meaning of a
set, fence.
Example: Llamamos al cuando estamos enfermos.

asastre cmgdico
bpresidente dpiloto

6. Choose the word that is missing in a structure or idiom
used in a given sentence.
Example: Tenemos estudiar Para aprender.

aque ca
bde dpor
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7. Choose the idiom whose meaning fits a blank space
n a sentence.
Example: Me levante tarde y ahora

atengo exito chago el bafil
btengo prisa dguardo cama

8. Choose the idiom which would be appropriate to the
situation described in a sentence.
Example: Me levante tarde.

aTarde llegar. cLo aprendi de
memoria.

bRice compras. dMe nice entender
Writing

Most of the previously discussed question-types for test-
ing auditory comprehension, oral production and reading
comprehension can be readily adapted to require written
answers. For example, the true-false type can be broadened
to include the writing of true statements for those which the
pupil has marked false. The directions for oral responses can
be changed to require written responses in the case of au-
ditory and reading comprehension questions. Completion types
can require either short written answers or rewriting of the
entire sentence plus the completion. Other tests of writing
ability are "spot" or full dictations, controlled writing, and
directed composition. The latter will be discussed below under
New York State Regents Examinations.

Tests of component writing skills can also be adapted to
require written answers, using the item-types described above.
After hearing the minimal-contrast series in the phonetic
discrimination test (see p. 226), the pupil can be directed to
write the word or phrase which the teacher pronounced last.
The items of the "echo" test can first be repeated orally and
then written by the pupil. The same can be done with sub-
stitutions, transformations, dialogue and directed dialogue
responses. (See Patterns for Drill, pp. 21-30.)

New York State Regents Examinations
Providing pupil orientation to questions in comprehensive

examinations is a recognized purpose of class testing pro-
grams. Although the following Regents questions appear in
the Spanish Level III examinations, they are designed to test
the results of audio-lingual instruction and hence are suitable
for adaptation to other levels.
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AUDITORY COMPREHENSION. This type of question
consists of ten or fifteen Spanish passages dealing with audio-
lingual experiences. Each passage is preceded by a question
in Spanish. The examiner reads the question and the passage
at conversational tempo. The pupils read the question and four
alternative answers on their answer papers and are given one
minute to choose the correct answer and to write its number
in the space provided. The level and range of vocabulary,
structures and idioms is determined by the content and scope
of Levels 1-III. The content of the passages will be similar
to the topics taken up in the dialogues, intensive reading
and culture study for Levels IIII. Sources for the passages
may be Spanish newspapers, periodicals, student publications,
printed texts of broadcasts, and textbooks or review books
containing audio-comprehension exercises. The passage should
deal with a central theme or situation and its 1Pngth should
not exceed fifty words. Avoid the following: anecdotes in which
comprehension depends on a single key word or "punch line,"
complex structures not characteristic of spoken Spanish, and
exotic words or names that are not recognizable audially.
Classify the passages as Easy, Medium, Difficult, and arrange
them in order of increasing difficulty.

DIRECTED COMPOSITION. This type of question con-
sists of a number of directions, given in English or in Span-
ish, in which pupils are directed to tell, ask, say, describe or
explain something )n Spanish to another person. The directions
are designed to elicit a series of Spanish sentences related in
context. Example: Write a letter to your friend, Charles, tell-
ing him about your vacation plans. Include the following:

a. Ask him how he is feeling.
b. Tell him you are going to spend your vacation in

Mexico.
c. Ask him if he has ever visited that country.
d. Briefly describe at least two interesting sights or

places that you expect to see in Mexico.
e. Explain why this trip means so much to you.
In constructing a question of this type, the teacher must

make sure that the topic is within the real or potential ex-
perience range of pupils in a particular level and that the
vocabulary, structures and idioms needed for answering have
been taught for active use. If the directions and outline are
given in English, the pupils should be told that the purpose
of this question is not to translate the exact words given in
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the outline but to use appropriate expressions in Spanish that
will best convey the suggested ideas.

Other types of New York State Regents questions are:
(a) written answers to oral questions, read by the examiner;
and (b) rejoinders to oral statements. Rejoinders may either
be written out, or selected from multiple choices. In general,
the trend of developments in the legents Examinations is
to require more active knowledge; i.e. a greater percentage
of written responses, and fewer multiple choices.

The MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests

These tests are designed to measure the four language
skills at two levels of competence (L and M). Level L is de-
signed for students 'vith one to two full years of study in
secondary school; or one to two semesters of study in col-
lege. Level M is designed for students with from three to
four full years of study in secondary school; or three to four
semesters of study in college.

The measurement of listening-comprehension and of speak-
ing ability involves the use of pre-recorded tapes furnished
with the tests. The listening-comprehension tape comprises
single utterances, brief conversations, oral passages, telephone
conversations and dramatic scenes. Responses are recorded by
the student in the test booklet via multiple choice. The speak-
ing test tape contains instructions and oral stimuli. In addition,
visual stimuli appear in the test booklet. The student is re-
quired to echo what he hears, to read aloud, to answer ques-
tions based on pictures, and to describe both single and serial
pictures. The student's responses are recorded on tape, and
later evaluated by the teacher in accordance with a series of
complex rating scales. Since most teachers cannot cope with
this complexity, recorded tapes may also be sent to the Edu-
cational Testing Service for scoring by experts. A fee is
charged for this service.

The measurement of reading skill involves comprehension
of words, phrases, sentences and passages. Among the types
of questions are completions and multiple choices. Writing
skills are tested by requiring the student to write both direct-
ed and free responses. Question types include fill-ins, struc-
tural recasting, and rewriting of paragraphs and dialogues.

The time required for testing the four skills is divided as
follows: listening-comprehension, 25 minutes; speaking, 10
minutes; reading, 35 minutes; writing, 35 minutes; a total of
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105 minutes. To this must be added the time for rating and
scoring, which is considerable. In view of this time factor, the
MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests would seem to be
suitable for a comprehensive testing program on which de-
partment chairmen and teachers must be prepared to spend
considerable time. Departmental briefing sessions are neces-
sary for studying directions on how to administer the tests,
how to score them and how to interpret the results. Addition-
al time is also needed for setting up audio-active facilities
so that each student to be tested may be able to listen to
taped instructions and stimuli and to record his responses
on tape.

Complete descriptions of these tests may be obtained by
writing to the Educational Testing Service, Cooperative Test
Division, Princeton, New Jersey.

College Entrance Board Examinations
The College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) has two

types of Spanish tests: the Achievement Test, which is ad-
ministered only at College Board test centers several times
each year, and the Supplementary Achievement Test for
listening-comprehension, which is not given at College Board
test centers but is made available to secondary schools for
administration to their students on a specified date.

The same Spanish achievement test is taken by all candi-
dates regardless of whether they have studied Spanish for
two, three or four years. Scores on these tests are reported
on a standard 200 to 800 College Board scale. Interpretation
of these scores, and percentile ranks for students with dif-
ferent amounts of study, are available in CEEB publications.

Although question types may vary from year to year, the
most common types appearing on recent College Board Span-
ish tests are as follows:

SPANISH ACHIEVEMENT TEST. (a) SITUATIONS, in
which a situation is described followed by fouror five remarks,
one of which is to be indicated as most suitable in the light
of that situation; (b) USAGE, which tests correctuse of words,
sentence structure and idioms; (c) VOCABULARY, which
tests knowledge of the precise meaning of words and phrases;
and (d) READING-COMPREHENSION, which is based on
passages of 100-300 words and which tests facts or details
mentioned or implied in the passage, or referring to the total
meaning of the passage. The reading-comprehension 'ques-
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tions may also test vocabulary and idioms in context. All ofthe above questions are of the multiple-choice types.
SPANISH SUPPLEMENTARY ACHIEVEMENT TEST.

(LISTENING-COMPREHENSION) As described in the Col-lege Board booklet, this test has four types of questions, allof which are pre-recorded on tape Responses are selected bythe student from multiple choices printed in the test booklet.The four types of questions are: (a) SPOKEN STAT'EMENTSbased on drawings; (b) SPOKEN QUESTIONS, with multiplechoice answers; (c) BRIEF CONVERSATIONS, with locationsor speakers to be chosen from four possible answers; and (d)SHORT SPOKEN PASSAGES, followed by a series of spokenquestions, with one of the multiple choices, printed in thebooklet, to be selected by the student.
More cImplete information regarding the College BoardAchievement Tests and the College Board SupplementaryAchievement Tests may be obtained by writing to the College

Entrance Examination Baard, Box 592, Princeton, New Jer-sey.



Eva Iuation
The following outline of the characteristics of an effective

foreign language program is intended to be of help to teachers,
department chairmen, coordinators and principals concernedwith foreign language instruction. The general and specific
aims of foreign language instruction are given in detail at
the beginning of this curriculum bulletin and at the beginning
of each level. Matching these aims against the practices listedhere and against the results of instruction should enableteachers and supervisors to assess the effectiveness of the
over-all foreign language program.

The practices outlined below cannot, of course, all be ob-
served in a single class period. They should, however, play
an important role in the total foreign language program ob-
served over a period of time.

EVALUATING THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
I. TEACHING CONDITIONS

A. The Classroom
1. The classroom appears to be a "cultural island"

with appropriate exhibits, posters, pictures, photo-
graphs, proverbs, travel folders, and maps illus-
trating various aspects of the foreign language
and its culture.

2. There are many chalkboards available on the walls
of the classroom (including the rear wall).

3. All exercises written on the chalkboards have brief
headings in Spanish such as Me llamo

4. There is a class bulletin board for the display of
news items and pictures of current interest from
Spanish newspapers and magazines. Displays are
not more than a week old.

5. The Spanish classroom is equipped with a taperecorder, a phonograph, and a combination slideand filmstrip projector.
6. The room is equipped with dark shades and a mo-

tion picture' screen.
7. Spanish dictionaries, periodicals, newspapers, andreference books are available to all students.

B . The Language Laboratory
1. The laboratory provides for the largest number of

students a class is likely to contain.
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2. Some student positions provide for recording by
students and for playback of what has been said.

3. There is adequate provision for the storage of
tapes and other equipment in the room.

4. A program of preventive maintenance of electro-
mechanical aids provided at regular intervals is
available.

5. The laboratory is used only for language classes
and is located in a quiet sector of the building.

6. The positions at which the students sit are pro-
vided with places for books and papers so that stu-
dents may write.

7. The laboratory is available for each student at
least once a week, and more often when possible.
The laboratory period is never more than half
the time of a regular class period.

8. The laboratory is constantly supervised by a re-
sponsible person.

9. At early levels the tapes used in the laboratory
contain materials that have first been presented
in class.

10. At higher levels the laboratory provides oppor-
tunities for presenting to the ear of the student
authentic recordings that have cultural and liter-
ary value.

11. When possible, time allowance is given to teachers
for the preparation of tape scripts and tapes.

12. The language laboratory plays a role in the test-
ing program.

C . The Teacher's Program
1. The teacher is given no more than two prepara-

tions daily, when possible.
2. The teacher teaches no more than three classes

consecutively.
3. Preferably, the teacher meets all his classes in

the same room.
4. Only specially qualified teachers are given difficult

assignments.
D. Opportunities for Teacher and Student Growth

1. Experimental programs and demonstrations of
new teaching techniques are encouraged.

2. Arrangements are made for interschool visits and
teacher exchanges.
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3. Foreign travel for foreign language teachers is
encouraged.

4. Provision is made for teachers to attend profes-
sional meetings.

5. Attendance of teachers at NDEA Institutes is en-
couraged.

6. Teachers are given time to prepare suitable class-
room and laboratory materials for their students.

7. Teachers are encouraged to participate in study
groups and workshops.

8. Outstanding achievement in Spanish by students
is recognized with awards comparable to honors
in other subject areas.

9. Students are encouraged to correspond with stu-
dents living in Hispanic countries.

II. ORGANIZATION
A. Recruitment

1. All teachers of Spanish classes hold a license in
the subject.

2. Spanish instruction is available to all students
who can profit from such instruction.

3. Students who find that they are unable to continue
to study Spanish with profit are permitted to with-
draw.

4. Guidance counsellors are well informed on the
subject of the foreign language program.

5. Students are allowed to begin only one foreign
language at a time.

6. Students of foreign background are encouraged to
study their mother tongue.

B. Curriculum
1. Courses aim at a six year sequence on the secon-

dary school level and a three year sequence on the
elementary school level.

2. In planning programs of pupils, attention is givento the avoidance of long gaps between the end of
foreign language study in high school and the be-
ginning of foreign language study in college.

3. The school's course of study does not slavishlyfollow a commercially prepared text when suchtext deviates from the requirements of the NewYork City Foreign Language Program.
238
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4. Courses emphasize the use of Spanish for communi-
cation in this order: listening comprehension, speak-
ing, reading, and writing.

5. Courses utilize the Spanish language resources
of the community.

6. A continuous and sequential program is provided.
7. There is satisfactory articulation both downward

and upward.
8. There is a long sequence in one foreign language

rather than short sequences in two.
9. If the school has a large total enrollment, pro-

vision is made for teaching some of the less com-
monly taught languages.

10. Courses have adequate provision for the use of
many audio-visual aids.

11. Special classes are programmed to meet the needsof advanced and academically talented students.
12. Teachers are provided with definite departmental

courses of study and units of work.

III. THE TEACHER
A. Has a fluent command of the Spanish language, es-

pecially of its sound system.
B. Avoids excessive talking.
C. Uses Spanish almost exclusively.
D. Plans every lesson very carefully and keeps written

lesson plans.
E. Presents a good example to the class, in neatness of

attire, dignity, posture, and bearing.
F. Is a stimulating and animated personality.
G. Is respected by the students and is in complete con-trol of the classroom situation.
H. Is friendly, cheerful, courteous, and helpful.
I. Carefully explains what is required of students and

insists that they meet the standards set.
J. Is able to adapt the textbook used in accordance with

the requirements of the New York City Foreign Lan-
guage Program.

K. Is patient, generous, and fair. Possesses a good sense
of humor without descending to undue familiarity or
cheap humor.
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L. Speaks English clearly and correctly.
M. Has a pleasant voice of sufficient volume to be heard

anywhere in the classroom.
N. Welcomes visitors to the classroom and is receptive to

constructive supervision and criticism.

IV. THE STUDENTS
A. Are interested and attentive throughout the classperiod.
B. All participate in the lesson spontaneously.
C. Communicate actively with each other in Spanish

under the direction of the teacher.
D. Are courteous and helpful toward the teacher and

fellow students.
E. Stand at their seats when reciting.
F. Recite in a clear and audible voice.
G. Speak both Spanish and English correctly,
H. Are erect in posture when sitting or standing.
I. Are neat in all their written work.
J. Correct each other's work constructively and spon-taneously.

V. THE QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION
A. Lessons are well planned and timed so that they

are taught within the class period without unduehaste.
B. Students are provided with opportunities for us-

ing Spanish in meaningful situations. There is a
maximum use of Spanish at all times. English isused only when absolutely necessary.

C. New structures are presented and drilled by means
of pattern practice.

D. Both analogy and analysis are used as teaching
devices in teaching grammatical structures. Thereis a maximum of drill to automatize responses
and a minimum of theoretical explanation.

E. Pupils are made to master the sound system ofthe foreign language in functional expressions be-fore learning to read and write it.
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F. Instruction aims at developing the ability of direct
auditory and readingcomprehension, without trans-lation into English.

G . The classroom use of disc and tape recordings is aregular part of the course.
H. Various visual aids are used to teach and drillvocabulary and to promote conversation in Spanish.
I . The cultural aspect of the study of Spanish is inte-grated with the linguistic aspect.
J . Spanish is used in situations appropriate to the age

and experience of the students.
K. In testing, performance in Spanish is stressed.
L . Errors in pronunciation and intonation on the partof students are promptly corrected.
M. First choral and then individual responses areelicited.
N. Reading is taught at the beginning as a natural

outgrowth of audio-lingual experiences.
0. A variety of drills and activities is used in a singleperiod.
P. Drill exercises are well graded and progressive in

difficulty.
Q. Homework assignments are clear, meaningful, and

provide for individual differences.
R. Writing skills are taught through copying, dicta-tion, completion exercises, written answers and re-

joinders, and compositions.
S. Instruction is maintained at a lively pace.
T. In the elementary phases of the program, instruc-tion is based on the use of dialogues and mimicry-

memorization techniques.
U. Adequate provision is made for the review oflearned material at appropriate intervals.
V. Language skills are regularly and appropriately

evaluated.
W. Comprehension is always checked in student re-sponses.
X. Adequate provision is regularly made for remedial

instruction.

wade* =101 re.*a ayiS. Row.
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Y. Class work and laboratory drill are well integrated.
Z. Every lesson is properly motivated.

A A. The distribution of books and materials, the collec-
tion of homework, and other housekeeping chores
are well routinized.

B B. While some students are writing on the chalkboards,
other activities are carried on by students at their
seats.

C C. Questions are clearly formulated; they are put to
the entire class and time is allowed for thinking.
Individuals are then called upon by name.

D D. Questions are well distributed so that all students
have an opportunity to recite.

E E. Before the close of the class period, the main
points of the lesson are summarized briefly.

F F. The teacher does not cling closely to the text-
book, but often makes use of lively, well prepared
exercises of his own invention.
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PART FOUR:

EXPANDING HORIZONS IN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES



THE ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM

In keeping with the national interest in strengthening all
areas of American education, and in the interest of the in-
dividual gifted pupil, the Advanced Placement Program is
offered in foreign languages to stimulate selected pupils and
teachers to higher achievement.

This program may be elected in the senior year by spe-
cially gifted pupils in foreign language who have completed
Level III of the four year sequence or Level IV of the six
year sequence.

Advanced Placement Programs will be offered in those
schools in which a sufficient number of gifted and ambitious
pupils warrant such special provision. The students concerned
are given an opportunity to do college level work and to
take the Advanced Placement Examinations. Passing of these
examinations may enable these students to receive college
credit or be placed in advanced courses in college, or both.

Selection of students for the college level course is based
on a number of criteria: the student's proficiency in Spanish,
his native ability, his general scholastic achievement, recom-
mendations of his teacher and guidance counselor regarding
the student's maturity, his emotional balance and health, and
the parents' consent. An important factor is the student's
eagerness to take the course, not so much for the credit, but
to be able to do work on a high level. The selection of the
teacher should be governed by his interest in the program,
his readiness to work on a college level, and his professional
background. Moreover, he should be fluent in Spanish, have
a broad knowledge of its culture and literature, and possess
the ability to present and interpret Spanish literature on a
college level.

Differences between Level V, and the Advanced Place-
ment Program may be found in content, certain aspects of
method and in achievement expected of the student. With
respect to content in the Advanced Placement Program, more
difficult and mature materials will be chosen and there will be
greater study in depth. The method in the Advanced Place-
ment Program will be predicated upon more frequent and
more extensive lecturing, class discussions to elicit penetrat-
ing analysis and to stimulate interpretation, and a greater
amount of independent work. A higher quality of performance
will be expected of the Advanced Placement student.
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The two basic objectives of the course are an increased
competence in the use of Spanish, and a knowledge of the
literature and culture of Spain and Latin America. The Ad-
vanced Placement Program Syllabus states that upon com-
pletion of the advanced course, the student should have at-
tained the ability "to understand what an educated native
speaker says when he is speaking at normal speed on a sub-
ject not unduly specialized," and the ability "to speak with an
acceptable pronunciation and with a command of vocabulary
and syntax sufficient for a sustained conversation on a gen-
eral subject." With regard to the content in literature and
culture, the Advanced Placement Program Syllabus states:
"Knowledge of the literature and culture involves an ac-
quaintance with representative works significant for their
content and literary values and the ability to read with
understanding and appreciation. The student should be able
to comprehend the situations, emotions, ideas and implica-
tions of works which might be read in a college course in
literature and to relate such works to their historical and
cultural setting." Moreover, he should be able to write freely
and accurately on subjects that fall within the range of his
experience.

Schools contemplating the establishment Advanced
Placement courses should consult the bulletins listed below
which give detailed information regarding administration of
the course, selection of pupils, qualifications of teachers,
description of course content, examinations, credits, useful
reference lists for teachers and pupils, and other helpful sug-
gestions designed to afford an enriched experience and a high
level of achievement for gifted and able students.

Note: Many of the techniques and device= suggested in
this curriculum bulletin for Level V in connection with the
four skills, literary appreciation and culture, should be of
value to the teacher of the Advanced Placement Program.

1. Advanced Placement Program Course Descriptions.
Copies of this booklet may be ordered from the Col-
lege Entrance Examination Board, Educational Test-
ing Service. Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey. Price:
$1.50.

2. Advanced Placement Program in Spanish. New York
State Education Department. Bureau of Secondary
Curriculum Development. Albany, New York.
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TEAM TEACHING

Team teaching is a type of staff collaboration in which
two or more teachers are teamed for some aspects of the in-
structional program. The teachers are jointly responsible for
the instruction of all children in their respective classes in
whatever curriculum content (is selected for team teaching.
Each teacher is also responsible for his own class. Team
teaching provides a means of pooling the talents of teachers
in planning and carrying out learning experiences. It also
gives the pupils a periodic change of pace and exposes them
to different teacher personalities.

Team teaching is characterized by large and small-group
instruction. For example, one teacher may take two classes
for a lecture, demonstration, film or trip, while the other
spends the time tutoring a small group. Large and small-
group instruction also provides time for the relieved teacher
or teachers to plan lessons, prepare teaching materials, ar-
range special programs, etc.

Experience has demonstrated that certain pre-conditions
must be met before team teaching can be fully successful:

1. The programming of two or more classes which will
be parallel in time, language and grade.

2. The assignment to these classes of teachers who have
varied abilities and who possess qualities of personality and
temperament that make for effective teamwork.

3. The provision of rooms or halls big enough to' seat
two or more normal-sized classes as a group.

4. The drawing up of lesson plans, teacher-class charts,
and time schedules for an entire unit of team teaching.

5. The design and construction of suitable tests and
other instruments for evaluating the team teaching program.

Assuming that these conditions exist, how can we profit-
ably engage in team teaching in tbe field of foreign languages?
A team of two or more teachers (with varying leadership ac-
cording to the topic of the lesson and teacher talent) can pre-
pare thoroughly for lectures which may include the use of the
opaque projector and pictures, the overhead projector and
transparencies, taped material and tape recorders, phono-
graphs and discs, or the sound projector and films.

The emphasis on the development of audio-lingual skills
demands so much time that the teaching of the foreign cul-
ture frequently tends to be neglected or to be carried on in
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English. Team teaching, on the other hand, will permit the
careful preparation of lecture-scripts with vocabulary, so that
the lectures can be delivered in the foreign language. The
benefits of these lectures extend to all the pupils in that they
gain in language as well as in information and appreciation.

Team teaching would also enable the members of the team
to prepare well-graded pattern drills, scripts and tapes for
language laboratory use, duplicated exercises, review ma-
terials and tests, as well as visual material for display or
projection on a screen.

Through large-group teaching, the teacher who is most
expert in the demonstration and explanation of structures
can take over two or more classes so that eventually all
students in a given grade of a language can profit from su-
perior x caching. The other teachers will also profit through
the preparation and observation of such lessons.

Some aspects of language learning, such as th,.; develop-
ment of good pronunciation, conversational skills and reading
and writing ability, do not lend themselves as well to team
teaching except as they may be taught in small groups by
teachers relieved as the result of large-group formations. This
is generally true of those aspects of language learning in
which intensive individual performance and correction are
necessary. However, team teaching can be used profitably
in a program of foreign language instruction if made possible
through resourceful programming of teachers and students
and through the creation of the above-mentioned pre-con-
ditions for success.

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION

Programmed instruction is based on a carefully integrated
psychological rationale. There are three essential features
which must be present in a course to make it authentic pro-
grammed instruction:

i. Programmed instruction must be based upon an ade-
quately detailed specification of the "terminal behavior" (that
is, new skills, knowledge, or response tendencies) which the
programmer desires to produce in the students taught by
the program.

2. The material of instruction must be organized and
presented in a carefully designed sequence of steps so that
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each step is made easier by virtue of the material learned
in previous steps.

3. The student must have an opportunity to test his mas-
tery of each critical step as he proceeds through the program;
that is, the program must be 'so constructed that correct
responses are promptly confirmed and the student is led to
understand and correct wrong responses.

In the conventional classroom, the teacher cannot effec-
tively employ the three essentials of programmed instruction.
As a result, special devices have been introduced to present
the programmed material to the learner: teaching machines,
self-tutoring courses, programmed textbooks, etc. These de-
vices in themselves are of minor importance. The effectiveness
of programmed instruction will depend almost entirely on the
teaching materials.

In its construction and application, judging from the 21
programmed courses in foreign languages available in Septem-
ber 1963, a programmed course has the following features:

1. The material is graded into small, easy steps that can
be taken by the student one at a time with a minimum of
error.

2. The program requires the student to be active by re-
sponding to every new item.

3. The program is to be used by each student individually.

4. Programmed learning provides for immediate rein-
forcement by supplying the correct answer after each re-
sponse.

5. In programmed learning there is the merging of teach-
ing and testing into one single process.

In addition, since audio-lingual competency is now a recog-
nized prime goal in language learning, it would appear that
no programmed course in foreign languages can claim to be
effective unless it makes provision for auditory practice
(through tapes) and for oral student responses (through an
audio-active microphone).

At this early stage in the history of programmed instruc-
tion, very little has been done about the evaluation of pro-
grams. However, two modest investigations conducted in
New York City yielded some interesting, if tentative, conclu-
sions. In 1962 a programmed course in Introductory Spanish
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was tried out with a class of beginners in a New York Citypublic high school. The course was conducted In a fully-equipped language laboratory with 36 positions. The coursewas used for about 30 class sessions of 40 minutes each. Itwas used (as recommended by the author of the course) inconjunction with a non-programmed course. The programmedcourse had to be abandoned for reasons stated below.
Another study of a programmed course in First Year Span-

ish was conducted in conjunction with the Board of Education
Programmed Audio-Visual Evaluation Project. Thiscourse wasnot tried out in a class with students. It was evaluated bythree teachers and supervisors of Spanish who read throughthe entire course (designed for 50 to 85 hours of classroomtime), listened to one-third, and spot-checked the remainingtapes of the course. These two New York City investigationsarrived at the following conclusions:

1. Programmed instruction designed to be used by in-dividual students at their own pace assume continuously re-newed student motivation which will sustain student atten-tion, interest and activity throughout the course. The majorityof high school students, however, seem to need constant
teacher-induced motivation, encouragement and prodding.

2. The material in the programmed courses is organizedalong logical rather than psychological lines. Words are intro-duced for phonetic reasons (mono, mozo, oso), structures forlinguistic reasons rather than on the basis of situations. This
approach fails to capitalize on student interest in student-centered activities.

3. The pace of the course and the rate of introduction ofnew material tend to "insult the intelligence" of many stu-dents. This is one of the chief reasons why the course in
Introductory Spanish had to be abandonedwith the high schoolclass. The class was so far ahead with the regular textbookwhich was used concurrently two or three times weekly, thatthe material presented by the slow, plodding programmedcourse was pointless and a waste of time.

4. Optimum use of a taped programmed course requiresthat each student operate a tape recorder equipped with apedal for instant start and stop. As this bulletin went to press,no New York City public school language laboratory was soequipped. It would be very expensive to provide each labor-atory with such equipMent. Furthermore, one laboratory
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cannot meet the needs of all the foreign language studentsin a school.

Fernand Marty developed a Programmed Course in BasicFrench which dispenses with an instructor entirely. After one.year's trial, he lists the following drawbacks:
1. Students missed the teacher-student relationship.
2. Reinforcement by a machine is not sufficient to pro- .vide high motivation.
3. The machine program failed to produce pronunciationas adequate as could be attained by a teacher supplementedby tape-recorded drills.
4. Too much time was consumed in detecting errors, andthere was also a failure to detect errors with sufficient ac-curacy.
5. A self-instructional program cannot provide for self-expression.
6. Students felt the need of a book or other material tosupplement the self-instruction in the language laboratory.
7. Students were dissatisfied with communicating onlywith a machine.
In the light of all these findings, it would appear thatthe programmed courses now available are not suitable foruse in our New York City classrooms. It is quite conceivablethat properly constructed programmed courses can be devisedto fill the need for individual remedial work, or independentadvanced work by highly motivated students. Such courseswould be most useful if they were divided into separate units,each unit treating a particular phase or segment of pronuncia-tion, structure, vocabulary, etc. If such units could be closelyrelated to the material used in the regular course, the promiseof the proponents of programmed instruction might then berealized, namely, "to free the teacher from the purely mechan-ical drill work," and make it possible for him "to teach stu-dents to use with art the skills which they have masteredthrough science."
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